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CHAIR HOKAMA:
(gavel)... We shall bring the Council’s Committee on Budget and
Finance to order. This is our meeting of April 4, 2016. We are currently on the review
of the Mayor’s proposed Fiscal Year 2017 Budget.
Present, we have our
Vice-Chairman Mr. White.
..

.

VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And Committee Members present this morning are Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning. Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning. Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Members Carroll, Guzman, and Victorino are excused. We shall take public
testimony at the beginning of today’s agendized meeting. We offer everyone three
minutes to share their testimony with the Committee. If you wish to provide testimony,
we ask you sign up at either the District Office or at our desk at the beginning of the
Chambers. So at this time, okay, we~1l ask Mr. DeLeon to please come forward and
share his thoughts with us, please.
.BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
MR. DeLEON: Just made it. Good morning and aloha.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
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MR. DeLEON: I’m Dave DeLeon representing the REALTORS® Association of Maui in support
of providing the necessary resources to complete the County’s efforts to upgrade its
information service, information technology services upgrade. As the technical, as the
digital age progresses, providing information via the internet has become essential.
Realtors are one of the many professions that rely on obtaining accurate information
about properties and government processes online. Gone are the days of crawling
around the assessor’s office digging out old field books in futile attempts to glean
decades-old information. The key to the system was to step into the modem era and
our association wishes to express its appreciation for the recent upgrades to that system
and look forward to the advent of the MAPPS system. If you have a doubt about the
value of this investment, please consider that this effort, and especially the Planning
Department’s work to revise its land-use maps, aka the Dead Sea Scrolls, is decades
past due. These maps are fundamental documents for both the, for the County and for
the property owner. The property owner counts on the County to maintain those records
in a much better condition than those maps have received to date. RAM was thrilled to
learn of the massive effort underway to reform those maps and digitize them for public
access. Likewise, citizens will obtain better access to the County’s documents and
services, yeah, I’m sorry, via your recent upgrades to your website as well. Thank you
for that. We really appreciate it. We are finally moving in the right direction and RAM
wholeheartedly supports the investment and time and money that that requires. While
serving on the County’s Governance Committee, we’ve repeatedly heard about a lack of
confidence in the County’s ability to provide information and services in an acceptable
manner. This investment will definitely help answer those concerns by bringing these
digital services up to modem standards. It is an investment that will be a benefit to the
County service providers, to commerce, and to the general public, and in the process it
will provide the County, improve the County’s image as a modern government. This
testimony is to thank the Council for making that investment to date and encourage
you to continue making it into the future. Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. DeLeon.
testimony provided this morning?

Members, any questions for Mr. DeLeon on

MR. DeLEON: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Having none, thank you so much for your volunteer service, Mr. DeLeon.
Anyone wishing, else, to provide testimony this morning in the Chamber?
(inaudible)... Well go to our District Offices and ask our ladies if there is anyone in
their districts. First, Ms. Lono in the Hana District, anyone wishing to provide
testimony?
MS. LONO: Good morning, Chair. This is Dawn Lono in Hana and there is no one waiting to
testify.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Fernandez on the island of Lanai, anyone wishing to provide
testimony?
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MS. FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai and there is no
one waiting to testi1~y.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Alcon on Molokai, anyone wishing to provide testimony,
please?
MS. ALCON: Good morning, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai and there is no one here
waiting to testi1~T.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for your help, ladies. Members, there is no further request for
testimony for today’s meeting. With no objections, we shall close this portion of the
meeting?
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Members. So ordered.
.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMOIJY...

ITEM 1:

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 2017 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY
OF MAUI (CC 16-29)

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, ladies. Members, we have various areas to review today, four
areas, three that was scheduled and one that we shifted from Friday evening. So this
morning weTi take up first the Office of the Mayor’s request, then we shall move on to
the Department of Management. Following that, we shall conclude the Department of
Fire and Public Safety. We have one division still to review, that is Ocean Safety. And
after that review, then we shall conclude the day’s departmental review with the
Department of Parks and Recreation. So that’s the plan for today, Members. So at this
time, I’ll ask Mr. Baz, Budget Director, if he has any opening comments regarding the
Office of the Mayor’s Proposal.
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

MR. BAZ: Good morning, Mr. Chair

--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
MR. BAZ: --and Members. It’s a happy Monday here and we’re here, we have the Chief of
Staff, Herman Andaya, to discuss the Office of the Mayor as well as the Division Chiefs
that we have, the Office of Economic Development, myself as your Budget Director, and
our CDBG Coordinator as well will be available for questions should you so have. I
know we have a very heavy agenda today, Mr. Chair, so we will try to be brief in our
comments and move forward in presenting and answering your questions. So I’d like to
turn it over to our Chief of Staff, Mr. Herman Andaya, and, Members, the Office of the
Mayor Department summary starts on Page 403.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you very much. Mr. Andaya, good morning. If you can share
your comments with us, please?
MR. ANDAYA: Good morning, Mr. Chair and Members of the Budget Committee. Thank you
for this opportunity to present to you the Proposed Budget for the Office of the Mayor.
I would like to also take this opportunity to thank the Council for your support of this
Office. Through your funding of this Office, together we have been able to interact with
the general public and adequately address their concerns and issues. If you go to
Page 403, Department Summary, with respect to our mission, the primary purpose of
our office is to serve as a liaison between the general public, which is mainly our
constituents and our County departments. The Mayor’s hardworking staff ensures that
the concerns of our constituents are, at the very least, addressed. The Mayor’s Office is
very conscientious and often employs their customer service skills when taking calls or
meeting with the public. And just to give you as an example, just this past Thursday,
a young woman with three children came to our office late in the afternoon. She recently
became homeless and was desperately looking for a place to stay for the night. The next
morning, she had a job interview and so she wanted to make sure that she was ready.
Our staff worked with this woman, even though it was late in the afternoon, they stayed
back and, you know, they don’t get fanfare. They don’t get overtime. But they stayed
back because they knew it was the right thing to do because they really wanted to help
this woman and because, you know, she had young children with her. But these are
kinds of things that our staff does every day. We’re out there to help our community
and again, thank you for your assistance in allowing us to do just that. If you go on to
the next page, the Organization Chart, again, I serve as the Mayor’s Chief of Staff. In
this position, I oversee the various offices under the Mayor, which includes the Office of
Economic Development, Community Development Block Grant, the Budget Office, and
the Mayor’s Administrative Staff. During my presentation today, I will be discussing the
Mayor’s Administrative Program, which includes the Mayor’s Executive Assistants,
Communication Office, and the secretarial staff. These very professional and competent
individuals serve at the front lines of the County. They are often the public’s first point
of contact when they call our office and the public knows that if they have an issue, they
can call on the Mayor for assistance. We can go on now to the Administration portion
of our Budget. And you~ll see on Page 408, Program Description. And I kind of
mentioned, talked to you already about what this office does, the Administration
Program. And then you’ll see the key activity, goals, and measures. Our number one
goal is to serve as a liaison between community and government and I talked briefly
about that. We receive calls from the public, receive hundreds of calls from the public.
Whenever our community has an issue or concern, the first people they usually call is
the Mayor’s Office. They go straight to the top. And it’s for that reason that we get these
calls. And, you know, it would be impossible for the Mayor to answer all of these calls
or to be involved in every call and so that’s the reason why we have staff. And these
staff members field these concerns and they do everything they can to resolve the issue
but that’s where we’re at. Oftentimes these issues can’t be resolved, as you know. And
I know your offices receive many calls as well. And we try to help them. We try to
address them but oftentimes we just can’t do anything to resolve their issues and so
that’s the reason why you see that the number of issues resolved is at 88 percent in our
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office, which I believe is pretty good. Goal number, I’m sorry, number two is provide
nominations and staff various boards and commissions, entities. And you see that we’ve
done that during this year. Goal number two, efficient gathering and delivery of
information. Increase number of subscribers to the Mayor’s official website and County
of Maui social network sites and this is just showing in Fiscal Year 2015, the actual
16,223. I believe that’s just our Facebook likes but when it comes to our website, the
number of visits to the website is much, much greater. Number two, provide accurate
press releases and official statements for media within 24-hour turnaround period and
we’re at 100 percent at that. We definitely do that very quickly and, because a lot of
times the information that we get from the department are time sensitive. And so it’s
imperative that we get the information out to the press as quickly as possible. Goal
number three, fostering new and existing relations in the local, State, Federal, and
international arena. Number one, provide full support for Hawaii Conference of Mayors
through assisting other counties’ needs, improve relations with other counties’ mayors.
And this one most definitely the Mayor was involved. He does attend all of the HCOM
meetings and also telephone conference meetings. Number two, maintain relations with
the County Council by having official dialogue meetings and with that we do come before
Council whenever we’re asked to come. Number three, maintain and develop new
relations with concerned officials at the Federal and State level of government. And yes,
we do participate. We do have meetings with them. Mayor is constantly on the phone
with State officials as well as Federal. We kindle and develop relationships with
international sister cities. And as you know because we’ve invited you to events
whenever we have sister cities that came in, for example, back in December, we had the
town of Bacarra, Ilocos Norte, here in town and some of you did participate in meeting
with them and whatnot. And they were here to attend our County Academy Program
and for five days, eight hours a day, they learned about our County and we learned a
little bit from theirs about, you know, their functions, their operations. And so I hope
that they’ll be able to bring back this knowledge back to their town and in doing this we
hope that this will foster our relationship with this sister city. Our number five goal is
promote health and weliness in the community and we do this by conducting health
and wellness related events that promote a healthy lifestyle by implementing a health
and weliness policy within the County of Maui. And our office indeed tries to do this as
well. You will see our expenditures, next line. Sorry. Our expenditures have gone
down. In 2014, our actuals was a little under $2 million and now we’re at about
1.5 million. And then youll see a personnel summary by position title and we have all
our positions there. And then the rest is, I think, you can read on your own. But I’m,
at this point, open to any questions, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Andaya. Members, questions in the Administration
Program for the Office of the Mayor? We’ll start with Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you, Mr. Andaya, for your
comments. Just on Page 410, I’m looking at, you had an increase in Premium Pay. I
thought you said there were no overtime positions?
MR. ANDAYA: Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA: If I may refer that question to our Budget Director. He can probably best explain
why there is that amount there.
MR. BAZ: Okay. Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Member Couch. The Collective Bargaining Units 3 and 4 are receiving
one-time lump-sum payments. Throughout the County you ‘11 see in the premium, it’s
Other Premium Pay section, Salary Adjustments and that’s, so that dollar amount is
put into all the departments’ salaries. It’s not overtime, it’s salary adjustments, which
happens to be in the same character code as the Other Premium Pay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And collective bargaining?
bargaining units in the Mayor’s Office?

I thought no one was in the

MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair? Thank you. The Mayor’s Office does, nobody’s actually a union
member but State law requires us to follow certain aspects of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement. One thing we found out this year and we can explain in detail should there
be any questions.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And the previous Page 409, on your goals, I know, I don’t
know if this got back to the Chief of Staff but several of us here have some concerns on
goal number one, item number two, provide nominations and staff various boards and
commissions, entities. We had some heartburn this last go around in a couple of your
boards and commissions that were, we, you know, that I thought at least were
inappropriate and therefore my votes on it. But for instance the public’s, Fire and Public
Safety Commission, you, two things, one, you have two people from Molokai on there
and none from South Maui and I was never asked to provide a name or even think about
getting somebody on there, which was disconcerting. The other thing is you have
somebody, you know, setting a precedence, you nominated somebody who had just
retired from the Fire Department to be on, now on the board and commission of the Fire
Department. So I know I had some concerns about that and a couple other Members
as well. I don’t know if that got to you but you’re Chief of Staff so I’m guessing hopefully
it did and if you could comment on that, please?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA: Mr. Chair, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And, Members, I’m going to allow this discussion. Tie it back to the Budget,
please, yeah, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, okay.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Because that’s what we agendized. I know you have a concern and...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And it was on the goals so I was...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, no, no, and that’s why I’m happy to allow the discussion and the
questioning.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: But please keep in mind it’s about the Budget, please.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. It did come back to me and we will take that under
advisement. With respect to the, well maybe I shouldn’t try to justi1~r, you know, the
reasoning behind why we selected certain people. But I can tell you that oftentimes we
find it very difficult to find people to serve on the boards and commissions. And
oftentimes it’s difficult to fmd someone who can give the time for these boards and
commissions. In fact, we have boards and commissioners who don’t come to their
meetings and because of that we lose quorum. And so in the end, we have to write them
a letter saying, you know, either you come to these meetings or we’ll have to find
someone else to be on the boards or commission. So those are the kinds of challenges
that we have. We most definitely will want to work with the Council. If you have names
for us... I mean, and in the past, we have. Councilmembers have provided names to our
office and we’ve submitted those names, you know. And so if you... and sometimes we
don’t. I mean sometimes the Mayor may feel that, you know, that someone else should
be on the commission. But I can tell you that we’ve had commissioners, I’m sorry, we’ve
had Councilmembers provide names to us and we’re most happy to consider them, you
know. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Crivello, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yes, thank you. So, going back to your salary adjustment
where the negative $8,135 and so...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you give us a reference, please, Ms. Crivello?
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Oh, okay. It’s in Details 11-5.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Eleven dash five.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And that’s part of the Expenditure Summary for the Premium
Pay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: My question is that you had to cover these wages or raises
and, which are now included. So did you, where did you get it from with your
A Account? Is it something that was, you had leftovers or is that surplus that you were
able to move it around? And wherever it was, was it reduced by the, did you reduce,
wherever you got this money from, was it reduced from whatever that it was taken out
from?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA:
Mr. Chair, thank you very much.
Thank you for that question,
Councilmember Stacy Crivello. I’m going to ask our Budget Director to refer this
question to him and have him answer it. He can best answer it for me.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair, Member Crivello. So two years ago, the Council reduced the
Mayor’s Office salaries and wages and not by specffic positions necessarily but by a
dollar amount and so that dollar amount was removed from the Budget as a negative in
salary adjustments. And, because we have to show it to balance out, you know, what
we had in the salaries and wages in there. And so in the last year when we proposed
the Budget, there was a request to reinstate that money. That request was not approved.
However, there was additional monies, or that, so that negative reduced by the salary
adjustments that Council had approved for Fiscal Year 2016. So, and at that time, the
Chief of Staff hadn’t decided which positions were going to be completely eliminated out
of our Budget for Fiscal Year ‘16. Since, subsequent to that he has and so the positions
that you see on Page 113 and 114 are the current funded positions and their current
salaries for FY ‘16. That left a negative $8,135 left to reduce and to balance out.
Because, so they actually spent 8,000, or budgeted $8,000 less in salaries and wages
than we actually spend. Or actually we spent less than we budgeted, put it that way.
And then for Fiscal Year ‘17, to offset the negative and to leave the $6,000 in there for
the Bargaining Unit 3 one-time lump-sum payment, individuals then that’s why you see
that positive $14,135. So net effect is Pages 113 and 114 are the currently funded
positions in the Mayor’s Office Admin Program. Yeah. So if you go back and you pull
out your old books you’ll notice there are a number of positions reduced from that
original number.
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO:
another question?

Right.

Okay, thank you for the explanation.

May I ask

CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Mr. Andaya, I have to ditto Mr. Couch’s concerns about
your goals one and about nominations and boards but under the direction of our Chair,
Budget Chair, is to question budgetary. So thank you for pushing for two Molokai Fire
Commissioners. Wouldn’t that be in increase in costs as well as per diem and what
have you? Being that we do have two commissioners and knowing necessarily that’s
not really my true concerns, it’s the way you folks go about it. But since we’re talking
Budget, isn’t that a concern coming from your Department as far as having to pay for
travel? And I can tell you how expensive it is to travel interisland from Molokai to Maui.
So that’s not taken into any consideration when you’re going to consider your
nominations? And that’s my question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you for that question, Councilrnember. It is a consideration. We do look
at that. But it certainly does not preclude us from saying that we should appoint this
person to the commission. And so VU leave it at that, Councilmember. We, many of our
commissions, we want to have a lot of representation from Lanai and from Molokai, from
Hana, you know, for that matter. And so it shouldn’t be, well we shouldn’t have to
preclude ourselves from looking at those individuals, you know.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No, I’m not talking about the individuals, you know. I’m just
asking you, you know, do you take into consideration budgetary cost
--

MR. ANDAYA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --every month?
MR. ANDAYA: We do consider it. We do consider it, Councilmember.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah, but so this was not?
MR. ANDAYA: Otherwise

--

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah.
MR. ANDAYA: --we’d put everybody from Lanai on the Fire Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No, you’re putting two people from Molokai.
MR. ANDAYA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah.
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MR. ANDAYA: Right. But I...
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So I just, you know, and I’m sure Molokai can appreciate it
that you’re going to, you’re willing to spend all that additional cost every month. So
that’s my only concern, if you folks take that into consideration.
MR. ANDAYA: Yes, I can assure you, Councilmember, that we do. We do consider it, you
know, and so we try not to go overboard with putting too many people from Lanai, you
know, or Molokai or from Hana into our commissions. But we want to make sure that
we got, we have the right people onboard.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you, Councilmember.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Just for clarification, Mr. Baz, you mentioned that
it’s a requirement that we apply the collective bargaining adjustments. Could you clarify
whether that applies to appointed personnel or the folks that are in the various
bargaining units?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, so, Mr. Chair, what we learned this year is that the HRS 76-77 requires that,
and there’s a specific, you know, HRS 76-77 is the positions that are exempt from civil
service, right. So that has a list of all of the positions in there, the different types of
positions and one of them is for people in the Mayor’s Office. And those positions, while
they are exempt from civil service, are required to be in a classification and pay of the
collective bargaining. So the positions have to have SR ratings and they have to be paid
at whatever steps the regular collective bargaining agreements call for. So the, we can’t,
so if we just decided we wanted to pay somebody $50,000, we couldn’t pay them
$50,000. We would have to pay them whatever the step is around that dollar amount.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: That’s very interesting.
MR. I3AZ: Yeah, it was interesting for us too. We had assumed that we could pay them, you
know, what we chose to pay them and Personnel told us no that we cannot.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. The result appears, and this is for Mr. Andaya, if I take the
number of positions in, when this Administration took office, the average pay, and of
course, I just did this yesterday. I haven’t been able to check it out entirely but the
average scale looks like about $54,000 per person. And that has now grown to an
average of 68,400. So that’s an increase of about 25 percent and I bring that up because
we’ve had some individual positions that have gone up pretty significantly but I’m not
sure that the private sector is seeing increases like this and yet we’re asking them to
support paying increased taxes. Can you elaborate on that perspective a little bit?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Who are you directing that to, Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: To Mr. Andaya.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Andaya?

MR. ANDAYA: Mr. Chair, thank you very much. We believe in the government sector we’re
pretty comparable. Just last night I was looking at the City and County of Honolulu’s
Budget and we’re pretty much on par with them, you know. And so we’re still getting
paid less than our private counterparts, our private entity counterparts but I feel that
we are pretty comparable with other jurisdictions. And again, as Budget Director Baz
explained, the pay increases was due to an HRS that states that the increases that the
civil service, our civil service counterparts get should equal, I mean, our raises should
equal that of our civil service counterparts and so that’s the reason for those increases,
you know. I hope that answers your question, Councilmember.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Well, you didn’t answer my question regarding the, you know, the
comparison to the private sector. Have you taken a look at what private sector increases
have been?
MR. ANDAYA: Well, I guess the way I was answering it was that when you take our pay and
you compare it to the private sector, we’re still lower, you know. Private sector... I mean
and that’s how it is. I mean, government will always pay their employees lower than the
private sector, you know.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: As a broad statement, that’s just simply not true because there have
been surveys done that show that out of 65 positions that occur both in government
and in the private sector, that in 45 of those 65 positions, the pay in the government
sector is higher. So that may apply to certain individual positions but it’s simply not
correct to say that government pays less than the private sector.
MR. ANDAYA: Are you referring to the.. .I’m sorry, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Go ahead.
MR. ANDAYA: Are you referring to appointed or civil service positions?
appointed...

Because the

VICE-CHAIR WHITE: It’s a broad range of positions.
MR. ANDAYA: With appointed positions, it is slightly higher, Councilmember, and the reason
why is because it’s very difficult to attract employees to come work for the County for a
short period of time. I mean, our time is, I mean, we have four years. You know, now
two years. And it’s difficult to tell someone, to ask someone to leave their permanent
jobs and to come work for the County. And so the only way to entice them would be to
offer them a slightly higher pay, you know.
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VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Okay, we shall request information from Corp. Counsel on that
statute that Mr. Baz stated regarding the exempt employees, and he may be correct.
But I know something, this Council and this Committee is not required to fund. So we
may not be able to adjust but we do have the choice of whether we want to fund that
position or not. We are not required to fund. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Chair, I just got, I just received a text that, and we’ll have to check this
out as well, but basically says that they may make adjustments, not shall. So anyway,
we’ll see. Thank you for asking for Corp. Counsel’s advice.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, we shall follow up. Mr. Carroll, questions? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Not at this point, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good morning, Mr. Andaya

--

MR. ANDAYA: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --and Department. Thank you for being here this morning
and your overview. Looking at Page 406 and it breaks down Department Summary and
numbers and what have you. It doesn’t, most, usually our Chapters break down, you
know, what operations and all the equipment and things but I didn’t quite see it here
that references the numbers. And number one, this probably goes to Director because
I just gotta jog my memory here, what exactly is interfund cost reclassffication? That
line under operations? I was just going straight across the board to just see what that
number goes to and I can’t
--

MR. BAZ: Yeah, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --recall it in other departments what that is?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, so, Mr. Chair, in all the department summaries where there is grant revenue,
interfund cost transfers are basically the monies that are coming into the County from
those grants, right? So the overhead or fringe benefit costs that are related to those
grants, we recognize that as revenue.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, very good. And then two lines down in other costs,
what is that breakout to, that 11 mu and, I guess, in previous years stayed pretty
comparable in the amounts there?

-
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MR. I3AZ: So those other costs in our Operations Program include grant subsidies. So as we
get into the Economic Development Program, youll see where those numbers add up.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, very good. And then lastly, under equipment, there’s
land, I know this is in previous years but I just never saw land called equipment before.
And it’s not in your Budget Details. I mean, oh, I guess it wouldn’t because this is
previous years but I, how is land equipment?
MR. BAZ: Actually, the equipment category, we changed that for your benefit and for the
public’s benefit. It’s actually the real term of that character classification is capital
outlay. But for 99.9 percent of our Operational Budget that capital outlay is equipment
or ongoing lease costs for copiers, right. So this happens to be land that was purchased
using the Open Space Fund and other, and the Bond Fund for West Maui and so that
got classified as a capital outlay and so that made it into our Budget Details like that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. I just thought that was something very different from
what I’ve ever seen but thank you for that explanation, Budget Chair. And jumping over
to... oh, sorry, Chair. I had like ten questions, I guess, already.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, well continue the rounds, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: Okay, that’s fine. That’s fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, we’ll have, everyone will have additional opportunities. So following
up on Ms. Cochran, Mr. Baz, why wouldn’t you put that under Finance since the
Finance Director has the asset inventory responsibilities?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: The department that typically initiates the land acquisition is who gets assigned
that asset. Yes, the Department of Finance does manage our asset inventory and they
have a real property manager that is assigned with keeping all of that in order but as
far as the organizational structure of where that asset is classified is dependent on
where the Finance Department, you know, it’s, like I said, it’s typically who is the one
that initiated that. So if the Department of Public Works, you know, initiated the request
for the land acquisition at the industrial park in Molokai for their baseyard, that land
then gets classified as an expenditure in the Department of Public Works, right. So even
though the Department of Finance is the one that manages all the assets.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is that the best way that we can do it? It seems like you would rather put
everything in one centralized area for consistency.
MR. BAZ: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I mean, if one department doesn’t talk to the other, everybody gets screwed.
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MR. BAZ: I agree, Mr. Chair, that there can be improvements to our system but as far as
recording of the assets to the function and department that those assets are aligned to,
Department of Finance would prefer to record it into those functional areas, right. So,
you know, again, if we purchase a roadway, we want to make sure that we’re classifying
that as a roadway asset so that, you know, it can be appropriately reported in our CAFR
and other purposes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I understand why you do certain things, you know, Mr. Baz, and maybe for
the Auditor or someone it makes some accounting sense, I’m just looking from an
operational perspective. So let’s go to your goals and objectives, Mr. Andaya, 408, we
appreciate your comments. And Members, just remember one thing, we did, some of
the numbers you see that’s adjusted is because we made a decision on how to deal with
the Budget Office and we broke them out last year so there’s adjustments in the
numbers how we adjusted bow we wanted to look at the Budget Office. So that’s part
of the difference from last year to this year. And, so Mr. Andaya, on Page 408, let’s just
go to your goals. Number one, I just fmd it interesting that wouldn’t, your estimate or
your objective would be 100 percent. Can you tell me how you, why the number 80 is
sufficient for the needs?
MR. ANDAYA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MR. ANDAYA: Once again, as I mentioned earlier, oftentimes these issues, we’re not able to
resolve all issues. And so we try to, we try our very best. Of course we want to solve
everyone’s problems but it’s often the case that for whatever reason it cannot be
resolved. And so that’s the reason why realistically we established the number of
80 percent. That seems to be around the numbers that we can realistically resolve.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You do, however, respond to every single issue that comes before the office
through some type of communication? We acknowledge we receive your submittal?
MR. ANDAYA: Yes, Mr. Chair. We try to. There are times when we’ve, some has fallen through
the cracks. I must admit. For whatever reason. But we do try to address every issue.
We try to, every phone call that comes in someone talks to that person and tries to, you
know, tries to help them, assist them.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And I appreciate your folks’ efforts, Mr. Andaya, because I hear from
the community that they’ve approached the Mayor’s Office and you folks responded so
thank you for that. The one that I wanted to check and ask how you folks are creating
the basis of measurement is goal 3-2 regarding the relations with the Council and you
listed by having official dialogue meetings. Well, we all know we do well in official but
at times we do better unofficial discussions also. Can you tell us, give us some
comment, Mr. Andaya, on, regarding the measurements and how you, what you, how
you folks feel to measure this for number 3-2, please?
-
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MR. ANDAYA: I agree with you, Mr. Chair, that perhaps there ought to be more informal
discussions. Most of the times, it’s been before the Council but with respect to our
relations with the Council, I mean, there’s times when someone from my office attempts
to make an appointment with a Councilmember and is unable to get through but
another person gets through. And that’s how we, you know, we’ve been operating. We
all kind of try to meet with the Counciimembers and I believe that all nine Members at
one point or another in this course of the year has had some kind of interaction with
the Office of the Mayor. And so we try to make that a point and I think, you know, we’ve
done that. We’ve been able to meet with all nine Members of the Maui County Council.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you for that, Mr. Andaya. Same goal, number three, under
number four, two years ago, your actual numbers regarding sister cities,
communications, exchanges, various discussions, visitations, you have 27. Can you
kind of give us a, some comment please? Your projection of three for the upcoming year
and what do you see the role of the Administration with this program, please,
Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Oftentimes, our, whenever we have interactions with
our sister cities, the first office they call is the Mayor’s Office. And for the most part, we
receive maybe about three or so visits from these cities. But in the case of
Fiscal Year 2015, I guess it was a banner year and oftentimes these sister cities, they’ll
come in unannounced or they’ll give us just a few days’ notice and they’ll come in and
they’ll want to meet with the Mayor, you know. Sometimes, they just show up at our
doorstep.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You’re kidding, really?
MR. ANDAYA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: On official visits?
MR. ANDAYA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: They just pop up?
MR. ANDAYA: Yeah. They do, they do. I’m not sure if it’s an official visit, Mr. Chair, but the
mayor of a town will show up on our doorsteps. And so...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Without previous communications

--

MR. ANDAYA: Yeah. Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --of a potential official visit?
MR. ANDAYA: Yes. Yes. Yes, without, just so happen they’re here to visit family, perhaps,
and then someone tells them hey, you should go see the Mayor, you know. And so they
usually come up and see us and in turn we tell them you should also go and see the
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Council. You know, you should go down, maybe observe their proceedings. And so, but
yes, they do. And I’m sure Councilmember White could probably attest to this but there
has been times when we’ve sent people down and there was no notice, you know, or very
little notice for that matter.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So this three is about recognize and plan relationship visits or
communications. Is that this number three? Doesn’t take into account all those
unanticipated visitations or chance meetings per se?
MR. ANDAYA: Oh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Three is what the Administration plan through the year to have official
relations with the various 20-something sister counties, sister cities we have?
MR. ANDAYA: My apologies, Mr. Mayor... Mr. Chair. You’re referring to number four of goal
number three?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Four. Number four, yeah.
MR. ANDAYA: Yeah, so it’s to rekindle and develop relationships with international sister
cities.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. ANDAYA: And the number of sister cities with active communication and meaningful
programs, exchanges and programs.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
MR. ANDAYA: So, like I had mentioned earlier, typically it’s about, maybe three will show up.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, so this three that you’re talking about for us from a budgetary
standpoint is for you to send representatives from this County to sister city counties or
for this County to be able to host three sister cities visiting Maui County?
MR. ANDAYA: It’s both, a little bit of both, Mr. Chair. But most of the times, like for instance,
the number 27 refers to the number of visits we received, I believe, many of them were
visits we received from a sister city, from another...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, can you tell us the three sister counties or cities that you anticipate
to host or have dealings with in the upcoming fiscal year?
MR. ANDAYA: We haven’t made that...
CHAIR HOKAMA: That’s not...
MR. ANDAYA: You mean for this past year?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: For the upcoming. For this Fiscal Year ‘17 request.
MR. ANDAYA: Fiscal year?
CHAIR HOKAMA: You have three so I’m just wondering if you already have chosen through
your Sister Cities Program or part of your budget preparation for travel or entertainment,
you know, you say we’re going to do one from Korea, one from the Pacific islands, one
from Portugal or wherever it may be. You don’t have those type of planning to that detail
yet?
MR. ANDAYA: Not, not yet, Mr. Chair. But we do, like for instance, Fukuyama comes every
year. So Fukuyama, that’s most definitely would be one of the three. And then we
typically have someone from the Philippines that will come and so, you know.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. ANDAYA: But it’s not like, it really depends if they are able to come to the U.S. You know,
like, for instance, the Philippines, we’re very popular with them. They want to travel to
the U.S. Oftentimes, they can’t get visas to come here.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Does Ms. Rasmussen assist you on what is our cost benefit advantage of
doing this type of programs? Every time they come, you know, does the County get one
little bump in number of rooms utilized? Is there a bump in expenditures? Is there all
of a sudden increase for our people to go to a certain province in Korea, in Philippines,
Japan? I mean, that’s the kind of things that I think we would be interested in from a
budgetary standpoint. So maybe when Ms. Rasmussen comes up she can maybe share
some comments. Members, I’m going to ask you for your additional questions in this
program area of the Administration. One thing first, Mr. Baz, is there any grant
revenues in the Administration Program?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, this year there is no grant revenue within the Administration Program.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. BAZ: We have in the past received funding and it’s possible the State Commission on the
Status of Women has funded the County’s Status of Women’s Commission with a grant
but we’re not expecting that this year.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. Did we send Mr. Baz the official request about how much the
General Fund subsidizes grant positions? Yeah, I’m not too happy with those numbers.
Mr. Couch, questions? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Just a comment on, regarding goal two.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, ma’am.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And I’m sorry, goal three.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, ma’am.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Number two. I just want to comment that 100 percent,
100 percent, very good. I personally have to say thank you to Mr. Mayor. He’s been
quite responsive to my constituents and concerns that they have brought before me and
I just want to put that on record that the Mayor himself has been quite responsive to
the needs and sometimes it’s last minute, you know, that things come up. So thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No further questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, questions for Mr. Baz, Mr. Andaya?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: None at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair. Another, a little bit more about the
Sister Cities Program. You know, I think it’s a wonderful program but I really would
like to see us make a more concerted effort. And you mentioned some of this while you
were mentioning the litany of sister cities. I’d like to see a little more outreach to our
European folks. You know, we’ve, I can’t remember, I’ve been here ten years and I don’t
think I’ve seen anybody from France or Portugal or Scotland or, you know, any of these
places that we have sister city arrangements with. Many years ago, when I first came
here, one of the reasons why we increased the money was we were hoping to see, you
know, a little more outreach to others and maybe they’re not interested or they can’t
come or whatever but it would be really nice if we could bring one of them because we
are sisters and we do have those arrangements. So also we might look at some countries
that are not represented. I’ve always wanted to do one with one of the Mexican cities
and they have outreach but we haven’t been able to go ahead because we were reviewing
the ones we have and, you know, should we keep them or whatever. But I think it’s a
wonderful program having had the opportunity to attend the Philippine sister city. It’s
an incredible opportunity and they certainly like us and I also want to verify about the
we don’t know they’re coming because I’ve been shocked to find out that they were here.
You see it on Facebook and that’s how you know they were coming. So it’s a very good
program, Chair, and I think we can learn a lot from each other. So thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. I am hoping that maybe through our support, people like MVB,
Office of Economic Development can help us
--

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, they should be.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --see whether or not we should be doing a little bit better coordination
regarding some
--

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: That’s a great idea.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --economic development advantages or benefits. So we can talk to those
representatives. I’m sure Ms. Rasmussen has ideas she could share with us.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And thank you for bringing up those goais.
I, too, had those highlighted and you asked quite a lot of the questions that I was going
to but playing up on the sister city subject matter here, number, goal three number
four, rekindle and develop. So rekindling is what, in my mind, is what Ms. Balsa
mentioned, the ones that are, we’ve had throughout the years and we just have not been
in contact or in touch. So we want to rekindle those relationships. Yes, we get
Fukuyama every year. We get a lot of sister cities from Philippines, which is awesome.
But, you know, this is to rekindle existing, that we haven’t, and this is to develop,
develop new also.
And, you know, because my shop interacts with people
internationally, I see which countries do come here, and which states and areas that do
frequent our islands, Lahaina in particular, most frequently. And so to, you know, just
keep them corning or rekindle or start a new relationship to entice them to come more
often, to spread the word within their country or within their towns and what have you
to come visit because hey, I know firsthand we had an awesome time. We would like
everyone to experience this too so please come to Maui County. So that’s how I look at
that one. And then the goal above number three, you also brought up, Chair, and what
struck me in this maintaining, develop relations but with the Federal and State level
government. I find visiting up at the Federal level that it’s, you know, they got a lot on
their plate over there. We’re very far away. We’re as far away as we can get from them
and they may unfortunately forget what it’s really like to be here in our little islands.
And then the State level, the TAT issue jumped at me and you mentioned the three
particular reps there that hey, testify to these guys. They think that we don’t pull our
fair share here on the County level. So these are, I think, we have particulars, names,
people, that this Administration, this County can go and better leverage, meet, greet,
whatever we need to do to make them understand what responsibility, what kuleana we
really do carry here and that please, subsidize us in the monies that we give into the tax
system to come back and help us. So that’s kind of where I see this and it looks like
yes, they want to continue the efforts but I see that as very key into what we can recoup
from outside to come back here into our coffers to better serve this conununity. Those
are important goals. But lastly, Chair, if you don’t mind, jumping back to 406 under
Operations.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The paragraph that explains what operations is about. It says
Mayor’s primary objective, Office of the Mayor’s primary objective to gather information
and then make recommendations. So who’s gathering and who’s recommending?
Because it looks like it’s recommendations to the Mayor, Managing Director, department
heads. So is it just the person who answered that phone call and is now going to make
recommendations to, so who’s making the recommendations and who’s gathering
information and then figuring out what recommendations is being given to you folks?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you for that question, Councilmember. So what usually happens is
someone will make a call. Someone, sometimes it’s an individual, a constituent making
a call. Sometimes it’s a Coundilmember asking one of our, making a call that there’s an
issue and that they’re calling on behalf of their constituent. So this, the call is referred
to an EA, an Executive Assistant to the Mayor. Then that person then researches the
issue, fmds out, you know, what’s going on. What’s, you know, and sometimes it’s the
County, maybe something that we could do better. Maybe it’s something that we could
fix. Sometimes it’s not. Sometimes it’s something that perhaps the constituent didn’t
do something right and, you know, there’s no way we can fix it, you know. But that’s
usually what happens. It then goes, the EA, as I mentioned before, we serve really as a
liaison between the public and the County. And so instead of these constituents calling
every department and trying to, you know, resolve, we do it. We’re like a concierge
service, you know. We do it. We do the research. The EAs then discuss with the Mayor,
with the Managing Director, with the department heads how we can resolve this issue
and make recommendations, you know, from there to them. And that’s how, that’s how
these issues are usually handled.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, well very good. Thank you very much.
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you, Councilmember.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch, you have questions? One thing that I wanted to bring up from
Page 410, I like that goal number 5, Mr. Andaya. I think that is, it should help us with
Work Comp issues and some other things. Can you tell us, give us the status of
currently how your, the Administration is approaching this health and weliness from an
Administrative policy and what has been the benefit so far on the employees per se?
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you, Councilmember. So the way we do this, we do a number of levels.
One is to promote exercise among our employees. And I think the Managing Director
has done a very good job of encouraging people to walk on Wednesdays. So every
Wednesday, we encourage our employees to come out and walk during lunch. Some of
our employees do it every day nonetheless. If you come up to our 9th floor in our
conference room, you will fmd ladies there, and men sometimes, doing Zumba or doing
some kind of exercise program during lunch, you know. We also encourage our
employees to take part in charity walks. And so our office has participated in a number
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of charity walks now. And then also the office also helps organizes the Health Fair that
we have in our log. And so these are just some of the things that we do. We also have
talks in our conference rooms regarding how to eat better, you know, and this is done
during lunch. And we have speakers that come in and talk about in what ways, you
know, you could improve your diet. So these are just some of the things, Council,
Mr. Chair, that our office has done.
CHAIR HOICAMA: Good. I would hope you can have some additional measurements for us
next year. I would really like to know if it has an impact on sick leave, Work Comp
issues. The Members are very much aware. We see a lot of claims and settlement
requests through us and sometimes it’s about conditioning and health practices that
we have some concern about, so I would say San Diego County in California has a
recognized health program for their employees. They have measurements that track a
lot of the health and conditioning of their employees and you might want to ask our
sister county if there’s things that I believe their Health Director, Mr. Macchione might
be able to share with your people on how to consider some adjustments on how to
measure since it seems like you’re already doing certain events. I would just say capture
that information to your benefit.
MR. ANDAYA: Most definitely, Mr. Chair. Thank you for pointing that out to us. I would like
to get that person’s name again. The Mayor, the Mayor’s Office has actually received
some awards as a result of our efforts. As an example, just this past weekend, the
American Heart Association awarded the Mayor with the Gold Level Fit Friendly
Worksite, you know, and there are other awards that our office has received as well.
But I do agree with Councilmember Hokama that it’ll be interesting to see how these
programs really effect, you know, mitigating our workplace injuries and, you know,
things of that sort. So I would be very interested to see that information that you have,
Councilmember, as well as that, the San Diego? Is that the city of San Diego?
CHAIR HOKAMA: County of San Diego.
MR. ANDAYA: Oh, County of San Diego, I’d like to also see what kind of program they have as
well and how is it that they’re able to measure the effects of these types of health
programs.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, you might want to work with Ms. Toda also, our Risk Manager. Let
me ask you some questions from the Details, please, Mr. Andaya. And I thank you
again, Mr. Baz for stating the State statute regarding some of the exempt considerations
on compensation. But that’s interesting, you know, so, Mr. Ueoka, for all other costitem contracts, Council ratifies or gives approval. Now we’re being asked to follow a
State statute and that we should be following collective bargaining’s numbers, benefits,
and yet we don’t.. .what is the process of Council to approve that cost items, only through
the annual budget? We don’t take it individually like bargaining unit contracts. So I
fmd it interesting that we approach this group of employees very differently regarding
increases based on a contract that we never, we don’t review per se for exempt and EMs.
So that’s a legal question I’m asking you.
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MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. I’m, I guess I don’t really know why per se but I can say that
under HRS 76-77, it talks about the various exempt positions from collective bargaining.
However, like number one in there is the Mayor’s, positions in the Mayor’s Office, and
while they are exempt from collective bargaining, it states that all employees will be in
the classification system. And in 89C-2, 89C HRS relates to adjustments for collective
bargaining. It typically allows for pay above what the classifications are. However, 89C2 Section 4 then states for excluded employees under the same classification systems
as employees within collective bargaining units, adjustments shall not be less than
those provided under collecting bargaining agreements for employees hired on a
comparable basis. So when I read that, it kind of ties it in saying the excluded employees
in the Mayor’s Office would be entitled to the, I guess, comparable raises given under
the CBA. So while the Council doesn’t get the cost items how it does for the various
bargaining units, in a sense, the Council did approve the cost items for those bargaining
units and therefore when the request comes in, it also has to be submitted for those, or,
I’m sorry, when it’s approved, it would also have to also be submitted for those Mayor’s
Office positions in accordance with 89C-2. I hope that at least addresses your concern,
Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That’s a very roundabout response there, Counselor. Mr. Andaya, on
Page 11-5 of the Details, which is under Salary and Wages for your program area, I
wanted to ask you for some comments or just to get it corrected. When I look at Salary
Adjustments, 5250, we show a minus 8,135 continuation request 14,135 and then the
6,000 for ‘17, which you state is for a one-time lump sum payment based on collective
bargaining for Bargaining Unit 3 and 4. And 14,135 additional appropriations due to a
Council cut in Fiscal Year 2016.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair? That’s an error in our notes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. BAZ: The additional is the 8,135. That was the negative from Fiscal Year ‘16 that was
leftover.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Because.. .yeah. And I just mention that because we provided a 3 percent
increase of 41,786 sol wasn’t too happy with what was being shown and so I thank the
Budget Director for making that correction. On Page 11-6, gentlemen, if you take a
look, let’s see, for Bargaining Unit 3 and 4 there’s a 1,500 lump sum payment for each
employee on the maximum step. As I understand collective bargaining, normally
maximum step is for employees who pretty much have 25 years or more service. So
what is your years of service for each affected employee that’s getting this lump sum?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, are you referring to the note on 11-5, that same category, Salary
Adjustments?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
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MR. BAZ: Okay, so the Bargaining Unit 3 and 4 collective bargaining agreement, yes, typically
you’ll see a lump-sum payment for, I think it was Fiscal Year ‘15, maybe for ‘16, if they
have, if they’re provided a step increase but the person in that step is in maximum level.
For Fiscal Year ‘17, it’s just a one-time $1,200 payment. It has nothing to do with
whether or not they’re at a maximum step level.
CHAIR HOKAMA: This is a bonus?
MR. BAZ: Basically, yeah. So if you look at FN- 1 letter coming from the Finance Director to
Council in response to some questions, there is a breakdown of the different collective
bargaining agreements and the actual items for fiscal year, well actually this just has
Fiscal Year ‘16 in here. I apologize. They didn’t add Fiscal Year ‘17 it looks like. But
yeah, we can get you those collective bargaining agreement details that express what
the makeup is. From my recollection, Bargaining Unit 3 got 3 items this year. One was
an across the board increase, one was a step increase if they’re eligible, and the third is
a one-time lump sum payment.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you for that, Mr. Baz. Members, I want to finish Admin before
we take our morning break, the Admin Program. Because then after that we can head
into Economic Development and a quick review of CDBG. I know we reviewed the
resolution but I thought it would be appropriate to at least give that program area some
time from the Committee as well as allow Mr. Pontanilla a chance to give comment or
respond to questions from the Members. So, we welcome Mr. Guzman. Thank you for
being here, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We are under the Office of the Mayor, Administration Program review
currently. We had discussions on Goals and Objectives and we just pretty much
completed the Salary and Wages portion. So, Members, do you have questions on
Operations? Basically it’s from 11-6, 7, 11-7 of your Details. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Just a question on the requested amount for
Operations. We have a request for 137,000, I believe it’s on Page 11-8. The previous
year’s expenditure were around 91,000 and the request is for 137 and so far this year
it looks like we’ve spent about 50,000. So we’re, we would be on track to hit an annual
total of about 75,000 to 80,000. So do we need that additional amount, Mr. Andaya?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA:
Mr. Chair, thank you very much.
Thank you for that question,
Councilmember White. Our office has been working really hard to keep our costs down,
you know, and that’s reflected in this number here. We’ve reduced the number of trips
to Honolulu even though, you know, it would have been beneficial to the County to send
individuals. Like say, for instance, to the Legislature. You know, in the past, I mean, I
think we’ve only sent our EA, who’s our lobbyist, I think we’ve sent him only like twice
in this Legislative Session and it would have been beneficial to send him, you know,
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more often. As you know, it’s very beneficial to be there to meet face to face with
Legislators or with staff and to really get the lay of the land, you know, what’s going on
with certain bills or issues. And so because of that, because of our budget, we’ve been
very careful. Like I said, we’ve only sent him twice when in the past we’ve sent him
many more times. And the same can be said with other expenses that we’ve had, you
know. We’ve really tried to stay within our budget. And you can ask my staff, I mean,
theyli tell you because I’m a real stickler. I’m constantly asking like do we really need
to buy this? Do we really need to upgrade equipment, you know, phones or whatever
the case is, you know? And I’ll always tell them no. I oftentimes will tell them no just
so that we can stay within our budget. So I hope that answers your question,
Councilmember.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Well, my question was really whether, since you’re on track to hit about
75,000, whether an amount of 91,000 to 100,000 would be adequate for next year
instead of the 137 since it’s gone unspent? And it looks like it will remain unspent to a
large degree.
MR. ANDAYA: And so...
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So you would be, it sounds like you would be comfortable with an
adjustment back down to 90,000 to 100,000?
MR. ANDAYA: I’m sorry. Mr. Chair? What I’m saying, or what I said earlier, is that it’s been
a very uncomfortable experience for us at the office because oftentimes we’ve had to
limit ourselves, you know, as a result of the number. But we’re not complaining. This
amount that we’re getting right now, we’re living by it, you know, we’re trying to live by
it. But to bring us down even further because we’ve tried to save money this year I think
would be unfair, you know.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Well no, we want to provide you with funds to take care of your needs
but not utilizing it suggests that there is not as much of a need as we anticipated. So
that’s...
MR. ANDAYA: No, the reason why we haven’t, you know, we, like I said, we’ve tried to cut
back. But if we, if possible, I mean, we would like to go back to how it was before, you
know, and which is where we can, we’re not as limited. We’re not as restricted.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, but my point is where you were before was 91,000, not 137. So if
you want to go back to where you were before then again, it sounds like you’re agreeing
to the lower number. I don’t think it’s appropriate to go that low but I’m just asking the
question. So, anyway, you’ve answered it satisfactorily. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair. I don’t have very many questions. What is
the Mayor’s contingency operation? Although it’s only 12,000 but what is that?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It’s in Operations.
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you can respond to Mr. Guzman’s question, please?
MR. ANDAYA: I’m sorry, can you repeat the question again?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yes, Mr. Andaya. The, it would be 11-8 on the Details and it’s
indicated as the Mayor’s Contingency Operation under Miscellaneous Other Costs. And
it’s Index Code 90335 lB. I don’t recall seeing that or if I had I may have forgotten it.
Can you refresh my memory?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA: I was just told... Mr. Chair, thank you. I was just told by our Budget Director
that that figure has always been there actually.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: But what is that, Contingency Operations? What is, what
exactly is that?
MR. ANDAYA: So, this Contingency Fund, there’s things that often occurs unexpectedly,
whether it be emergencies or, you know, things like that. And so that’s what those
monies have been used for in the past.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. For, like examples?
MR. ANDAYA: Like say there’s a hurricane or, you know, those types of emergencies, we’ve
tapped into these funds to buy little things, you know, that we may possibly need. For
instance, like water, for instance.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, okay.
MR. ANDAYA: You know, like down at the Civil Defense, you know, maybe they need some
food. People have been working 24 hours straight, they may need some food or some
other, you know, and so we try to provide that for them.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, thank you.
MR. ANDAYA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. I have a completely different recollection. My recollection is
that the contingency that we’ve provided the Mayor, we gave him either last year or the
year before for the first time because of the sister, the volume of sister cities’ folks that
were coming in and they wanted to...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: That was part of the expansion of the funding, you’re correct.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Right, because we felt that it was appropriate for the Mayor to have
funds to take care of these visiting dignitaries instead of having to do what he had done
for a number of years, taking the money out of his own pocket. So, Mr. Andaya, I’m a
little surprised that you’re not aware of the reason for that fund but that might indicate
why it’s not being utilized much. But I hope that the Mayor is not continuing to pay for
things out of his own pocket because that fund is there for that purpose by my
recollection.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Some was for the reciprocal treatment.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We can use that term.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: When Maui delegation goes to those sister counties, sister cities, and when
they come, we’d like to reciprocate in an equal manner. That was part of the rationale
why Council supported the increased funding for this. It was supposed to be for those
specific items. It wasn’t to support A Account or anything else. It was to assist the
Mayor in those official expenses on behalf of the people of this County.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions in this area? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, thank you very much, Chair. And I, too, recall that very
clearly. Chair White is right up the, right where we need to be. You know, when we get
foreign dignitaries or people that come, I think there’s a standard of aloha that we want
to uphold and it isn’t that we’re going to go out and buy silly stuff but it’s a standard of
aloha and protocol that I think we need to maintain as a County. You know, we get
wonderful, beautifully done protocol gifts that come from other places and when we also
go to Legislature or to meetings with important people, you know, we have this aloha
tradition in Hawaii and I know that Mayor Arakawa is the first one to be dragging all
kinds of peanut butter mochi and whatever and he never thinks anything about doing
that but it’s not fair because he is acting on behalf of all of us. So I think this is a really
good thing and I’m kind of dismayed that I don’t see the expenses because I know he
does it. So maybe he needs to be told it’s okay. Let’s send him a message. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. And I believe we adjusted the Council Chair’s contingency also?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, we have one too.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: For both the Legislative and Executive Branches. So, yeah, we put that
money for appropriate protocol and decorum requirements of the County. Any other
questions in this area?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And the Committee, Maui County
Committee on the Status of Women, I guess it says first or new line item grant? Don’t
they always receive something to do their little health and wellness booklet annually
and us...
CHAIR HOKAMA: This is a State grant that now they’re telling the County, asking the County
to pay since the State won’t pay for it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, that’s why it’s new.
CHAIR HOKAMA: It’s another one of my favorite subjects.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. So I guess the entity has been receiving, as you stated,
Chair, from the State and now they no longer are so now County is forking out...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Being requested to pay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, being requested. Okay, got it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Got it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Alright, yeah, ‘cause as I was part of this Committee once
upon a time, that was, you know, not, 5,000 out of the entire Budget I thought not a
whole lot but we utilize it quite well for the, on behalf of the women in the County and
now I’m like, huh, how come? I don’t recall that being a onetime only or first time so I
see why now. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Chair, we were all channeling you on Friday when we were in the
meeting with the House Finance Committee and we were asked questions about well,
does the County pay for expenses that the State should pay for. And we said, oh God,
we wish Riki was here because he would be able to go on and on but we did a good job.
And...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, you folks did. I saw it on TV.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: And we were complimented, Maui County was complimented by
the Legislators for doing an outstanding job in doing much more than other counties
do. So I think we should share that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for sharing that comments and yes, you all did a great job,
yeomen’s job on Friday. I saw both you and Mr. White on Hawaii News Now with
Members Ikaika Anderson and Mel Rapozo of their county council, so thank you for
doing great work at the Capital.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: We wish you could have been with us. You would have loved it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I didn’t eat nails that day. Couple of questions for you, the gentlemen. On
Page 11-11, Members, gentlemen, on the page, one of the things that I wanted to talk
about is this position OM-0 107, Grant Specialist II. I am hoping that this will address
the issues mentioned in the Auditor’s report related to grant funds. Can you give us
some comment whether this position will address some of those concerns from the
Auditor or if this position is to accomplish something different in the Office of the Mayor?
MR. BAZ: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yes, Mr. Chair. That position was funded in the Budget Program. So I don’t know
if you want to discuss that now. We can. But it is a position that was requested by the
Department of Finance to specifically address the audit findings in previous years about
the timely reconciliation and so that is the primary duty of this position. The, I feel that
the position can do other things. There are other activities and functions related to
grant revenue and also grant subsidies and assisting in my office that this position can
handle so I have her tasked, but her primary duty is addressing the audit finding and
the timely reconciliation of Federal grants.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. That’s good news for us. And yes, that is a filled position, right,
Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yes, that’s correct. That has been filled since January

2nd.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, thank you so much for getting that squared away. I appreciate your
efforts.
Mr. Guzman, questions for the gentlemen?
Mr. White?
Ms. Crivello?
Mr. Couch? Ms. Cochran? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll, questions? One last one before we finish up this portion of the
Mayor’s, including the Budget Program, 11-13 gentlemen, 6244, this additional monies
-
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for your computer software. Can you give us some comment, please, regarding the
software
--

MR. BAZ: Sure.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --and does this assist you in forecasting revenues, long-term debt,
repayments of obligations? Can you just help us understand a little bit more about this
request, please?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Yeah, this funding actually will not address those items that
you requested. It’s specifically related to open data. I have a very quick presentation
that I kind ofjust made this morning as I was sitting here.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
MR. BAZ: If you don’t mind. So basically there’s going to be three phases in the development
of, and utilization of this service. First is to build trust with open finances. So we’re,
we want to build trust with the community and whoever wants to have access to it with
an open access to our fmancial data.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you give us a real good understanding when you say open finances,
please, because that makes me nervous.
MR. BAZ: Sure.
CHAIR HOKAMA: From a secured standpoint. Security standpoint.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, so they won’t have access to our financial system but what happens is the
data that is provided once, you know, and we haven’t decided whether it’d be on a
monthly basis once the books are closed for that month or on a quarterly basis or, and
some jurisdictions only want to present audited financial data so it’s only after the
audit’s complete that the data is, becomes available. So it’s a little old but it’s down to
the very detailed transaction level. So people won’t have access to change our system
but basically looking at the payments that we make and different expenditures and
categorizations.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is it only as it regards to their unique and specific information? They don’t
get access to things like when we transfer monies to our checking accounts and all those
other things, right? When we do the call for short-terms to convert back to cash?
MR. BAZ: No. Those...
CHAIR HOKAMA: It’s only as it regards to their specific things like their own real property tax,
their own fee payments for DMV requirements?
MR. BAZ: Yeah.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: I’m trying to understand the parameters of what access they have.
MR. BAZ: So, Mr. Chair, if you don’t mind, I could bring up an example website. This is from
the city of Marysville, Washington where they have the open budget and open checkbook
sections and they, the presentation specifically related to the checkbook section is
basically just aggregating the spending. You can see, you know, that their total
spending levels are $86.94 million. The top expenditures are in security of persons and
properties category. They have, you know, the fire district is an actual contracted
agency, I guess, for them. So you can see those different things. You have the ability
to explore in detail the different, you know, how much is spent, general fund, water,
operating, utilities, that kind of stuff, golf course, you know, whatever we have as an
item. If you want to get into the different sections here, these are the functional areas.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Where are we in the process right now, Mr. Baz, regarding this open
fmances? We’re at the beginning of this initiative?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. We’re at the beginning of it. We’ve explored different vendors
that provide the service and got an estimate and that’s why I was able to present to the
Council a requested dollar amount in here. But you can see in here, you know, yeah,
it’s basically it’s a way for the public mostly, and, I mean, even you, as Councilmembers,
could access this data and find out, you know, what our spending levels are in certain
categories and areas. Then also, there is as far as the Budget is concerned, you know,
the budgetary perspective of revenues and expenses and, you know, you can explore the
different revenues and explore the expenses that are budgeted in here by different
categories, you know, what’s capital investment and things like that. And then when it
gets into data and performance, there are certain opportunities to provide information
related to economic growth and, you know, these are different categories that we would
choose to be able to provide to our public in different categories in operations. And then
performance is something that I’m the most interested in is taking our performance
measures and dash boarding them up there so you can see whether or not we’re
achieving our goals. Public Safety, you know, one of their measures here is to achieve,
arrive quickly to fire scenes and their current measure is 83 percent within 4 minutes,
right. And so that’s something that has accessible to the public as they want to get into.
And then there’s detailed information in each one of these categories as well, Mr. Chair.
And like I said we can get into detailed discussion of it maybe at a later time maybe if
you’re interested if we move forward with this. I’d like to involve the Council in
determining, you know, what it is that you’re interested in seeing as a dashboard, as a
kind of a quick indication of how the County’s doing in these different functions and
activities. So that’s what the service is that we’re requesting.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, there’s a benefit more for from a project delivery standpoint I can see
with the dashboard. Finances, well I hope you would secure comments from
Mr. Verkerke and Ms. Toda. I think they are two people with big responsibilities for the
County and so I would...
MR. BAZ: Thank you. Just to note, Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. BAZ: The State of Hawaii already has this same product and you can, they have all the
data already accessible from the State level as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well I not responsible for their system.
MR. BAZ: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And thank you for those comments. Members, any comments in
this area for Mr. Baz? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I’ll try to keep this very, very short because I know everybody is
looking for a break but, you know, in the discussion of our Mayor’s Office, maybe
Mr. Andaya can help, you know, I’m not familiar with how the Mayor’s Office operates
in Honolulu. Is it similar to ours or is it really different?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Andaya?
MR. ANDAYA:
Mr. Chair, thank you very much.
Thank you for that question,
Councilrnember Balsa. Well, I know there’s been some talk about the Mayor’s Office on
Oahu having only six employees. But if you’ve gone to the Mayor’s Office, and I’m sure
many of you have gone to Honolulu Hale, you see that there is, there are many
employees on the floor there, you know, at Honolulu Hale. So I went and checked their
budget, the City and County of Honolulu’s Budget and looked at the functions that, you
know, that we do. As an example, the Communications Office. So the Communications
Office deals primarily with disseminating information to the public, producing press
releases, you know, and things of that sort. On Oahu, their office, they have
33 employees that work in that office, you know. Another thing that they have is a
section, an office called Customer Service. And I read their description and it’s exactly
what we do as, you know, what the Executive Assistants do in the Mayor’s Office and
they field calls from the public. They serve as the liaison between the public and the
county government, which is exactly what our Executive Assistants do. They have
67 full-time employees just doing that. So I think it’s unfair to try to compare our office
with Oahu. They have far more employees than our office. We are actually a pretty
small operation. Another example is Budget. So we have the Budget Office, and how
many employees do you have, Sandy? Five employees. On Oahu, they have a whole
department because it’s called Budget and Finance, just like the State Budget and
Finance. So they have many more employees than just five working on the budget. So
I think to say that, you know, to try to compare our office to Honolulu I think is not fair.
To say that there’s only six employees that work for the Mayor on Oahu I think is very
wrong.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much. I had heard that so I wanted a comment.
Thank you, Chair.

-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Any other questions for Mr. Ba.z, Mr. Andaya in this area?
Okay, having none, we’ll be in recess until five to 11:00.
.(gavel)...
..

RECESS:
RECONVENE:

10:42 a.m.
10:57 a.m.

CHAIR HOKAMA:
(gavel)... Okay, we shall continue our review. We are with the Office of
the Mayor’s Program. Ill give you one more opportunity if there’s any questions in the
Budget Program area, Office of the Mayor.
(inaudible).., quite well but, you know, with
Mr. Baz’s program, either it’s done or it’s not. It’s not that gray. Mr. Couch?
..

.

...

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. And I agree with your comments.
Just one question on goal two, number one part two.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: The number of beyond working hours spent by Budget Office
staff in the calendar year to complete the Mayor’s Budget Proposal. Any way we can get
that down? I know you’re looking at 300 hours and anyway we can get that down or?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. l3az?
MR. BAZ: Thank you Mr. Chair. Member Couch, good question. When we first came into
office in 2011, it was over 2,000 hours so we have reduced it significantly but there is
the physical structure of how we develop the Budget and the timing of it precludes us
from spreading out throughout the fiscal year any more than we already do. You know,
we do start, like say, we’re kind of starting now on getting instructions and things like
that but we have to wait for certain things like revenue in January to come in and so we
can’t make fmal decisions and develop the actual Budget document until February
basically. So most of our beyond working hours are consolidated to the month of
February and a little bit into the beginning of March as we finalize the Budget but we
like to keep a tight control over that and, you know, so we want to make sure that we’re
doing it efficiently and effectively but doing, still producing the best product.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, thank you. Good job at it too, by the way. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for the Budget Program component, Office of the Mayor?
Having none, we’re going to move on. If you have a question, please forward it to the
Chair and the Committee Staff. We shall be happy to follow up for you. Mr. Baz, if you
would start us into the next area, please, of ED.
MR. BAZ: Sure. Mr. Chair, the Office of Economic Development is a major program under the
Office of the Mayor and we have our Economic Development Director, Teena Rasmussen
here and she has a brief presentation she’d like to present to the Committee. So I’d like
to introduce her and have her go through her presentation.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Ms. Rasmussen.
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MS. RASMUSSEN: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair. So as you probably know, OED is very
project oriented. You know, we have specialists that work in various sectors and so
projects are kind of our thing. But we have of course our Grants Program, and I want
to put that up. We have some measures here. We are actively managing 119 active
grants right now. We have audited and processed over $10 million in payments to our
grantees over the year and we held 4 grants workshops at the beginning of the year to
explain on how to apply for OED funding. We had 121 attendees that came to those
grants workshops and we did that on all four, all three islands and we also did outreach
to Hana. As you know, we run two business resource centers, one is at the Maui Mall,
the Maui County Business Resource Center. They served 6,802 clients over this past
year. They offered 87 workshops. They managed to rebrand the center with some nice
new collateral material and they did present six grants that were from other
organizations, I mean, excuse me, six workshops on grants and exporting that came in
from other organizations. The Kuh&o Business Center served 1,188 clients. Forty-eight
of them were new to the center. They had 26 workshops and they also provided 39 video
conferencing workshops at the center that took place at the Maui Mall office. We have
full video conferencing equipment and so the Molokai people can take advantage of our
workshops on Maui. Also updated their brochure and marketing material and also were
very successful with helping new businesses, getting some new businesses up and
running, offering consulting and so we saw some success there, which is great for the
island of Molokai. Under Environmental Protection.. .and then, you know, I will be, have
all my specialists available when we do our grants, which will be in two weeks. I’ll bring
them all and you can ask them as we go through those funds but I just am highlighting
today for you. So under Environmental Protection and Sustainability, one of the major
things of course we’re working on besides of course the grant funds we give out is we
are working on encouraging the IUCN, which is the World Conservation Congress that’s
coming to Honolulu in August, we are supporting and helping advertise a pre-event that
will be talcing place here called the Indigenous Crop Biodiversity Festival. There also is
a Moana Pasifika Voyage that is multiple canoes that will be coming in from the Pacific
nations and they will be coming in for the festivities and they will also be making a stop
here on Maui. And then we’ve been working with the Maui Conservation Alliance, which
really puts all these organizations together and Rob Parsons has been an active part of
that. Kind of highlighting agriculture, our Agricultural Specialist has been helping the
Hawaii’s Farmer Union United work on its farm apprentice mentoring program. That
program did graduate seven apprentices. We manage the Kula Ag Park and all of the
lessees’ questions and concerns and all 31 lots are leased in the ag park. We have been
working on the Kula Ag Park Expansion Plan, the land acquisition with the State Funds.
We assist with Ag Fest and we have sent our specialist to food safety workshops so he
can get himself up to speed on what is to come down the line for the farmers. Our Film
Office has had a much more active year with several projects coming here being filmed
and there’s a whole list of them here. I won’t go into all of them but the impact so far
has been that we’ve had a spend on the island of 10,200,000 compared to just 4 million
last year. So I thinlc we’re starting to see the fruits of the labor of our Film
Commissioner. We also hosted a very special event. It was a special screening of two
award-winning documentaries, the Sons of Halawa and The Roots of Ulu at the Maui
Arts and Cultural Center’s Castle Theater, particularly special because it was done by
-
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a local film director and it was a very special evening. There’s a poster on the next page
on that. Our Workforce Development Program is transitioning to the new law that was
enacted on July 1 of 2015 called the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act. This
is requiring us to completely rebuild the board. We are working through transition,
which is taking a lot because the Federal government needs to first send down directives.
We’re not exactly sure the funding level that’s going to be given to us yet but that’s all
in process. And then we’ve worked very closely with the Dislocated Worker Program
that comes through the WIOA funds to be deployed for the displaced HC&S employees
and our Executive Director, Roland Prieto has helped with the Mayor’s Sugar Operators
Support Task Force. Then of course, our department produced, co-produced with the
Maui Chamber of Commerce the Made in Maui County Festival. I hope you all received
the post-event report that we put out just about a week ago and the videos that we sent
the links to. We had extraordinary numbers for our second year. I’m so proud of this
event. I can’t say enough good things about what it’s accomplished. We have been
using this database of vendors that we have been building and we have been able to
offer them all kinds of extra training over the year. We have had State agencies come
in and they’re interested in doing export training and so forth, so we’re just building this
whole entire package of services around these vendors and that’s incredibly exciting for
us. Other OED-initiated events, we’ve put on the Mayor’s Small Business Awards. We
had 36 nominees this year, which was our largest ever. We coproduced with Maui
Economic Development Board the Maui Energy Conference. We topped our attendance
at the third year, over 330 attendees from Hawaii, US, Canada, and Japan. We
participated and sent one of our specialists to the Japan Food Expo with Maui
companies and also the Tokyo Gift Show with Maui companies. We took our team to
Molokai and did an outreach trip there. We participated and will be participating again
this June in Hawaii on the Hill and I believe this gets to a question that
Councilwoman Cochran asked was what are we doing to outreach to Washington D.C.
and this is exactly what this is for. It is bringing people from Hawaii and from all the
islands. It is a State Chamber of Commerce sponsored event but it’s open to all of the
counties to participate. We have meetings with our congressional delegation that will
happen. We’re going to be showcasing Hawaii products at Hawaii on the Hill and then
we will be taking meetings and, you know, doing any kind of outreach we can on behalf
of Maui County. So we’re very excited about that, and the Mayor will be attending this
year for the first time, that event. And then, we, I serve on the 2016 CEDS review
happening right now, the community economic development strategy that’s being
updated for our County and this is a requirement for, to be able to get funding through
the ED, Economic Development Agency of the Federal government. In International and
Sister Cities, I wanted to just talk briefly since you had a conversation about that. We
had seen the need to do a much better job at coordinating between the Sister Cities
Foundation, OED, the Mayor’s Office, and the Council Services Office and as your liaison
to you Members of the Council. So we had a meeting, brought all the parties together
up in the Mayor’s conference room and we strategized on how to more seamlessly let
each other know when a visit is forthcoming. It seems like information wasn’t getting
shared with the different entities and so we made a strategy for that and now we have a
phone call system that everybody is going to be and has been informed when we have
visits that we know about. And also we brought in and OED paid for Ms. Deidre
Tegarden to come in and do a protocol training for us. And so we did protocol training
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for the entire Mayor’s Office staff. Anyone from the Council Services that wanted to
come and it was extremely helpful. And so we have up’d our game from that and we are
working very hard. We have some outgoing trips coming up. The Mayor will be going
to Goyang, South Korea in early, at the end of actually April, early May for the
International Flower Festival. We have the Mayor and a couple Council people going to
Japan to Fukuyama, the Rose Festival. They will also be doing trips to Tokyo and
participating in some Hawaii festivals that are going to take place there in some
shopping centers, which is really very interesting. There’s one in particular, the Odaiba
Hawaii Festival is a week-long showcase of Hawaii products in the shopping center and
they have hula halau and all kinds of things and so our contingency will be participating
in that and so we’re excited about that. We have, of course, worked with the foundation
and I will say that the foundation has, they’re really upping their game as well. The
Sister Cities Foundation, they’ve been working very hard to do outreach to all 27 of our
sister cities and fmd out the status and they’ve been very active at getting information
out to them so I see a lot of new life being breathed into sister cities and I think it’s really
positive. Last slide, so going forward, what are we going to focus on? Energy policy is
a big one. You may have seen that we just announced, the Mayor just announced this
weekend he has appointed a new Energy Commissioner. That person will start officially
on May 15th. This gentleman has incredible knowledge and diversity and experience
and I think that he will be a great asset to our County as we pursue our 100 percent
renewable goals. We well be, and continue to, of course, work on economic diversity for
our County. We want to focus on our, Maui County’s broadband capacity, speed, and
price. We have some initiatives that we’re working on right now with that and we have
inquired, or sent a letter of inquiry for a Federal grant called Cool and Connected. We
have not heard back yet if we’ll be invited to participate in that grant but we have sent
a letter of inquiry out and we did that in partnership with MEDB. We will be working
to complete the transfer of Old Maui High School and after your Budget session, you
will be receiving the lease that has been negotiated for the repurposing of Old Maui High
School and I believe the people that will be, we want to lease it to will be coming here
and meeting with the Council individually and I know they’re working on those
meetings. And then we want to streamline our OED grant process. The process of
applying and executing a grant is getting lengthier by the year. There’s about 27 steps
that encompass OED, the Department of Finance, Budget, and the Mayor’s Office and
Corporation Counsel. It’s very cumbersome. We need to get all parties in the room
together and decide how we can streamline the process. And then of course, we are
working on uploading into our new grants our grant software. And then lastly, of course,
we will stay engaged with HC&S on their future plans, whatever and whenever they want
to make a move to talk about that when they get through their last harvest. So I’m going
to end with I want to just thank our staff at OED. You know, they, the staff does not
get overtime. They don’t get additional compensation for all the weekends and nights
and all of the events they go to and so I really am inspired by their commitment. We
don’t take our jobs for granted. We know we are appointees of the Mayor and we know
that we are only there as long as the Mayor is serving. And every day I think we do our
upmost to do the good work for the County of Maui and we appreciate the Council’s
support and I want to thank you on behalf of all of our staff.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Ms. Rasmussen. One thing that would be helpful
for us, I like that report that you mentioned of all the projects, the amount of workshops.
I would like to see a financial component to that, how much of General Fund or Special
Funds was outlaid and then if you can quantify the amount of jobs that was either
developed or the other economic indicators that was impacted by your office’s efforts. I
would like to see that, please.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Okay, we~ll definitely work it. And we were successful in bringing in quite
a bit of grant money for various projects. So we will continue to do that as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, please show how, if you leveraged, you know, what was your results.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I’m sure, you know, if you got like three to one leveraging, five to one, we
would be appreciative of knowing those information also. So I’m trying to understand
the difference between what you’re doing and what the, you know, because under the
Administration side, they listed sister cities and then under your side you list sister
cities so I’m just trying to understand if there really is a difference or is this the same
thing just stated twice?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Well, we, it really takes both of our offices to work on these things so we
don’t have specific funding for sister cities. That goes to the foundation. That is a
$30,000 line item that is given to the foundation. But clearly we assist. Now we have
a new specialist in our office who is fluent in Japanese, so she’s been extremely helpful
with all of these programs that we’ve been doing with Japan, and then our office will
then of course assist the Mayor’s Office in any way with a visit or, you know, with staffing
it or, you know, whatever we need to do. And then if we need to send a specialist to one
of these trips, then our Operations budget will cover that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. One of the things I wanted to ask you, this is under Goals and
Objectives, some of the things you made comment on earlier, on Page 420,
Ms. Rasmussen, goal 2-1. You did a great job in 2015, 53, and yet you’re going to
project for the upcoming year 8. Can you tell us what’s happening that the adjustment
is very obviously going the opposite direction of what I thought we were going to go? Do
you have comments you could share with us at this time, please?
MS. RASMUSSEN: You know, I think, and, you know, this is unfortunately, this is something
that happens when you’re, you know, you’re doing your goals, I think it gets counted in
a different way. This particular one, we were counting all of the, basically the town
parties, okay, because we do now over 48 of them in a year. And so basically they’re,
you know, we pay for the umbrella marketing campaign for that and so technically they
should have probably been counted again because that is promoting our small towns
every single month but clearly that didn’t get counted in this one so I’m sorry. I’m sorry
of that discrepancy. That does look really bad.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: No, and that’s why, you know, you’re helping us understand it by, you know,
giving us some comment so that we can make the appropriate adjustments,
Ms. Rasmussen, so thank you for that. And then right under that, 3-2, 2015, you had
25 release, press releases for all major accomplishments. Can you tell us what is for
the current Fiscal Year ‘16 what type of, how many were issued and what were some of
the accomplishments those issuance were promoting?
MS. RASMUSSEN: You know, I could get you that. I don’t have offhand how many press
releases that we did put out but, you know, press releases, of course, come and go
depending on the projects that you’re doing and so forth and so I can defmitely find that
out. We’re looking at, you know, just basically trying to publicize our, you know...
MR. BAZ:

.

.

.

(inaudible)...

MS. RASMUSSEN: Oh, okay. Thank you, Budget Director Baz. He says up through December
31st, we had 15 press releases, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, very good. Well get that breakdown. We’ll forward the official request

so that you have something to refer to, Ms. Rasmussen. The other one that I like and
I’m hoping I’m reading this right is goal four. I am looking at this from a manner that
your office is providing assistance to obtain and leverage additional grant funding to get
off of County funding. Is that a good way for me to look at number four? Because if it
is, I am very happy with this measurement.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Well, we are, we are always looking to bring on partners for everything that
we do. So we rarely would ever initiate anything where OED would be the sole producer.
So we are leveraging almost everything that we do by bringing in partnerships and then
urging them to come to the table with not only, you know, funding as well as in-kind,
meaning staff support and so forth. So I think that we have been really good at that
and we have, for instance, put on the State’s radar our Made in Maui County Festival
by getting a grant from DBEDT for the first time. We got a grant from Innovate Hawaii
for $10,000. We, our Energy Conference got a grant from the State for $15,000 this last
year. So, you know, we, we’re really putting it on the radar and telling them, you know,
you need to be a partner with us.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, I’ve been asking more questions at this time from the
Program Budget that’s been presented to you so if you have questions in this area, and
then the next round I’ll hit the Budget Details, so if you have questions on salary, wages,
and things in the Details, that will be in the succeeding round. So, Mr. White, anything
from the program book area you might want to ask at this time?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No, thank you, Chair. I think the Department does a great job. Thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Ill wait for the Details.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you, Ms. Rasmussen, for that
presentation. You had, in a couple of your slides, you talked about displaced workers
for HC&S. I wanted to ask if you’re also looking now at the Makena Resort, the extra
380-some folks that got their notice as well?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yes, that’s defmitely on our radar. The Makena Resort will have the ability
to tap the one-stop fund, program from the State Department of Labor, which we fund
it through WIOA funds. So they will absolutely be able to tap that. I don’t know if you
saw the recent newspaper report, there is a shortage of employees in the visitor industry
right now so you never want to see layoffs like this but it’s not because an entity is
shutting down because they’re going out of business. They are going to renovate.
They’re going to re-open at a later date, but we really feel that they will be highly sought
after employees and the difference is we don’t have an extra 675 agriculture jobs but I
do believe we have 325 visitor-industry jobs. So, but nevertheless, they will receive
services from the one-stop center.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Chair. Now, are you talking just goals or can
we talk about dollar amounts in the program, development program?
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you have something, why don’t you ask it and then I can make a ruling
but, you know, until you ask I’m not too sure what.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Sure. I just noticed an increase of $278,000 in the Other Costs
in Operations. That’s probably going to work...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Four twenty-one?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, on 421.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You can ask it now or during the Details.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: During the Details is fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And thank you, Ms. Rasmussen. Is there,
was your PowerPoint sent to us at all for us to at least print and have in our binder?
MS. RASMUSSEN: It’s, okay, I’m sorry. Kenneth has them so if we could...
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh we have hard copies?
MS. RASMUSSEN: If we could ask, if we could get them passed out, that would be great, thank
you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, okay great. Thank you. Yeah, I was like oh

--

CHAIR HOKAMA: If you can assist?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --we don’t have a hard copy as we go through. But thank you
very much for that. And I wanted to just highlight, I guess, during our initial Budget
discussion, Chair, I asked the question why have we not gotten a better rating for our
bonds or, and one was the unfunded liability Mr. Baz brought up, number one, our lack
of diversity in our economy. So I think that falls, I would think that falls in, under this
program and department’s purview to make sure that we are trying to diversil~r as much
as possible because truly currently it’s always been tourism industry and the ag sector
but I guess the bond people are looking for way more outreach and it kind of breaks
down here. You’ve got sports and film and, you know, we’re looking for energy. MEDB
definitely has been forever trying to work to grow that sector and what have you but I
guess we just haven’t reached some type of threshold for them to acknowledge that hey,
we’ve hit that mark. We are now in this wonderful bio, you know, diversity, diversified
economic, I guess, standing of sorts. So just wondering if you’re aware of that and
how... because see, I’ve been here six years so I’m like, it’s always kind of, awesome job,
but I’m just saying that it doesn’t seem like we’re branching out or building up parts of
our economy that are kind of lagging in reference to others. Like tourism and things
like the bond raters are looking at so just wondering if you folks...
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah, I mean, that’s a great observation. I have sat through the bond
rating presentations and even though Maui does have the best bond rating in the State
of Hawaii, which is terrific for us but to get beyond that they have said that yes, we do
need a more diversified the economy. That being said, an island economy is very
difficult. In fact, we went backwards this year because of the closure of HC&S. We now
became even more heavily dependent on tourism and lost a huge agribusiness or will
lose a huge agribusiness at the end of the year. So without having natural ability to
have manufacturing take place here, without having natural resources that are being
mined or like, you know, forests or, you know, or mining or any of the, oil. We don’t
have oil, you know, that kind of thing. We don’t have those kinds of things that can
happen on an island, our island, you know, the choices are very, very limited. And so I
think we have to play to our natural strengths, which are our entrepreneurs, our
value-added companies that we’re trying to grow with the Made in Maui County Festival,
and I believe we’re doing a great job because a lot of them are exporting now. And that’s
what we want to see. We want to see exports happen. We’re, I believe again, if we focus
on broadband capacity, speed, and price, that we will raise all boats with that. That is
not just a sector-type of initiative. We can help because we know that we can entice
people to come and work here, work remotely from Hawaii and that is something that’s
very doable if we have proper broadband capacity. So we are trying to play to the
strengths that we have and I don’t think that we should put a lot of energy in the places
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that we know we cannot compete in the world, which unfortunately is in some of the
manufacturing because of the cost of our inputs and then sending our products back
out. So, but clearly it’s on our minds every single day in our Department. Yeah, thank
you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Well, thank you for your response and being aware
that that is something and I think manufacturing was where our low, you know, scoring
is but as you stated there are reasons for that so I’m happy to hear that. Also happy to
hear that you pointed out the Hawaii on the Hill program. Or, so this is an ongoing
event that you folks do, reaching out?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah, I think this is the third year that the State of Hawaii Chamber of
Commerce has done this and actually it was kindled by, I believe, Senator Mazie
Hirono’s Office. I think that it’s been going on for other states for a very, very long time
and Hawaii just didn’t have an active Hawaii on the Hill day or three days is what it is.
So we want to thank the senator’s office for doing that, you know, getting it started.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. And thank you, and, Chair, thank you for
bringing up the point about, you know, numbers and the cost to benefit to things that
are done through the Department. I think that too could be something helpful like the
outreach to our Federal, and what in return did we, you know, educate them on and
thereby we ended up getting X amount of grants or something, you know, for the
outreach there. So I think it’s nice, it would be nice to see the return on our investments,
even the sister city, you know, items, reaching out internationally what came back, more
visitors from that particular country or what have you, so anyways. But that’s all I have
right now, Chair. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much, Ms. Rasmussen, for the report. You’ve
been doing a great job and certainly have some real banner programs that you can show
us, you know, your Made in Maui thing is just absolutely fantastic. But you do, we do
have a lot of challenges and we need to work together. I’m really, really concerned about
agriculture. You know, I’ve been listening and talking to farmers and listening to all of
the challenges that they’re having and, you know, they keep adding more and more to
make it harder and harder, particularly with this food safety kind of laws and, you know,
all of the things that are coming down, so I’m concerned about the downtime that we’re
going to have between HC&S leaving and us being able to get things up and going and
that for me is dangerous and so I know that you have a very good understanding of this
being in agriculture yourself. But we’re going to have to put, I think, a lot of emphasis
and energy there. The other thing I’ve been thinking about, you know, I was with a
group of people that are very entrepreneurial the other day and they were talking about
some ideas for new services and I thought, you know, there may be some gold in them,
hills, and again tourist-related but from a different viewpoint. We know that the
tourist land in Kahului and they all go to Costco. They all want to go to Costco. And
which means they have to get a car because if they’re going to go to Costco they have to
have a car. So we were thinking, could somebody kind of create a service so that you
_____
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could go to Costco and leave your stuff and get on some kind of a nice vehicle. We’re
not talking about junk busses. You know, make it something real pretty. Air
conditioned, VIP, whatever, to get all these cars off the road and have them pick up cars
on the other side and maybe have somebody deliver all those parcels within a certain
amount of time to their condo or wherever they’re going. But, you know, we may have
to change the kind of services that we make available because there’s a lot of money in
services and we’re getting lazier and spoilder [sic] as you know. We want to do less. We
don’t want to carry things. We don’t want to, and we love everything fast food and ready
to go and people have money and they’re willing to spend it but we have to try and make
these experiences better. And I think that the problem with the road to Lahaina is a
real issue and I don’t know how much more we can do to convince the State to help us
out with that but I think it needs to be, this community needs to outcry and say, come
on, help us out because we are a cash cow. But if people cannot get to and from Lahaina
safely and on time it’s going to be a problem. And as we build that side, it’s not going
to get any better because we’re not taking care of the problem. So anyway, those are
just my thoughts and I’m sure your mind is full of stuff but any thoughts along those
lines?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Well that road to Lahaina does concern us a great deal and I know that it’s
high on the Mayor’s radar and he’s really trying to elevate that at the State level and I
think that’s what it’s going to take. I mean we’re going to have to take, the entire
community’s going to have to say that is our number one highway problem. And we’re
really going to have to elevate it and we’re going to have to all talk together as one and I
think when you do that, then the State won’t get confused about what your priorities
are. So I think that’s important. To the shopping service, there’s actually at least a
couple companies I know that do that. You can preorder your things that you want and
they will take it right to your condo and fill your condo for you with these items so good
for them those entrepreneurs that come up with these great ideas, you know, so.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Terrific. I really think this community needs to get behind and
improve Lahaina road and make it our number one, make it an election issue. Make it
whatever we have to, because if we don’t we all suffer and it’s horrible when that road
gets blocked up and tourists hate it because of that. So anyway, thank you very much
for your hard work.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Thank you. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll, questions? Mr. Guzman? You mentioned about that contract
that the County signed for that workforce Federal funding. Can you tell us what kind
of commitments did the County agree to in that contract agreements or did we make
any commitments?
MS. RASMUSSEN: When we accept that funding... and I have Mr. Prieto here in the Chambers
and he might be able to elaborate, but when we accept that funding, we are, well, they’re
funding it 100 percent. They’re funding the Executive Director’s position and a Fiscal
Agent’s position. So...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: So what does...
MS. RASMUSSEN: We’re accepting it and then, you know, and then we manage the WIOA
Board, and then we give the grants out to the providers that provide the services under.
And so it’s, what they’ve tried to do, the Federal government, in re-establishing this
program or re-organizing it is they’ve tried to streamline it and take a lot of bureaucracy
out of it because too much money was going for administration and not enough was
going to programs. And so they’ve really cut a lot out at the State level in particular,
yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So there is no General Fund impact from the County’s perspective?
MS. RASMUSSEN: No, there is not.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, very good. Very good. I think the ladies brought up some very good
points from the Committee, Ms. Rasmussen and Mr. Baz. So tell us from a bond-rater’s
perspective, take ag as a subject, they’re more concerned about dollar values from that
sector? They’re more concerned about job count numbers than anything else in the
sector? I mean, what is the drivers that, from a bond perspective, would they be looking
at for our agriculture component?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. The bond raters, from my understanding, look at a number
of different factors in each of the industries that make up the economy of a community
that they’re rating and you’re correct. You know, job numbers percentage wise as
compared to other industries. Gross product, you know, gross revenue from those
different industries is looked at, whatever data is available to the bond raters, so, you
know, those are the kind of factors that they’re looking at as a total package of what our
economic standpoint is in our community and then the different factors that make that
up. So they do look at it from a number of different areas.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And I bring that up because for me, while the numbers have changed, we
still have a military revenue component. Whether it’s at the high-tech park or on
Haleakala, there’s DOD money. So there’s defense components. We have a technology
component with the tech park, on the mountain whereas other entities, the incubators,
so we have a technology sector per se, MEDB, whatever you want to call it, Women in
Technology. So I understand from one perspective it depends how we are booking it,
how we are trying to present it. We have sectors diversification. It may not be the
amount of job count or the dollar values we would like it to be at but we have sector
diversification in the Chair’s perspective. I just trying to understand how we’re putting
it in the various components so that those that don’t understand us have, can receive a
good perspective of this County and adjusting everything as 80 percent visitor. Because
we talk about sports visitors. We talk about ag visitors. We talk about whatever else
visitors, it’s always about the visitor. I think we should be a little bit more specific that
no, this is about defense, military spending in this County. No, this is about technology
programs that are local companies. Akimeka’s or whatnot as the drivers and that is
what we’re counting on. That’s what we’re trying to expand. That’s what we’re trying
to support. So again, I don’t know how we’re booking it or how we’re sharing that
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information but I bring that up because I think we can make a good case that we do
have sector diversification.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chair. We do present that to the bond raters, specific
economic highlights like the R&T park and different things like that. We also provide to
them the employer sectors, you know, the employment sectors and the number of
employees in different categories, including high-tech industry, defense and others as
well. It still does dwarf, the visitor industry, but it, we do express those to the bond
raters themselves in our bond-rating presentations.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, thank you for that. Any other questions in this program area at this
time? If not, w&1l hit the Details. So Ill ask Mr. White if he has a question from the
Details component at this time?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. I note that there’s a transfer of a position, OM-0003,
an administrative position, Administrative Assistant II position from the Mayor’s Office
to OED. Could you provide us an understanding of the responsibilities that come with
that position and the reason for the transfer?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Eleven dash fifteen, Members, on your Details. The very first position on
the top of the sheet.
MS. RASMUSSEN: So this is the specialist, it’s business development specialist. It had, you
know, the position is filled and she is also the one that assists us with our international
trips also.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, so this is a position that came from the Mayor’s Office. What were
the duties in the Mayor’s Office?
MS. RASMUSSEN: That I don’t know.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Okay, from my recollection, this position was vacant when it was transferred from
the Administration Program to OED. They just utilized that Administrative Assistant II
position description and position to move to the Department of, excuse me, the
Economic Development Office. So it was a vacant position within the Department of,
excuse me, within the Administration Program. It was filled in strictly to OED so there
was nobody in that position before.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, but my question is what were the duties in the Mayor’s Office that
were, that are now going to be covered by somebody else? Or I assume...
MR. BAZ: Well, they would be, the Administrative Assistant II positions in the Mayor’s Office
are some of the people that are liaisons to the community. They, we have, I think the
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title itself is a classification in our collective bargaining system but the actual duties
would be different things. Like one of them, Administrative Assistant II is a, the Deputy
Program Public Information Officer position. So it, you know, I’m not sure exactly. I
would have to bring Mr. Andaya down here but there was executive assistants that, you
know, in positions that were eliminated from the Mayor’s Office and those, this is one
of those positions that was eliminated.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, so for how long had it been unoccupied?
MR. BAZ: I’ll have to double check on that.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. And there was an $18,000... oh, actually, no I’m sorry,
that was not connected to it. Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I would state it differently. It wasn’t eliminated. Theyjust transferred
this position to another part in the office. So it went from Admin to OED. The position
is still there per Se.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: But, Mr. Baz, you alluded to the fact that there was an unoccupied
position that was transferred. Mr. Hokama seems to be suggesting that it was occupied.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Not necessarily occupied, Mr. White.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Oh, okay. I’m sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The job is to me not eliminated. It’s just transferring from one component
of the Mayor’s Office to another component.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Like how we broke out Budget.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: They~e shifting from Admin to OED. But

--

VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --there’s no net gain or reduction of number of people I would say.
Mr. Guzman, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: No, I had similar questions as Mr. White. On the, soif there, I
guess I need to have a better understanding of what is an Administrative I versus an
Administrative Assistant II because there, in the Mayor’s Office there are several
Administrative Ils and then you have Administrative Assistant I’s. And does that mean
that once they transfer this Administrative Assistant II to OED and it wasn’t occupied
but they’re transferring the position to OED, does that person or does that position also
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get a step up because of the apparent bargaining collective agreement? Because
previously in 2016 it’s 67,188 and then since no one was in that position, why are they
getting a step up to 2,352, which is a higher increase at 69,540? So I’m getting a little
bit confused, if that could be explained.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: If it wasn’t, if was a vacant position, why are we increasing the
salary in 2017? I, please, Chair, enlighten me.
CHAIR HOKAMA: It’s a very good question. Very good question. Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, Member Guzman, the position was filled on June 22nd of 2015 and it was
filled at the rate that you see on the Fiscal Year 2016 column there.
COUNCILM EMBER GUZMAN: Sixty-seven thousand one eighty-eight?
MR. BAZ: Correct, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So in a matter of a few months, they get a bump increase?
MR. BAZ: So about a year and a half.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MR. BAZ: I think January 1st they get the raise, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So I guess it gets back to, so it was filled in the Office of the
Mayor?
MR. BAZ: No.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It wasn’t? There was no one?

The, when it was filled on June 22nd, it was filled in the Office of Economic
Development.

MR. BAZ:

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: OED?

MR. BAZ: Yeah. It was vacant before that.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I need a chart. Thanks, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, questions? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, thanks. I’m fine.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And, what was I looking at? Oh no, not at
this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: We’re just doing the A Accounts? Or A, B, C?
CHAIR HOKAMA: No. No. Salaries and Wages, A and B, I mean, A basically but if you have
B or C questions you can.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I do on Page 11-26.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, pose your question, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: The last one, the Food Innovation Center. Can you talk to us
about that? It looks like it’s a new line-item grant and again, yeah, I understand the
purpose of the Food Innovation...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch

--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes?
CHAIR HOKAMA: --w&re going do Grants later.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, I’m sorry, that’s Grants.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We going to take up all grants.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Especially this new grant. And before we do grants, I’m going to give you
the Chair’s perspective on, at that point in time where we are and whether you can look
at new numbers or I’m going to recommend you start sharpening your axes and knives
depending on how TAT goes. There’s a potential of an automatic 15 million cut, okay?
Anything else at this time? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. I’d like to look at Details for 11 dash, on
11-23.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Please pose your question.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: This has to do with our Kuha’o Center. I want to thank you
for your ongoing support overall, overall. But I have questions as far as for your repair
and maintenance. I note we also have maintenance agreements. I think it comes out
to 1,250 a whatever but 17,000 and yet we don’t own the building, we lease the office
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space, and we’re additional funding to repaint and re-floor the center. Does that come
out of the lease or is that something we are, we have to do ourselves?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah we have explored that very issue. This is not something that’s covered
under the lease. This is not something that they are obligated to do, the building
owners. We have, they have kept that, the lease, actually quite low in, you know, in the
increases over the years. They also incurred, the building owners, just incurred this
last year a major upgrade to the entire air conditioning system that cost them a lot of
money and the roof but this is not something they’re going to do for us. We refurbished
the Maui Mail office three years ago. It was badly in need of it, you know, and that, and
really this is what this is about. It really just needs to be refurbished and freshened
and the floor is really horrible and so we just wanted to take care of that. This is a one
time only thing. We haven’t asked for, you know, any really maintenance or anything
like that for the last five years so this is just a one-time expense.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. The other, I have two others with the Constant
Contact marketing services. Can you explain that and what it does for the center? Is
that...
MS. RASMUSSEN: Constant Contact is an c-blast service that you can create your own c-flyers
and then you send them out to your database basically and it holds the database. And
they, the most effective and cheapest way to use it is to pay their monthly maintenance
fee.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And that’s $700 a month?
MS. RASMUSSEN: No, it’s $700 for the year.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: For the year?
MS. RASMUSSEN: For the year, right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, okay. And then also on Details 11-24, so our rental
vehicles is for the, is that for the festival, the Maui festival?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah, that is...
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And overall?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah, so it’s the festival as well as if our manager of the center has to go
to Honolulu for any meetings or trainings or if she comes here for any meetings and
trainings. We have with very limited success tried to get cars out of the rent, the car,
you know, what do we call it? The pool. The motor pool. And have not been able to... I
think once was the only time we were able to make that happen. So but yeah, it’s
multiple events and multiple things that she’s traveling for
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. And I think our people applying for grants
appreciate the streamlining but your office has always been very helpful so I thank you.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Tell us about this Hospitality Advocate you have from Kuha’o.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Oh, no. It’s not under Kuha’o. Actually, is Mr. Ching still around? He’s
not here? This is actually something that’s being spearheaded by Mr. Ching in the
Mayor’s Office. So I would have to have him address you about this.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we’ll ask Mr. Ching when he comes up.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah. But it is not part of Kuha’o program.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okays, thank you for that. Members, additional questions for
Ms. Rasmussen under Economic Development, either Details or Program components?
Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And 11-19 in reference to international
travel. What is, you’re just looking for an expansion of $1,000 but, so things are
planned? Is that, this in reference to sister cities discussion we had earlier at all or is
this totally something else?
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah, well this could, this would be, let’s see, I’m trying to fmd the line
item on here.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, sorry. Yeah, kind of the bottom past...
MS. RASMUSSEN: Oh yeah, going from 10,000 to 11,000, right?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
MS. RASMUSSEN: So this would be any number of trips. It could be sister cities, like the one
that’s coming up but also when we sent our specialist to FOODEX in Tokyo and the
Tokyo Gift Show where we showcased Maui companies. It could be a sister cities visit,
like is coming up for Fukuyama. So this is our operations travel for our specialists in
our office if they have to travel.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. So this is like the one fund that’s sort of there for
specifically that international travel.
MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So that’s not based out of any other area? Department?
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MS. RASMUSSEN: Yeah, we’re not covering, you know, it’s just, it’s for our people, basically,
to travel and do international travel.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Further questions, Members, in this area? Okay, before
we take lunch, the Chair did check for Mr. Guzman’s information, that 0003 component
in our Fiscal Year 2015 Budget. That was last year’s. That was paid at and Council
appropriated 47,400. So within a 2-year period, it is being proposed to go from 47,400
to 69,500.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. There being no additional questions at this time, I’m going to call
Mr. Pontanilla after lunch just to see if there’s any additional discussion or question
regarding CDBG but I don’t anticipate a long discussion with him, and then we’ll ask
Ms. Rasmussen to be available should you have something in the next 90 minutes you
might think about. Any questions for me? Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. You know, that, what you just shared with us about
a position going from 47 to I think it was 67?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Sixty-nine.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Sixty.. .yeah, sixty-nine for this year, it begs the question if, you know,
as Corp. Counsel stated earlier, it appears that we’re required to pay based on a scale
but collective bargaining generally starts with step A. But if we’re able to skip what
amounts to $20,000 or a little more than $20,000 in steps, why should we then be
required to provide the same, you know, same percentage increases that the bargaining
unit gets when they’re starting much lower? Just something I think we need to be
thinking about as we move forward.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Plus the big difference is those in collective bargaining went through a civil
service examination to prove qualifications and/or experience.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah. You know, I’ve shared with this body many times my concern that
from 2013 to 2017, which is this year coming up, that our employment costs without
any increase in staffmg were forecasted to go up by $42 million. I’ve been doing the
calculations, as you can image, comparing 2013 with the projected 2017 and my
preliminary fmdings are that we are not going up $42 million, we’re going up $73 million
for this year, over 2013. So in a 4-year period, our cost of employment is going up
essentially about 44 percent, and I’d be happy to have Mr. Baz check the numbers and
give us the facts as he sees them but I think we need to be responsive to the folks in the
private sector that are picking up most of the bills and paying most of the taxes, because
this just seems like we’re not real concerned about where the money is going but we
need to be concerned that the folks where the money is coming from are not seeing these
kinds of increases. And so, anyway, just my usual concern. Thank you, Chair.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Any other questions for the Chair at this time, Members? If
not, well be in recess until 1:30 p.m.
.(gavel)...
..

RECESS:
RECONVENE:

12:04 p.m.
1:35 p.m.

CHAIR HOKAMA:
(gavel)... Okay, Members, let us return to order. The date is
April 4, 2016. We are going to continue the review of the Office of the Mayor’s Budget
Request for Fiscal Year 2017. We had just completed Ms. Rasmussen and the Office of
Economic Development. Also as part of the Mayor’s Office, it is the home of our CDBG
Program and I would ask Mr. Baz if he has any comments he can share at this point in
time?
.

.

.

MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair, Members. The Community Development Block Grant
Program starts on Page 449 of our Budget. It is a Federally-funded program that the
Committee just reviewed a couple of weeks ago the resolution authorizing the Mayor to
enter into an application for this fund for Fiscal Year ‘17, Program Year ‘16, and we have
here our Community Development Block Grant Program Manager, Joseph Pontanila to
address the Committee and answer any questions you might have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Pontanilla, any comments you can share with us
please?
MR. PONTANILLA: Yes, Chairman. Thank you very much for having me here. The CDBG
Office is appreciative for the consideration and approval of the resolution for
Program Year 2017. As noted in our presentation earlier, the projects that we’ve
selected, basically, will provide services to the low-moderate income persons in our
community. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the gentleman? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No. But again I do want to thank Mr. Pontanifia for the great work
he’s done in CDBG and I’m very, very pleased with the recommendations that came out,
and thank you very much. That’s all, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair, and the only thing I think we always have
issues with, I mean, we get the one package and it’s kind of a vote it all up or all down
and it’s always hard because there’s majority, yeah we like and then maybe one or so
kind of hard to swallow. But because it’s a package, we gotta accept it all so that’s the
only hardship that I see in this process or how the program is implemented or whatever.
I don’t know if that could ever change but again I always fmd that part of this whole
program being difficult at times. But overall, I mean, I see what the intent is and
definitely is needed. My question is, I guess in a general sense, Chair, to Mr. Pontanilla,
is we always, it’s people seeking the monies from this grant, like outside entities, not so
-
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much us within. Are we able to utilize it? Like if we wanted to provide our own, you
know, it says decent housing, suitable living environment per se?
MR. PONTANILLA: Councilmember Cochran, I think you asked me that particular question
the last time I was here in regards to housing as well as homelessness and our intent
going forward is to meet with the HOME Program, because I think we have the, you
know, both common interests in trying to resolve some of the housing issues as well as
the homeless issues here on Maui. For the 2017 program though, we had targeted
rehabilitation with, you know, that house low-moderate income persons here in our
community, you know, ensuring that, you know, we continue the public housing as well
as provide the safety net for those people in need.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And yeah, appreciate that, Mr. Pontanilla. So you know what
it’s like to sit in this seat and you’re on the other side so I know you kind of understand
how we all tick around here, and thank you for your work. That’s all, Chair. Thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I don’t even know how we all tick
around here, so. Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla, for doing a really good job at listening to
what we had to say. You know, we’re moving in the direction that I think the majority
of this Council would like to see so I want to thank you for that. I’m looking at the
administrative costs, and I guess this is just your A Account, on Details Page 11-59.
And then your B and C. Okay, so your A Account has you at this, last year’s adopted
is 187,908 and then looks like nothing in your overtime. Okay, nothing in your
overtime. Then I’m trying to get a handle on, we’re looking at, maybe, it looks like your
actual B and C Accounts, I’m trying to find where all that is because I know the
administration charges, that you charge are in the area of 350,000, somewhere around
there. And if 187 of it is, looks like it’s salaries, you’re saying that the rest, the other
hundred and seventy...
MR. PONTANILLA: Yeah. The rest is fringe benefits as well as overhead.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So some of that goes

--

MR. PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --to fringe and overhead?
MR. PONTANILLA: Seventy-three percent.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, so, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
-
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MR. BAZ: Thank you. Member Couch, on the Details, Page 11-64, you can see, yeah, you
mentioned the total salaries right, proposed for ‘17 and then the fringe benefits are a
calculation of that and overhead costs so 122,447. So the balance available out of the
20 percent of 1,700,000 is very small. For the other categories, they have travel, mostly
to Honolulu for coordinator’s meetings. They have some costs that they have and that
they cover, minimal operational budget, but you can see most of CDBG’s funds,
administrative funds go for salaries, wages, fringe benefits, and overhead.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right. And so the rest is spent down or is there carryover or how
does that, and what happens if there is carryover on this, in this case?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair? So if, Member Couch, if there is unspent administrative funds,
they can be utilized in future years.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, okay.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: For administrative purposes or for re-programming purposes?
MR. BAZ: Either. Either administrative.., as long as it doesn’t exceed the 20 percent cap in 1
year for administrative overhead or it can be re-programmed for actual
--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Projects?
MR. BAZ: --projects, yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And those projects would be as listed in that, the office’s proposal to us on
alternate projects? Is that the priorities, Mr. Pontanilla?
MR. PONTANILLA: Yes, Chainnan. If we do have re-programmed monies, either from the
administration side or leftovers from the different projects that we grant monies to, then
we can re-program those funds to an alternate project so that they can continue with
their, you know, rehabilitation.
CHAIR HOKAMA: But it must go to those projects that have had a review and have been listed
as approved for funding?
MR. PONTANILLA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Couch?
-
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I’m good, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRWELLO: I’m good, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?

VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Anything else for CDBG, Members? I thank Mr. Pontanifla. We’ve come a
long way over the last few years so thank you for your good work and the staff’s good
work. We appreciate you being able to get these Federal dollars for worthy County
projects, so thank you very much.
MR. PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Couple of things before we leave Office of the Mayor. If you have questions,
the Chair will give you an opportunity to ask them. I will ask the, the Chair is going to
request to the Mayor’s Office for a copy of the policy regarding the health and weliness
subject we talked about earlier that Mr. Andaya gave comment on to see what is the
current policy as proposed and in operations right now from the Administration. The
second thing I did want to share with you is after checking with our peer, the City and
County of Honolulu, under customer services, if we are going to make any type of
comparisons, let’s make sure what we comparing to. Our peers in Oahu, besides what
was shared regarding this County, the Department of Customer Service for Oahu does
three things besides receiving calls regarding resident issues or concerns. One, they
are responsible for Hawaii driver licensing also. Second, they also are required to
manage the motor vehicle registration for the whole island. And third, they also have
the responsibility of offering and issuing State identification. Okay. So they have other
requirements than what we heard earlier this morning. So for your Chair, I’m not even
going to look at comparing them with us. Two different things. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: If I’m not mistaken, the Customer Service Department that was referred
to is actually the DMV.
CHAIR HOKAMA: For them.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes. Yes. Okay, any further questions for Mr. Baz, Mr. Pontanilla, for Office
of the Mayor Budget Proposal? If none, that is fme. If you do have questions, please
forward it and we will assist you in getting a response in a timely manner. Thank you,
Mr. Pontanilla.
MR. PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
-
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DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we’ll bring up Department of Management at this time.
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Members. Department of Management begins on Page 379 of our
Budget Proposal and we have our Managing Director, Keith Regan here, to go over his
Department and any comments he might have and answer any questions. I will be here
as well. Thank you. We also have our Deputy Managing Director, David Ching.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Gentlemen, your opening comments, please?
MR. REGAN: Good afternoon, Chair. Good afternoon, Members. It’s a pleasure being here
with you this afternoon after lunch. I just wanted to thank you for this opportunity to
be here to discuss our Fiscal Year 2017 Budget Proposal for the Department of
Management. Chair and Members, you’ll see that within the Budget, our Department
is separated into three programs. We have the Management Program, the Information
Technology Services Program, and the Geographic Information Systems Services
Program as well. If you turn to Page 379 to 381, you’~ll see a breakdown of the overall
budget for the Department of Management. It’s also located on 10-1 of your Budget
Details, but this table really displays or gives a good overview of the, of all of our
programs within the Department of Management as it aggregates it by request by budget
category for each of those individual programs. As the Managing Director, I just wanted
to mention that it is my responsibility to oversee the operations of the Department itself.
In addition to running a department, the Charter does set up very specific tasks with a
number of responsibilities, which includes serving as the principal management aide to
the Mayor, supervising administrative functions of agencies and departments as
assigned to us of the Mayor, evaluating the management performance of each agency,
prescribing standards of administrative practice to be followed by those agencies under
our supervision as well as supervising and coordinating the preparation and submission
of the Operating Budget alongside with our Budget Director, Mr. Sandy Baz, as well as
including supervising and coordinating the control, management, and execution of the
Annual Operating Budget and working with the departments on that as we go
throughout the fiscal year. It is our job to assist each of the departments to make sure
that they are progressing and working towards achieving their goals and their objectives
and operating in a way that is most effective in terms of the expenditure of public funds
as well as to perform, as well as part of our responsibility is perform any other duties
and functions required by the Charter as well as assigned by the Mayor. And, you know,
it keeps us pretty busy overall as a department and we’re not a large department, we’re
fairly small in terms of within the Management Program itselL But today my focus and
the reason why I’m up here is to really talk about the Management Program and we will
be having our Chief Technology Officer, Mr. Jacob Verkerke, to talk about our ITS
requests as well as our Geographic Services Manager, Mr. William Medeiros, who will
be discussing the GIS Program section as we go forward. But to provide you with a
high-level overview, the Department of Management is requesting approximately about
a million dollars more in Fiscal Year ‘17 as compared to Fiscal Year ‘16. Our Salaries
and Wages have increased by approximately $47 1,000 due to increases based primarily
on collective bargaining as well as additional premium pay, which we are asking to help
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support some of our overtime activities. Our overall Operations Budget, which you may
know as our B Budget, has increased by approximately $818,000, which is due in part
to a number of projects that we are asking you to support and Jacob will go into a little
bit more detail on those, but just from a very high level, a significant amount of that is
to help support the migration of MPD’s records management from their iLeads to
WebRMS, which is about $600,000 of that number that you see there. Our overall
Equipment Budget has decreased slightly by about 213,000. We’re requesting your
support of one additional E/P within the Management Program, which is the same
request that we made last year and that was for a Civil Engineer V as well as 3.2 E/Ps
in the ITS Program. The Management Program consists of the Director’s Office, which
is made up of 13 individuals. These 13 people provide a myriad of services ranging in
varying degrees of complexity to not only internal but also external customers as well.
The program includes the Managing Director, the Deputy Managing Director, the
Executive Secretary and a Personnel Assistant. We have four individuals that are
dedicated to helping us with project management, oversight, and assistance with Capital
Improvement Projects. Last year, we were very, very grateful for your support of moving
the EEO Specialist from the Department of Personnel Services to Management to assist
us with equal employment opportunity related duties and responsibilities that are
assigned to the Managing Director. This fiscal year, to date, I just wanted to share with
you a very quick statistic, our EEO Specialist, Mr. Ralph Thomas, has trained
1,308 County employees to date, which is a significant number. Our goal is to train all,
100 percent of our employees within each fiscal year. We’re well on our way for that.
In addition, we have three Executive Assistants within our Management Program who
assist us with the vehicle use policy, the GPS system, the pilot Motor Pool Project,
reorganization, analysis and reviews of those reorganizations. We also are looking at
internal policy development, analysis and reviews, table of organization analysis and
reviews, performance measurement reviews, Americans with Disabilities Act’s
compliance, Violence in the Workplace Action Plan issues, Countywide security,
Veteran’s Grant administration and issues, and the list goes on and on. We also have
an Energy Program Specialist, Mr. Kal Kobayashi, who many of you probably have
talked to in the past, who has, you know, a significant amount of background and
experience and he has helped the County deal with a lot of the energy-related issues,
not only at the State level but here locally as well. And helps us by monitoring and
evaluating departmental energy usage and providing suggestions on how we might be
able to reduce some of that energy consumption as well. For a small program, we’re
pretty busy and we provide a great deal of services to many departments as part of our
many operations. One area in particular where we’ve identified a need similar to our
request from last year is the support of the CE-V, the Civil Engineer V expansion
position. This position is going, would help us, it would help us support our CIP
Development Team, who continues to receive requests regularly for assistance from
numerous different departments. Youll see this, it’s actually in the Budget Details in
section 10-4 if you want to look and see a little bit more information about that request,
but we have a number of technical and complex projects that are currently on our plate
with more to come over the next few years. These projects include the Service Center,
our Consolidated Baseyards Project in Waikapu, the eventual construction of office
building one, the Molokai Public Works Base Yard, the eventual creation and
development of the Molokai Police Station, future Fire Department projects as well as
-
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affordable housing projects similar to like what we’ve done with Kula Malu. We a:Iso are
helping with the Service Center. As you know, there’s been a pretty major issue with
the Service Center with it receiving some water damage. We’ve assigned our team to
help them with that and work through that, and also with the creation and development
of the new Service Center as well. You know, we continue to do our best as much as we
can to help out the departments so that we can help them get through CIP. It can be a
very challenging and complex issue and so, you know, our team has been doing a great
job pushing those projects forward. For our section in the Salaries and Wages category,
we’re requesting an additional $33,000 for collective bargaining increases. We’re also
requesting the $56,000 to support the CE-V expansion position, $2,000 in expansion
for the overtime-related expenses related to our Equal Employment Opportunity
Specialist, is also a request that we’ve made in this Fiscal Year 2017 Budget Request.
In the Operation’s category, we’re requesting you support for additional funding for
$18,000 for security system upgrades. That can be found in section 10-8 of the Budget
Details. This additional funding will allow us to bring on new sites as well as support
the annual service costs associated with bringing on these additional sites. We’re
requesting approximately $20,000 for possible land acquisition expenses, $3,000 for
additional support of training and travel for our EEO Specialist so that he can continue
to stay abreast of what’s happening within the world of equal employment opportunity
so that in the event that changes occur, h&1l be prepared to be able to deal with that
and include that in his training. Additionally, in our Operation category, we’re
requesting your support of an additional $9,000 for the Maui County Veteran’s Council
as well as $4,000 to help support the West Maui Veteran’s Club for the upkeep of
Hanakaoo Cemetery in Lahaina, which is located near the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Kaanapali. For our Equipment category, we are requesting an additional $35,000 to
help support the acquisition of additional cameras, recorders, and alarms within our
Park’s facilities. Chairman, I’ve kind of given you a high-level overview of some of our
requests and I’ll be happy to take any questions that you may have about our Fiscal
Year ‘17 Budget Proposal. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Mr. Ching, any comments you’d like to share?
MR. CHING: Good afternoon, Chair, Members. No comments, just here to provide support.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, gentlemen, for being here. Before we actually move on
your area, when we went to the Office of the Mayor’s request, we did have a question
and part of the response was maybe you can assist us with additional clarification. This
is regarding a Hospitality Industry Advocate that is being proposed under the Office of
the Mayor and under Economic Development Program but we were given comment that
you, Mr. Ching, may be able to give us more specific comments regarding what this
request is about, please?
MR. CHING: Absolutely, Chair. I believe you’re referring to a budget item of $7,000.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
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MR. CHING: The Office of the Hospitality Industry Advocate is an acronym for a project that
we’ve embarked on actually through the Department of Management and it also spells
out OHIA, which is one of our native Hawaiian plants that’s very hardy but it’s actually
under attack right now from some viruses and pests. But at any rate, the program is
actually in its infant stages. We really intended to present the whole concept to the
Council as a package. However, we were unable to prepare it and get ready for it in this
Budget cycle and we’ve actually been piloting this program and trying to get it set up
with existing personnel with existing funds in the Department of Management’s Admin
budget and basically the request is for some travel funds so that we can help build a
stronger hospitality industry that focuses on a diverse market, a more diversified market
than we’re currently looking at. And without having to sit here and go through an hour’s
worth or two hours’ worth of explanation, maybe it would be better if I provided this
Committee with some documentation in writing with a lot more details. I’d be happy to
do that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, if you need 7,000 I would ask why wouldn’t you go to MVB? We give
them millions.
MR. CHING: Chair, that’s actually part of the detailed explanation that will take hours. But
in short, in the short run, MVB is kind of limited in the services they provide because
of the organization that they’re a part of, which is Hawaii Tourism Authority. Their...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Not as the Chair would say as it regards to the County’s money. That is
under our direction, the County’s General Fund monies, not the HTA, not the State of
Hawaii. And you can structure our agreement with MVB to take care of this need so I
don’t need two hours’ worth of explanation for one 7,000 request. Any questions on this
request? The Chair has enough information. Okay, let’s move forward on the
Department of Management’s requests. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: One of the things I noticed was that we’re deleting the one-time expense
for purchase of GPS tracking devices for vehicles. Where do we stand on that? Are we
not adding anymore and can you give us the status on the program as it stands now?
MR. CHING: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ching?
MR. CHING: Thank you, Member White. We are very active with the program. We have in
excess of about 550 GPS units deployed already. Not every vehicle in our fleet currently
has GPS, some because of the age of the vehicles and they just can’t accommodate the
technology and some because the vehicles are so new that we haven’t been able to install
them yet. So we do intend to continue to maintain the GPS in the vehicles that we do
have. We do intend to install new GPS units and acquire new GPS units when we get
new vehicles. We really have not taken out any funding to acquire new GPS units when
we get new vehicles but we’re actually planning to scale back the number of purchases
that we’ve had to make in the past because we’ve pretty well covered most of the vehicles
-
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that we need to cover. So ther&ll be really small purchases that we can really handle
in our current funding request. So we don’t need those big chunks of money anymore.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, that’s good to hear because I know you guys have been very active
in that and I think all of us appreciate the efforts in that regard and the savings that I’m
sure, you know, I’m sure we’re achieving. Do you have any follow-up information or an
update on the savings?
MR. CHING: Actually, I don’t have any with me. I can get that for you and forward it to the
Committee.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: That would be great. Thank you. If you don’t mind, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. So what percent would you say of our County fleet has the GPS
components, Mr. Ching? And, you know, don’t be, I understand you don’t have the
precise, so but give us a sense of where we’re at this point in time, the best to your
understanding.
MR. CHING: If we exclude Fire and Police vehicles and our buses, we’re probably very high, in
the high 70s percent, low 80s of the rest of the vehicles that are eligible.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So when you say excluding Fire, excluding Police and.. .1 forgot the
third category
--

VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Buses.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --buses, is that an assumption on our part, your part and our part that
those areas are all 100 percent under GPS?
MR. CHING: Chair...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Fire is 100 percent? Police is 100 percent under GPS?
MR. CHING: Those other vehicles have different types of tracking and it may or may not be
GPS but they don’t fall under this GPS category. So they’re done by those departments
and I can’t speak to the specifics of what they have in their tracking mechanism.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay but it is being monitored? It is being tracked?
MR. CHING: I’m sure they are, yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Does all of this tracking and, you know, benchmarking and whatnot
have you, that all goes to a central reporting point, whether it be in MIS or in Public
Works or that’s in Department of Management, but somebody is getting all of this data?
MR. CHING: Chair, in terms of the GPS-installed vehicles, yes. In terms of the emergency
services and buses, those are not part of the central collection.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Before I ask Mr. Guzman for his questions, so Mr. Baz, under that
open e-thing you mentioned earlier, the e-fmances and whatnot, would this be
potentially one of the windows or screens that the public could see as far as how the
County’s expending public funds for vehicles and whatnot, would also be maybe
potentially part of what they could access?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, the open data platform that’s offered has the ability to import data like
this so if it’s something that the Council and Administration see fit to present to the
public, then yes, we can import this data. They have a lot of integrations with other
data as well that we can import, whether it be from County-generated or from, like
national FBI databases and things like that for the public’s view.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, I’m just trying to understand, you know, how, what kind of flexibility
the County may have.
MR. BAZ: Basically, they’ll put up whatever data we give them.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well I’m sure Mr. Verkerke may have some comment to share with us
on confidentiality and access to information, so. Mr. Guzman, any questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. I’m going to look at the Details, 10-10.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: This is security equipment for 35,000.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you give us a reference please, Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: This is in the Details, Page 10-10.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, 10-10.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And this is the equipment, security equipment 7051 and it’s
for 35,000. It indicates it’s for Parks’ facilities. And my question is why wouldn’t this
be in Parks’ Budget instead of the Managing Director’s Office?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Member Guzman. Much like with other
departments where we do handle their Countywide security programs, that’s why this
is currently in with the Managing Director’s Office. We do so because we manage that
particular contract. So rather than, you know, disperse it or delegate it out to the
different departments to manage individual contracts, we have one Countywide security
contract. So that’s why you see that within our Department’s budget.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Is this a particular park facility? It says due to increase in
recent crimes.
MR. REGAN: Yeah, it’s actually a number of facilities within the Parks Department. They~ve
been having some challenges, actually with theft occurring, break-ins and whatnot
happening overnight so we felt that this was an important project for us to push forward
and place cameras in areas where they’ve been having significant problems with theft.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: But, so the total that you’re going to use comes up to about
35,000 of all these different kind of cameras or is this just set aside for future purposes
that, you know, that you may or may not use?
MR. REGAN: Thank you. It includes cameras. It includes DVRs. It may include alarm system
type components.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: That are necessary right now?
MR. REGAN: So, that are, yes, correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MR. REGAN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Thank you. Chair, I also had one more question if I
may?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: The Civil Engineer V, why is that needed in your Department?
MR. REGAN: Chairman?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: You know, we have been getting requests to assist other departments with pretty
complex CIP projects. These are departments that don’t have their own internal staff to
be able to handle it so it’s been putting a significant burden on our current staff that we
have stretching them fairly thin. In fact, you know, a number of our, well, we’ve got one
CE-V now that’s currently handling a number of projects and then we also have our CIP
Coordinator who’s assisting in overseeing that and also participating in coordinating
some of those projects as well, so it’s been, we’ve been stretching our staff really thin
and our project managers who are not civil engineers, they need, some of these more
complex projects require people with that type of skill set, that professional background
of being an engineer. So if you need more detail, we can bring up our CIP Coordinator
to talk a little bit more about the details with regards to that expansion request.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Chair, I’ll just yield at this point.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Baisa, questions at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: What caught my eye and ear as we were going through the
introduction was the idea of cameras for the Parks’ facilities. Could you tell us a little
bit more about that?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Yeah, I, Chair and Member Baisa, I can’t go into specific details about locations
but I prefer not to do that, you know...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: That’s okay. I don’t want the locations.
MR. REGAN: Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I’m just trying to figure out why we’re doing this.
MR. REGAN: Sure. It’s because they’ve been experiencing, like a rash of thefts occurring in
places where we have not had a chance to expand our security systems. And so these
areas have equipment and, again, I’m just trying not to go into too much detail, but
there’s things at these different locations that people are stealing basically. And by the
time, you know, that we fmd out that there’s been a situation, it’s, you know, it’s too
late. There’s no one around at that point in time. So we need to capture this evidence
to be able to see who’s breaking in as well as letting us know when that’s occurring,
right? So that the police can respond quickly to it. Right now, you may have facilities
that just don’t have an alarm system. Something as basic as an alarm system. And so
the workers will fmd out the next morning that they’ve been robbed.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: So these are isolated places that we’ll be able to monitor?
MR. REGAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I think that’s wonderful because I am really annoyed by the
vandalism in our restrooms. You know, they’re the most valuable thing we have.
Everybody loves them and there’s nothing worse than going in and finding a restroom
that is all vandalized and it costs us so much money and downtime too. So I think it’s
a really good thing. Thank you.
MR. REGAN: Thank you. Oh, and Chair, if I may just add one more thing?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. REGAN: We’re also fmding that our vehicles are being broken into as well. You know,
and it’s one thing to break into the vehicle but it’s another thing to, you know, break
into the vehicle and steal tools and things that may be in the vehicles locked, you know,
in secured areas within the vehicles, but they’re also stealing gas out of these vehicles.
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And sometimes they’re cutting, you know, fuel lines or they’re, you know, finding ways
to get into the gas tank that, you know, are really causing some damage for us so we
want to try to be able to capture that as well so that we can, you know, prevent that
because it just costs taxpayers money, I mean, to repair these things, so.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Good. It’s not only the cost but it’s also the inconvenience, you
know, when you’re stuck and you can’t use something.
MR. REGAN: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And while, I guess, while we’re on the
subject of these cameras or, sorry, surveillance, security systems, I’m looking at
Page 387 and then there’s $8,000 under material and supplies and then down below on
other costs, another 10,000. So you’re looking, and I guess 8,000 would be just for the
actual camera itself or the material, I guess. But then the bottom figure, 10,000 is in
order to implement the security system or hire security guards or what? These two
items, at first glance, I thought they were like redundant in a sense but just to explain
the differences?
MR. REGAN: Chairman?
CHAIR I-{OKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: So the $8,000 item that you’re referring to, Member Cochran, is to help with the
upgrading of existing equipment that we have throughout the system. So we have
cameras and recorders, you know, throughout the County at different locations and
those are, over time, they’re getting old. They may not be functioning as well as, you
know, they did when they originally were installed. Plus, there’s newer technology that’s
out there so we get, you know, better megapixel cameras so that the quality of the
picture is that much better. You know, improved night vision capabilities, recorders
that, you know, have larger capacity and whatnot, so that 8,000 is to help supplement
that. And to, that’s not like for one specific location but it’s for the security system itself
throughout the County. The $10,000 increase that you see below is actually for
additional service costs associated with the expansion of the system as well as increases
that we’re experiencing through the contract.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, thank you. And then judging from your goal four,
number three in reference to video surveillance, that’s Page 384 at the very bottom, with
all of this upgrade and bringing things up to par, you’re looking to just gamer 1 percent
increase in coverage? Looks like back in 2015, 39 percent of our facilities are outfitted
with video and now with all this extra money and time, energy, and effort, you’re just
going to bump it up for 1 percent?
-
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MR. CHING: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ching?
MR. CHING: Besides the increase in the actual number of systems out there, we actually have
locations and facilities that increased as well. So right now we are probably closer to
42-43 percent covered and we do have these additions coming in, which should bump
us up probably another couple percent. As long as we don’t keep adding facilities.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, so actually the numbers should be a few percentages
up then from what we see in the book today?
MR. CHING: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And, Chair, can I ask a question in reference to the
cemetery monies?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So the cemetery, it looks like you’re looking for the Maui
Veteran’s Club upkeep of Hanakaoo Cemetery right down there by the Canoe Beach.
They have been assisting in this and now they’re looking for funds to offset whatever
costs they’ve put into it or how?
MR. CHING: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: What kind of program is this?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ching?
MR. CHING: Member Cochran, that’s exactly what we understand that they have been for
some time doing this on their own and through some conversations it’s filtered up to
our office that, you know, they’d like to get some monetary assistance and this is what
theyzve asked for.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And because I know cemeteries are normally under the
responsibility of Public Works, they have been in discussion with Public Works on this?
MR. CHING: As far as I know, there has been dialogue and the efforts that the veterans have
put forward are in addition to what’s being done there already. They’d actually like to
make it look a little better than it has and we don’t think that’s a bad idea.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right. And no, I agree. The cemetery issue is always brought
up every year. But what I do recall last speaking to Department is that they had
concerns as in to what they’re growing in and around and on the actual cemetery plots,
headstones, and whatever because everyone knows you have a little plant like this and
it’s going to grow into a big towering tree. Depends on what you’re planting and so the
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particulars of what they’re planting could do more harm in the long run than actually
improving the site. So last I spoke to Department, that was the comments they gave me
so I would hope that you folks are discussing things of that nature also.
MR. CHING: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ching?
MR. CHING: To this point, we haven’t gotten into the details of exactly what this will entail so
as we’re preparing the grant agreement should this be in the, pass Budget, we will
definitely make sure we address that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Ching. Thank you,
Chair.
MR. CHING: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. So, Mr. Ching, I would ask you talk to people in Public Works.
I don’t want this in multiple places in the Budget. If it’s going to be in Management then
tell us and w&1l transfer Public Works or if it’s supposed to be Public Works where it
traditionally has been residing as the cost center, then put it in Public Works. You guys
can decide but I don’t need it in two parts of the Budget for basically the same type of
use.
MR. CHING: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Nothing, thank you, sir.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. I want to go back to a couple items but
Detail, 10-4, the expansion position, the Civil Engineer V for 56,408. So it’s my
understanding that Council cut this expansion or position Fiscal Year ‘16. So is this an
eight-month funding that you’re asking?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Yes, that’s correct. It is eight months funding.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. So I also understand that the County has another CIP
Coordinator. Is he assigned to your group and what projects, if so, what projects does
he manage? Or if he isn’t, why isn’t he attached to your group? Is that something that
I’m understanding correctly?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
-
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MR. REGAN: Chair, I’m sorry. I just need some clarification as to which position you’re
referring to, Councilmember, I apologize.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: CIP Coordinator. Do you just have one? The County just has
one CIP Coordinator?
MR. REGAN: Are you referring to the Project Manager CIP Coordinator or is it the Countywide
CIP?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Countywide I guess that would be because your Project
Coordinator is located 8th floor, right? So where’s your Countywide CIP Coordinator?
MR. REGAN: That position is within our Department, that’s correct.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, so is that Mr. Buzianis?
MR. REGAN: No. That’s actually Wendy Taomoto.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. So where is this particular CIP Coordinator? Is there
one? I guess his name is Jay Buzianis?
MR. REGAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Actually, that CIP Coordinator is retired.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Oh, okay. Good to know that. All right. So that position has
been filled by Ms. Taomoto?
MR. REGAN: No. Actually, she’s been with the County for many, many years as the
Countywide CIP Coordinator.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1 VELLO: So this position, is it closed already because of retirement, the
CIP Coordinator?
MR. REGAN: No. You mean for recruitment or?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Well, you just said someone retired.
MR. REGAN: It’s just that the gentlemen just retired on the 1st of April.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, so will this position be reporting to you is what I guess
what I’m asking?
MR. REGAN: Yes, that is correct.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. So what does the CIP Coordinator will be doing in
particular, projects or?
MR. REGAN: That would be the goal is to have that individual assigned to projects as a project
manager but it’s a little bit different than what a CE-V would do. A CE-V is going to be
providing a little bit more detailed, little bit more responsibility than a CIP Coordinator
would. So that person, actually, would be helping with the development of the plans,
more engineering base type responsibilities and work. I actually have our CIP
Coordinator here, Countywide CIP Coordinator. She can give you a much more detailed
explanation.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No, I’m just trying to figure out from you

--

MR. REGAN: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --that this position that you have

--

MR. REGAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO:
effective April 1st.

--which the individual is retired, or was, had, is retired

MR. REGAN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO:
Department?

So was this position or this person always with your

MR. REGAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, so what projects did he manage and will this, when it
eventually gets filled, what projects will this individual manage?
MR. REGAN: So as an example, this individual was assigned to the Maui Police Department’s
Kihei Project, the new Kihei Police Station, so he worked very closely with the
construction team there to make sure that they were performing as expected. So that’s
a huge project that that individual was assigned to. And he was also assigned to follow
up and identify and review existing projects out there to make sure the departments
were on track. So I think Mr. Ching can speak a little bit more in detail because actually
he directly managed that individual so he can share with you.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: So he’s retired and the Police Station is completed?
MR. REGAN: For the most part it’s fmished at this point.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah, it’s already all done, yeah. No need more details. I
guess, it can be eventually filled will be reporting to you and I can, I guess, at that time
-
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we can fmd out what program. I get concerned because we actually have facility projects
for the County, lands purchased. And then money gets lapsed and the project doesn’t,
you know, get fulfilled and so then we have land purchase for a purpose of building a
County facility and we, you know, that’s why I ask.
MR. REGAN: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So how do, how are you folks coordinating so that we don’t
lapse in these monies? Because construction cost does not stand still.
MR. REGAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: It continues to go up. Ill wait for the next round. I have more
questions. fli wait.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. So since Ms. Crivello brought up a very good question,
Mr. Regan, is your CIP Team the one that handled the Molokai Baseyard Project?
MR. REGAN: Chairman, our CIP team was asked to assist the Department of Public Works
with the value engineering of the Molokai. did you say baseyard? I’m sorry.
. .

CHAIR HOKAMA: That’s right. The baseyard project.
MR. REGAN: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So Public Works was in charge of the project not your CIP Team?
MR. REGAN: I’m going to ask Ms. Wendy Taomoto to please come down here and share a little
bit more information about the Molokai Baseyard Project if you don’t mind, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MS. TAOMOTO: Wendy Taomoto, County Capital Improvement Program Coordinator. The
Molokai Baseyard Project initially started out as a Public Works’ project. But our
Department’s staff, our Civil Engineer VI is actually overseeing that design contract and
will bring that project to bid hopefully soon.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So who made the, who gave me the problem with the bond money? Why do
I have some potential concerns of the bond money?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you. The original appropriation for the construction of the Molokai Baseyard
a number of years ago was, it was approved, authorized, and a bond had been issued
for that. However, the project did not move forward and so those monies did lapse and
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so we recognize those monies in the Fiscal Year 2017 Proposed Budget as lapsed bond
proceeds for other projects.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Am I going to have arbitrage issues because we didn’t get it squared away
the first time?
MR. BAZ: No, Mr. Chair. I mean, it was a concern that the project wasn’t able to move forward.
Part of it had to do with the amount of money that had been allocated to it and that’s
what necessitated the Department of Management’s CIP’s staff to assist the Department
of Public Works to re-engineer the actual facility, reduce the cost of it based on the
Council’s appropriation that was made a couple of years ago.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you, Mr. Baz. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Just for clarification, didn’t the bond monies for the Molokai
Baseyard lapse twice?
MR. BAZ: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So are we ever going to see a plan?
MR. BAZ: We, Ms. Taomoto mentioned

--

VICE-CHAIR WHITE: An affordable plan?
MR. BAZ: --it’s going out to bid here probably within the next month and then we’ll be able to
get a cost estimate and bring it back down to Council. It’s not currently in the
FY ‘17 Proposed Budget.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, we’ve noticed that. Then, for the Managing Director, I think it
would be helpful if you could provide us with a list of the projects that the CIP Team is
working on and from which departments they’ve been initiated and just like a sense of
the rationale. You know, if it came from a department that has been handling their own
CIP and is now coming to you, then the reasons why that change has occurred. And
then the other thing, on another subject, on Professional Services, where we had the
$20,000.. .and this actually might be more for Mr. Ching but where we had the $20,000
taken out for the GPS units and then additional funding for appraisal and other related
service costs, in looking at the IFAS Report, we provided $180,000 last year and only
$10,000 of that has been expended. So can you give us a sense of how we, how the
money will be used, the money over and above the 20,000, how will that be used?
Because it doesn’t seem like we have an annual expense that that is currently covering.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ching, please?
MR. CHING: Thank you, Chair, Member White. The vast majority of those funds are actually
in, being contracted right now for this year’s GPS maintenance and monthly fees. And
-
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that will probably be in the neighborhood of about $140,000 of that so that’s why it
hasn’t been spent yet, we’re contracting it.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. And what was, is that similar to the expense last year?
MR. CHING: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, Mr. Ching, as part of what Mr. White was asking, if we should
standardize our fleet better, conscious decisions, you know, it’s going to be a policy more
than likely whereby we try and standardize equipment and whatnot, do you feel that
this price, that 140,00 could actually go lower because of standardized equipment? Or
maybe the manufacturer in the future will all have GPS preinstalled in the vehicles we
purchase?
MR. CHING: Chair, I believe we should, this is probably stable right in the area that we’re at
and the reason being is our fleet requirements will fluctuate depending on how many
vehicles we get and how many vehicles we replace, and how many new vehicles we add
and we’ve probably hit a threshold because we’re really not acquiring a lot of new GPS
units so we’re going to avoid that cost, but we do have a monthly maintenance for every
unit regardless of...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, so the GPS unit is standard regardless of the type of car
manufactured? So it doesn’t matter if it’s a General Motors, American Motors, Toyota
Motors, Kia Motors, the GPS is standard? Is that what you’re telling us?
MR. CHING: Chair, the connectivity, yes. The hardware pretty much standard. The software
and what it reports or how it tracks, the information we get, how often we get it, and
who gets it, that’s, of course, vendor specific.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So is there advantages to us to standardize fleets like Honolulu?
MR. CHING: Chair, anecdotally, yes. There is definitely economies of scale. I think ideally, if
we had our, had everything we wish up here in Management, we’d probably want to
standardize our entire fleet including emergency service fleet, fuel, maintenance, all into
one centralized reporting system for vehicles, then we would really get a true cost of
what’s going on out there. Unfortunately, we’re several large steps away from being able
to do that. And, Chair, one other thing, we have explored a little bit into what that
would cost and right now it’s, it would be pretty prohibitive. It would be in the millions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, that is something you should let Council decide what it can and cannot
afford.
MR. CHING: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman? Ms. Balsa?
-
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And I have, can we do Goals?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: You’re going to take my goal.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.. .no, I won’t take your goal. So I think there’s a couple
of these goals so let’s just start with goal two, item two and you’re looking, I guess these
random, on-site visits occur, I guess?
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you can give Mr. Regan a reference?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, sorry. Page 384.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And it looks like you want to drop the amount of visits you’re
going to do from 82 down to 80. Is that what I’m reading there in the percentage?
MR. REGAN: Chairman?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Actually, no. That’s not correct. Actually we, the target is 80 percent but
obviously if we can do more than 80 percent, that’s what’s reflected here. So the
82 percent in Fiscal Year ‘15 was the actual. So obviously we strive for more. So if we
beat that goal then, you know, that’s a pretty good place for us. And we have a lot of
facilities spread out throughout three islands so it’s a challenge for us to get there but
we do our best to go out and visit as much as possible because it provides us with
significant input and insight into what’s happening. You know, and without having that
chance to go out there and visit these job sites and facilities, you know, it’s hard to make
that call, you know, from an office versus actually going out and see it firsthand so our
push is to beat our goals and what you see there, Member Cochran, is actually we did
a little bit better than we anticipated.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, well that’s good to know. I just thought hey, we hit our
80 and let’s just stop. And
--

MR. REGAN: No, no.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --you know, no sense doing more visits kind of thing. So I
would like to, yeah, see higher. And then the next goal, goal three, item two again there’s
-
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that drop in percentage I noticed that, you know, of course we want all the departments
to exceed their performance goals and go above and beyond because I guess they hit
actually 90 percent and then you’re saying, I’m looking at it like oh, and 80 percent’s
okay in the upcoming year. So I would suspect that if they can do the 90 let’s keep
them to that standard and bump ‘em up 91, 95, you know, rather than drop the figure
to just say hey, we really don’t want to not meet our goals so let’s drop it low so good
chance we will and we can come back here to the Council and go hey, we meet our goals.
So that was just kind of my, you know, does that make sense how I’m describing the
percentages? And I mean, I don’t, it’s just weird to me to drop below the percentage
that they’ve already attained previously so that’s just how I read those, which are kind
of dropping the standard in a sense.
MR. REGAN: Yeah, Chair, If I may?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Member Cochran, I can assure you that these goals that we have set, we don’t
just try to make the bare minimum. We’re constantly striving to do better than what
you see here and we’re pushing our departments, you know, every opportunity that we
have to do better. And that’s just part of our, you know, our philosophy as how we
manage our departments and so I hear what you’re saying in terms of perhaps setting
the goals higher but we felt, you know, internally discussing it, that these were the
appropriate goals that we set. But by no means are these, you know, once we meet that
benchmark, you know, we’re like, throw up our hands and say we’re done. We’re
constantly pushing for greater so that we can exceed it. But we’ll take your suggestions
under advisement. We appreciate that. Thank you so much.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, and thank you. I appreciate the efforts too to, you know,
raise that bar. And lastly, Chair, if you don’t mind goal five, number one in reference to
renewable energy alternatives. I guess now I stole Mr. Couch’s one. But the usage or
kilowatts produced by renewable methods to date has dropped. And so did we like sell
that property or is it, what’s the, I was hoping that we would be utilizing more renewable
energy versus less.
MR. CHING: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ching?
MR. CHING: Member Cochran, I’m not the energy expert guy but from what I understand that
the vast majority of our savings or our improvements are due to replacements of older
technology energy products with newer technology energy projects. So that’s what we’re
trying to achieve is getting rid of the old, getting more energy efficient, newer
technologies and hopefully realizing the savings.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. CHING: That’s as best as I can do for you.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. fll pass to Mr. Couch.
MR. REGAN: Chair, if I could just add something to that as well?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: You know, it’s no secret that the Mayor has made it very clear that, you know,
we are trying and striving to become more energy independent and so, you know, again,
this, what you see here is more of kind of a benchmark but by no means does it, are we
stepping back and saying well, we’ve met our goal so let’s back off from that. In fact,
we’re working with departments to constantly fmd new ways to be able to introduce
renewable energy resources into their operations. As an example, I know that the
Department of Environmental Management is looking for ways to introduce renewables,
you know, into their operations ahead of, I should say in addition to what they’ve already
done to this point. So, you know, we, we’re constantly asking our departments to
evaluate facilities that are very energy intensive and that’s part of our push. So I just
wanted to add that to Mr. Ching’s explanation, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Before I recognize Mr. Couch, so with this movement of
legislation at the capital regarding smart grid implementation, how do you see this
impacting your goals and objectives under number five?
MR. REGAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: I think it’s going to help us actually. You know, the expansion and support of
the smart grid technology is going to give us, you know, greater access to data and, you
know, obviously with greater access to data, we can make better analysis and
recommendations as to how we can improve and we can actually identify, you know,
areas where maybe we may have missed quite frankly. So I think the development of
the smart grid technology and the support of that by Maui Electric will benefit the
County and give us access to even greater, stronger numbers.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well I just bring that up because when, I don’t know what State
department held that public meeting at, what is that new elementary school in Maui
Lani?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Puu Kukui?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Puu Kukui. The subject was smart grid and I can tell you at least half of
the people who testified was not supportive of smart grid at that point in time, at that
point in time. So, you know, I would think an educational component would be critical
if this is to assist us in moving this alternate policy forward. And I will say though,
Members, you all know, just because it’s alternative doesn’t mean it’s cheaper. Okay.
Mr. Couch?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. That is a good point. That kind of leads
up to my question. I think Mr. Ching answered maybe number two when they’re trying
to implement different technologies but I don’t know. Goal five, number two, but I think
Ms. Cochran and I both have a question on goal five, number one, for instance at the
Kihei Community Center, you put up a really nice parking structure that is powering
essentially the pool but I haven’t seen those go up anywhere else. Is that an issue
because, as Mr. Hokama said, it’s now getting more expensive or you’re not getting the
purchase power agreements from the utility or... are there reasons why, you know,
because I’m assuming that we’re getting good return on the one at the Kihei Community
Center pool? So just curious. Because if you were to add more things, obviously that
number, you know, 3.2 million kilowatt hours produced renewable energy methods to
date would go up a lot if you add more facilities to do that. So I’m guessing as
Mr. Hokama intimated that it’s getting more expensive or maybe, like I said, the utility
is not cooperating?
MR. REGAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: I don’t think it’s a utility issue for us at this point in time. I think we’re, as I
think was mentioned earlier by Economic Development Director Rasmussen that we
just recently hired an Energy Coordinator for the County and, you know, so I think that,
you know, those kinds of pushes out there are going to kind of, you’re going to see more
of that because we were just mentioning, Dave was mentioning, we didn’t have our
Doug, you know, with us. And, you know, I mean, when Doug McLeod was here serving
as the Energy Coordinator, he was very, very active in pushing for these PPAs and, you
know, developing our Solar Program. And so but we kind of haven’t really, you know,
had that for a little while but now we’re getting back into it so I think you’ll see that
ramp up again as we go forward and we have this individual who can specifically, you
know, work on these projects, so.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And that isn’t something that Mr. Kobayashi can work on or?
MR. REGAN: He’s currently working on a lot of the dockets that we have at the Public Utility
Commission. So, I mean, he’s handling a lot of policy-related type discussion and
matters and he does do some work with the departments, but, you know, he’s got a
significant amount of institutional knowledge that he carries with him. And, you know,
many of you have worked with him throughout the years and have, like myself, I have
tremendous respect for his knowledge and experience in that policy world. And, but
this I think, I don’t want to say it’s a little bit different but, you know, you need somebody
to maybe complement him in some of the things that he’s doing, and so it’s a tough job
when you’re trying to do it all by yourself But I think that our new Energy
Commissioner is going to do a great job pushing these projects forward and, you know,
reinvigorating renewables into a lot of our facilities. That’s really the best answer that I
have for you, Member Couch.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. It helps. The other thing is, you know, in some of the
questions that were asked about the goals, you know, and I think we talked about this
last year and this is more towards Mr. Baz, I think. You know where it says FY 2015
actual 82 percent, what was the goal there? Is there any way we can put a target or
goal/actual and then have, I mean, you’ve got plenty of space in there, so we know that
oh wow, the goal was 70 percent and you made 82, so.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Something like that.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, Member Couch, we try not to make this document too big and
cumbersome, we can add that if you’d like to. It is also in the Budget Director’s
implementation, quarterly implementation reports that get transmitted to Council. Just
as an example, for goal number five item number one, their 2015 fiscal year estimate
was 3,175,000. So they did increase it to 3,200,000.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right. It may help prevent questions being asked saying oh, you
know, it looks like you’re going down, ‘cause to me it looked like you were going down
as well. So I mean, it just might help clear things up, I don’t know.
MR. BAZ: Okay. We’ll take that into advisement, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Anything else, Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, I’m good. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I can say that was a question from a very seasoned Councior because a
new Council will have no clue what to ask. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. I want to go back to Details, on Detail 10-7, it’s
mentioned here, we talked about the deletion of one-time appropriation, et cetera, for
GPS, then it notes expansion, additional funding for appraisal and other related service
costs for potential land acquisitions. So this monies are set aside. Are there potential
land acquisitions that we’re looking at? Is that something that’s included in your, in
Fiscal ‘17?
MR. REGAN: Chairman, if I may?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Councilmember Crivello, I’m going to ask Wendy to come on up here and explain
a little bit more detail about that.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
MR. REGAN: Thank you.
-
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MS. TAOMOTO: Hi, the land acquisition that is in our Budget is for the, to assist with the
acquisition... appraisal for the Salvation Army in Lahaina as part of the Moku~ula
Restoration. So we’ve, Mayor met with the Salvation Army and at this point we need to
provide this funding so that we can move the negotiations forward by getting a
fair-market appraisal of their two properties and then assisting, our Department would
assist the Mayor’s Office in looking for comparable properties for relocation or, you
know, a replacement value kind of approach.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MS. TAOMOTO: So that’s why we were advised to put it in our Operations Budget at this time
instead of our Capital Budget.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I see. Okay, that sort of clears it.
questions if I may, Chair?

I have a couple more

CHAIR HOKAMA: One second, why wouldn’t the Friends of Moku~ula do this? Why is the
County doing this? We give them revenue generation sources and whatnot, so why are
you back asking this Committee for General Fund money for something that we’ve
authorized a legal nonprofit with concession rights to develop revenues? So why are
you asking me for General Fund money?
MS. TAOMOTO: Chair, we’ve, like I said, they Mayor and I met with the Salvation Army officials
from Honolulu and it was at their request that they deal directly with this County rather
than the Friends to move this negotiations forward, and the Mayor respected that and I
guess submitted it in his, our Budget as I’m the, going to lead that negotiations for the
Mayor’s Office. And it was at the Salvation Army’s request that they, this negotiations
is with the County, not through the Friends.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, I’m not open to that so good luck. Questions? Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I’m.

.

.

(inaudible)...

CHAIR HOKAMA: Oh, Ms. Crivello, I’m sorry. Your turn.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1 VELLO: Is that okay, Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. So also on Detail 10-8, you’re asking for monies
for system upgrades on additional sites, which is okay but where are these new sites
and where is it covered under this system?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan? Mr. Ching?
MR. REGAN: Chair, are we talking about the additional 8,000? Is that...
-
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yes.
MR. REGAN: So these are actually system-wide upgrades. We, you know, have equipment
that’s actually nearing its end of life and its ability to perform. So I mean, I can provide
you with a detailed list of where we anticipate those replacements to occur but again I
hesitate publically putting that information out there.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. But because it says an addition of new sites.
MR. REGAN: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So I was just wondering how many new sites you have and
where are they? I can understand the upgrades, but.
MR. REGAN: Yeah. I’m not sure exactly how many specific new sites.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, okay.
MR. REGAN: But I would be happy to provide that information to you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, thank you. If I may also, my last question, in regards
to your activity goals on Page 385, goal number five, promote and encourage energy
efficiency. So I’m not familiar, you know, I hear the conversations on the 8th floor so I’m
throwing this out there. I understand in the past there were motion sensor switches
that turned off our office and restroom lights if no one was in the room and but they
have been replaced with conventional ones. Is there a reason or is there a plan to put
back the motion sensors? I was not around here. I just hear the conversations so I
thought I’d put it forward when you talk about energy efficiency because I’m told that
sometimes the hallway lights as well as the restroom lights are left on all night. But if
you don’t have an answer to all that, that’s okay. We can follow through, follow up after.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Chairman, thank you. Thank you, Councilmember Crivello. Actually, you bring
up a very good point. I’m not sure why Public Works is no longer replacing switches
with those motion sensitive switches. fli certainly find out. And I think you bring up a
very, an excellent point because there are times when inadvertently lights are left on
and that is a waste of energy and so I will certainly find out the answer to that question
and have it addressed.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Just one simple question. For the expanded security sites, how many
sites are we talking about roughly?
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Chair, I think Councilmember Crivello asked the same question. I will get that
information for the Committee.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: No, she was asking where. I’m just asking how many.
MR. REGAN: Yeah, I’m not sure exactly how many sites. Unfortunately, the Countywide
security, the individual responsible for Countywide security was supposed to have been
here today but he’s unfortunately not available.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Oh okay.
MR. REGAN: So I will get that information to you, Chair White.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
MR. REGAN: And as soon as possible. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: That’s all Chair, thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Regan, I know that you may have some concerns about
security matters and we appreciate your concerns and therefore in your communication
back to us in your response, if you feel it needs to remain confidential to please advise
us so we can keep it in a privilege communication files if it is of a confidential sort to
protect the interest of the County we can do so within our appropriate legal mechanisms.
So if it’s something of sensitive nature, we can, we will treat it in such a manner that
will protect the disclosure.
MR. REGAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Mr. Guzman? Any questions, sir, in this area? We’re going to bring
up IT and that component after the, a break
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Just a brief explanation as to, you know, I know that we
have an energy person in OED and then we also have an energy person in the
Management Department. Can you explain the two differences? Because sometimes,
you know, when I have an EAR Committee and I call both of them down to the floor, I
don’t know which one to ask the appropriate question to because it seems as though
there is, there could be a duplication of duties or just a brief explanation just so that I
in my mind know which of the two to address on certain issues. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Chainnan, thank you. Thank you for the question, Member Guzman. Yeah, I
can see how it could be confusing but I really believe that the two individuals, while
-
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there may be some functions that overlap, Mr. Kobayashi, who is responsible for energy
within my Department primarily deals with the dockets that are before the PUC. So it’s
more of a policy-driven type position. He does work with departments to conduct energy
audits as well. He’s done that in the past. But he, as a civil servant, kind of remains
within the system as long as, you know, he’s working here at the County. It is not an
appointed position. This is a civil service position. Whereas the Energy Commissioner,
perhaps, is a little bit more aligned with the Mayor’s vision or direction. And so he or
she, you know, is actively working to fulfill some of those, some of that vision that’s
being pushed forward by the respective Mayor. Whereas Mr. Kobayashi is more focused
on dealing with dockets that really may or may not be receiving direction from the Mayor.
Because he’s a civil servant he’s really looking out more for what he sees as policy issues
that may impact us and providing, he does also provide resource and direction to that
appointed Energy Commissioner as well. So that’s why you saw, I think, when
Mr. McLeod was here, there’s a very good working relationship between Mr. Kobayashi
and Mr. McLeod. They really complemented each other. And it’s, this is a big issue.
Energy is a big issue and you need that continuity, I think Mr. Kobayashi brings that,
that continuity with regards to energy. But again, his primary focus has always, at least
from my, through my experience, has always been dealing with the PUC, dealing with
more policy-related type issues and energy-audit type related issues, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman?

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thanks, Chair. That’s clear as mud.
MR. REGAN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, thank you. Appreciate it.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz, do you have magic clear eyes?
MR. BAZ: Just real quick. We understand the confusion and we actually proposed a couple
of years ago to combine both of the positions into the new Sustainability Division in the
Department of Environmental Management by that Charter. But since that didn’t pass,
those two positions remain in disparate programs.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I see.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that, Mr. Baz. Let me try finish up this component so we can
hit into the IT component, MIS component after the break. So, Mr. Regan, my
understanding, I am aware of your request for a CE-V but I also read in your narrative
on 382, so now we currently have a Countywide CIP Coordinator, 100,000 plus, CIP
Coordinator, I guess, that is vacant, recently vacant, you have a Civil Engineer, 100,00
plus, and then you have a Project Coordinator, 66,000 plus. But we also read in the
narrative that the Program EA support the operating departments by providing either
direct management or management assistance of Countywide Capital Improvement
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Project Program plus departmental projects, facilities security, policy and procedures,
and renewable energy, energy-efficient initiatives.
So therefore, I, it is my
understanding, then you have an Executive Assistant I at 100,000 plus, you have 2
Assistant I’s at 100,000 plus and 1 Executive Assistant II at 100,000 plus to assist the
CIP Program. So that’s quite a bit of positions. My question to you, if we are to consider
this CE-V, is one of the assumptions by this Committee that you can reduce greatly any
request for contractual services?
MR. REGAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Could you, perhaps clarify what type of contractual services that you’re referring
to, sir?
CHAIR HOKAMA: So you wouldn’t need third-party engineering help and whatnot, right? You
got it all in house. So time extensions, things like that, I won’t be seeing all this need
for additional time extensions and whatnot?
MR. REGAN: Chair, you bring up a good point and to speak to that I’m going to have
Ms. Taomoto share some insight. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MS. TAOMOTO: Chair, so to restate your question, if we hire a Civil Engineer V, it would
reduce our...
CHAIR HOKAMA: You don’t need to ask me for money for contractual services

--

MS. TAOMOTO: Contractual, okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --and then any fmancial impacts on time extensions.
MS. TAOMOTO: It is not likely going to significantly reduce our contractual because we still
would, we’re not going to prepare the drawings and the specifications for these larger
complex projects. So we would still need those contractual services for the design plans,
to prepare, someone to prepare the design plans. In terms of these larger complex
projects like Kula Malu, which are currently in construction, we would still, even with
the CE-5, we would still need a construction management services, CM services because
that CM services, through that contract, we pay for a full-time inspector for this project
and also to prepare all the reporting necessary because we got Federal funding from
HOME Funds. So what I can see, we can use this Civil Engineer V for is some of the
things that we’ve already saved the County money on. For instance, we prepared the
variance for Haiku Fire Station in house. We prepared SMAs and historic district
permitting, permits type of stuff in house. I could write like more simple Environmental
Assessments in house rather than going outside. For a variety of projects, like the
painting projects at the Police Station, the forensic facility, the re-roofing, emergency
-
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generator, which we assisted Fire and Police with, we wrote the specifications in house
for those projects. And we also were able to provide oversight of the construction for
these projects using our in-house staff. So we would be in a position to assist those
departments not Management, but all, Police, Fire, Housing, Liquor, anybody who
doesn’t have an engineering staff more than we already are doing so. So, I mean, we
save the County on those types of needs, those departments, you know, with those
needs where they didn’t have to hire an engineer to do specs and oversee construction
where it’s outside of their operational, their staff’s, you know, experience. That’s where
we save the County money.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well, I’m not sold on keeping the CIP group intact right now, Members.
Ms. Balsa, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No thank you, Chair. A very extensive list of things that we
probably could do, which sounds good. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And thank you for bringing up that point.
And one of my questions from opening comments through mister, Managing
Director Regan was he mentioned the CIP or Civil Engineer will help the departments
that don’t have, I guess, CIP-type personnel or, as Ms. Taomoto was saying. And so my
question was who, what departments are these? And I think she rattled off Liquor and
Department of Housing and Human Concerns. Liquor? What are they building?
MS. TAOMOTO: Yeah, so, Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Taomoto?
MS. TAOMOTO: Last year, around last year and it could be beyond last year, we assisted
Liquor. They, we put up a reception, we improved their reception area and then we had,
their kitchen needed to get renovated so we had to replace the cabinets for them, which
required, because of the dollar procurement requirements, yeah. Their break room.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And they are housed at the Trask Building next door?
MS. TAOMOTO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And that’s a County facility?
CHAIR HOKAMA: We’re a lessee.
MS. TAOMOTO: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We’re a lessee.
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MS. TAOMOTO: We’re the lessee but it was tenant improvements we did. Like, you know, it’s
partitions.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MS. TAOMOTO: It’s part of the.. .but yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MS. TAOMOTO: And then we also had to replace some of the windows through agreements
with HGEA, approval of HGEA, who owns the building. So we had to help them with
those types of projects.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Okay, and I think jumping back real quick, Chair, to
the renewable energy goals and my, I guess, thing that was in my mind was trying to
figure out the ratio between County actually owned facilities versus rented and leased
facilities. Because the goals relate to County facilities as a whole. But I know we have
a lot of places that we don’t technically own so how do those numbers reference the
leased and rented facility, if at all? And so what is the ratio, you know, how many people
we house in rented/leased versus County owned?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan, are you able to respond?
MR. REGAN: Yeah, Chair, I don’t think that we, so in terms of energy improvements within
rented or leased facilities, I mean, we’re obviously not going to install PV systems or,
you know, anything of significance but, you know, because we are impacted by energy
usage in these facilities we may do things like, you know, changing bulbs to something
more efficient or as was mentioned earlier by Councilmember Crivello, installing
motion-sensitive switches to shut lights off. Little things like that where we’re not
expending significant amounts of money. So I don’t know that we, you know, that we’re
segregating but I’d be happy to provide you a more detailed explanation and listing, you
know, of those facilities if that’s what you’re asking for.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, not sure. I mean, I think it’s just interesting to see what
we actually have. I mean One Main Plaza houses quite a bit of our people and we don’t
do improvements to that building because we’re just, you know. Wells, I mean, Maui
Mall, just I think the list seems like we have more rented and leased than we
actually... this building we have but it was just a thought that was, be interesting to see
that ratio. And then lastly, Chair, in the Charter, I was looking at item five, because I
think this, we were discussing Salaries and Wages and how does that pertain to
bargaining unit agreements and what have you. Five says recommend to the Council a
pay plan for all County employees and officers whose pay is not otherwise provided for
by law. So is that relating to those, like appointed positions? Would it, otherwise
provided by law? Is that the union people? What is that? And I don’t think I’ve ever
seen a Council pay plan for all County employees and officers.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz, do you have a comment regarding compensation?
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: In the Charter?
MR. BAZ: I’m sorry. That’s a reference to the Charter?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Page, Charter Page 17 and it’s in regards to Office of the
Mayor, and item five states recommend to the Council a pay plan for all County
employees and officers whose pay is not otherwise provided for by law. Is that
Mr. Ueoka?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ueoka?
MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. I’m not 100 percent sure on what’s provided but I can answer
the part otherwise provided as by law. That’s probably collective bargaining. Pay scales
are set forth in the collective bargaining agreement so that’s the otherwise provided for
by law part. As far as what’s transmitted, yeah, P11 hand that back to Mr. Baz.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. So, yeah, recommend to Council a pay plan for all
County employees and officers whose pay is not otherwise provided for by law.
Basically, we are recommending in certain structures the, like our Corporation Counsel
Deputies, you know, those are set by ordinance, right. So that’s, well, I guess that’s a
law too. I don’t know if there is any pay set forth other than pretty much by law but we
do present all of the pay plan, you know, for every County employee to this Council. We
have a balanced budget and we have to present, we can only spend what we present
and gets adopted by Council so we wouldn’t be able to pay anything other than what’s
been adopted by Council.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So I guess that term pay plan is really what you’re submitting
to us in Wages and Salaries and things in those line items? That would be, I guess,
considered the pay plan you’re giving to us, the Council?
MR. BAZ: I suppose. If there are items for people, positions whose pay is not otherwise
provided by law, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. BAZ: I’m not sure where this provision is from and what it relates to specifically.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. BAZ: And I’m not know if our Corporation Counsel would want to delve into that any
further but yeah. All positions are presented here for the Administrative Branch for
Council approval.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, thank you. I got, it would be cool to see what that
sentence actually means to see if we’re actually doing it or how does it relate to our,
today’s practices and, I don’t know, it just crossed my mind to look that one up. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Further questions to Mr. Baz, Mr. Regan, Mr. Ching on this
area? Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you. Thank you, Chair. Just one last clarification. So
it’s my understanding and I could be wrong, it’s just based off of my experience in the
last few Budgets, when the CIP projects are presented, they are categorized per
department and so at what point does it then, you know, is it determined that the
Managing Director’s Office takes it over? Or how do you pick and choose which CIP
projects you will coordinate or at least lead? And if you do decide to pick, I don’t know
what kind of procedures you have set in place but once that happens, what happens to
the monies that were appropriated to that specific CIP? Does it stay with that
department and then you, it transfers over to the Managing Director’s Department or
how does that whole system work? I’m trying to get kind of an understanding. Thank
you.
MR. REGAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Regan?
MR. REGAN: Member Guzman, so oftentimes you’ll have a department who has been, received
a CIP project that’s been approved through the Council process, through the Budget
process. They do not have the internal staff to be able to assist them with moving that
project forward so they’ll reach out to us and ask us, are you able to help us with this
project? We’re not actively going through the Budget and saying, oh, this department
or that department, we want to take over this project. I mean, it is department driven.
We do sometimes get requests from the Mayor specifically to assist departments with
projects that maybe they’re having some challenges with and so we will get involved.
Obviously if the Mayor asked us to assist, we’re going to do so. With regards to the
funding, we merely serve as consultants, essentially, to the departments. So we don’t
transfer the funding, you know, to Department of Management. The funding source
remains within the department and as we go forward, we work, they’re our client
basically, right? So we’re working hand-in-hand with as an example, like Housing and
Human Concerns. Let’s use Kula Malu as an example, right? I mean that’s a project
where we’re working hand-in-hand with the Department of Housing and Human
Concerns on and so as we go forward with the project, we’re working with the Director
on, you know, various different aspects of that project and getting, seeking approvals
through that process. Just like we would as if this was a private, you know, private
project out there in the private world. So yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I just, I was trying to see what, the line of questioning as I was
kind of confused on whether okay, if we do appropriate to a specific department that is
supposed to be in charge of that CIP, is it then allowable for another department to come
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in and lead it. But I’m understanding that you’re actually the subordinate of that
department that you’re doing the CIP for?
MR. REGAN: We serve as a resource.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, Mr. Baz, then basically everything that, from this Department of
Management in this area is expensed out to a different cost center then? Since all they
do is work for others, you’re transferring administrative costs to all the other
departments then for these positions?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair. The services provided by the Department of Management as a
central service agency as part of their full cost allocation plan are distributed, those
costs are distributed to the departments. And so the overhead reimbursement that is
requested from the Special Funds includes Department of Management costs as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. Yeah. There’s only one downfall for this for the Chair. I cannot
terminate bad work and I cannot take them to court for recapture loss resources, which
is an option I think we should try and retain for the people’s benefit because I don’t
appreciate bad work or malfeasance from anybody. Okay, if you have additional
questions after the break bring it up. If not, we’ll start off with IT and MIS. So we’ll be
in recess until 3:30 pm
(gavel).
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

3:20 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

CHAIR HOKAMA:
(gavel)... We shall bring this meeting back to order. We~fl continue the
Department of Management review. We shall move now to the Information Technology
Division of the Department. So I’ll ask Mr. Verkerke if he has any opening comments
he’d like to share with the Committee at this time.
.

.

.

MR. VERKERKE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I’m delighted to be here, as you can imagine, and it’s
fun to be able to continue a conversation we’ve had over the year and I believe that it
will have helped take a little of the surprise out of the document that’s before you. We’ve
talked about a lot of these things. So at this point, the only thing I really want to
emphasize and I assume we’ll get into the details through rounds of questions, the only
thing I want to emphasize is that, that you may recognize that the Division has a
strategic plan. We’re in 2015 through 2018 version of the strategic plan. It’s based on
four tenants of the balanced scorecard. So we look at services, operations, staff
development, and financial aspects and you see those in the major goals and the various
goals and objectives listed in this document. We try to be consistent through the years.
The only thing that will change are the success measurements. We’d like to defme those
in the context of a fiscal year so we can complete something and then next year move
onto the next step it that maturity. Sliding scale that we’re trying to navigate so that
we have new things, ways to improve our delivery of services from year to year. And
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beyond that I think that we’ll be more than happy to ask, answer any questions that
you would have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Verkerke. Mr. Couch, any questions for our representatives
at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you, Mr. Verkerke, and
yes, you’ve been before a couple of committees I believe and prepared us, at least me, I
am not really surprised at any of this here and so I appreciate doing that. And I hope,
hopefully get other departments in the coming years and we can get them to do it
because most of my questions are answered. I do have on your Goals and Measures,
Page 391, goal four, foster cost sharing through intergovernmental initiatives. And then
amount of reduction of direct costs to Maui County for State IT initiatives by June 30th.
So we don’t have a lot of direct costs, I mean, the number is going down but that might
be a good thing in that we don’t have any more that we can funnel off to other entities?
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah, Mr. Couch, it goes down because we’re accomplishing a few things. It
also of course goes down because the fmancial landscape keeps shrinking a little bit for
us. What we do look for is opportunities for third-party funding mostly through the
State in the context of the HIJIS Project, the Hawaii Integrated Justice Information
System Program, to reduce direct cost in professional services from contractors.
Typically, that program will allow us to leverage those contractors that the State has
and through direct grants to the County. We, we’re the beneficiary of a $28,000 grant
in the current fiscal year to develop some capability that fits in nicely with our other
efforts in the area of cybersecurity and identity and access management. So it’s those
kind of initiatives but as you are undoubtedly aware, that pot keeps shrinking
everywhere, so.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So it’s not that there isn’t, I mean, there are fewer things
for us to request those extra funds for?
MR. VERKERKE: There are fewer things for us to tap into

--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
MR. VERKERKE:
--that may exist because things change. As technology develops
cybersecurity becomes more and more of a problem. What’s not reflected in here
because I believe that shows up in the Budget for the Civil Defense Agency is the ability
we have to leverage Homeland Security Grant funding. I didn’t want to have that
claimed in two places.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Mr. Chair, are we just going off goals or can we talk a
little bit about the expansion requests?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Let’s just go through the goals first, please
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --and then the next round we can hit the other components.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa, any questions at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No thank you, Chair. I really am out of my depth here. I don’t
have the background to question Mr. Verkerke other than to say that I really appreciate
the work he does for us and I’d like him to have the tools that he needs and I feel
confident that we have people like Mr. Couch who are better judges of this, than me and
yourself probably. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Oh, I didn’t realize she was the end of the road. Actually, my questions
are once we get into the other areas, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. I think I’ll wait for Details. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Before I recognize Mr. Couch, and, Mr. Couch, you can
now also go in other areas of the Budget request, just so you know, the Chair looks at
IT as part of critical infrastructure of the County. Besides the road, beside the sewer
line, the Chair feels that our technology is of an infrastructure asset status and so for
me I will give it its consideration as a priority for me under infrastructure and I just
wanted to be upfront with the Members and our community that this is, this Chair views
technology and the requests made by the Division of Management. So if you have
questions or concerns regarding my philosophy and approach towards this please share
that with the Chair. Mr. Verkerke, let me have Mr. Couch present a question for you in
other areas besides Goals and Objectives.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, and I agree, I wholeheartedly echo your
comments about the infrastructure. It’s critical to see what happens when, if our
infrastructure, IT infrastructure goes down, how soon this County would come to a halt.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Verkerke’s responsibilities with his staff has increased greatly.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And we need to be aware of that.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And also I wanted to thank Mr. Victorino, I believe, and
Ms. Cochran for bringing up Mr. Verkerke prior to Budget session so we had some
heads-up. So I wanted to just thank them for that. Mr. Verkerke, on Page 393 of the
Budget Proposal, you have under services, Professional Services, one-time
appropriations to move utility building North Star Oracle to MS SQL. Is that the, when
you say utility building... billing, is that the Department of Water Supply’s billing?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Couch, no it’s not. This is the utility billing system we use for Solid
Waste. So residential trash pickup and landfill billing.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. I guess, Mr. Chair, this is kind of two-department thing
where Department of Water Supply is trying to do a billing situation so if I can kind of
talk to him about that a little bit if it’s not too far off?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. No, again, until you pose it I cannot make a ruling, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Why don’t you please

--

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Sure.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --move it forward.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So we do already have utility billing system that is on Oracle,
you’re moving it to MS SQL. Has the Department of Water Supply talked to you about
their billing system that they want to either purchase or basically purchase and have
you compared it with the system we’ve got now? Is there any way we can combine the
two or merge, you know, merge them in somehow that we can do everything in one
system?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Couch, when NorthStar was selected for a portion of the utility billing
the County does, the Water Department was part of the evaluation and at the time
because of less than positive experiences with one of the other counties, I believe it was
the Big Island, with the vendor, they hesitated. And at the same time they felt a lot
more comfortable and confident in, with and in the services provided by Honolulu Board
of Water Supply than they do nowadays. So at the time, the sense was not that it was
critical to the County’s operation that we fmd a solution that could accommodate the
Water Department’s, you know, rather unique needs in a system that would also
accommodate Solid Waste billing. Things have changed, clearly, but now they have
changed so much that we are looking at a time factor of money. As you’re aware of, the
terms of the contract or the agreement with the Board of Water Supply and, Mr. Chair,
you’re familiar with some of the circumstances so the Chair has asked me to look into
a combined/consolidated billing approach, but it’s my sense that we won’t be able to
really come up with a solid approach that is ready for Budget submittal and quick
enough to take some of the sting out of the conditions that the Water Department’s
experiencing right now. So, and I don’t want to put words in anybody’s mouth but I
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believe that it may be best to just kind of accept the reality in the Department of Water
Supply and on the enormous pressure to fmd their own way and then take the time to
do it right and investigate to see if there’s really a lot of benefits in combining this and
if it would improve the service to the public a lot. But right now if we had to rush
through that, I’m not confident that we would come up with a solution that would really
serve us in the long term.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, thank you. And again, Mr. Verkerke has been open to review some
of the Chair’s request to see if there’s some efficiencies and cost benefits for us to look
at shared platforms or standardize this vendor that provides services to the County. So
what I will tell you, in the last few weeks, Mr. Verkerke’s name and Division has come
up in so many discussions. He’s a very popular subject. And the good thing is a lot of
people and divisions are being made aware of the importance of this key infrastructure
component of the County and the role that Mr. Verkerke and his staff plays in securing
that important infrastructure. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. Thank you for being here.
MR. VERKERKE: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: We appreciate you.
MR. VERKERKE: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, I guess, looking at the, going back to the professional
services when you mentioned migrate MPD, so do you have oversight over MPD with the
ITS system? Are they all merged into one?
MR. VERKERKE: Ms. Crivello, yes. We have the responsibility to provide IT services to the
Department and so we’re in constant conversation with the Department about ways to
meet their needs and this is one aspect of that. There is, of course, the need to keep up
with technology on computer-aided dispatch for the Police Department. Their record’s
management side of that right now runs on a product that is designed around a
Microsoft product that is no longer being supported called FoxPro. So in order for us to
be able to move along with the vendor’s development of functionality in the dispatch, we
need to make this switch to product generation that will be able to dovetail with that
really well so that it kind of goes hand-in-hand as development takes place. So this is
a substantial change and it will be a new product that the vendor offers its customers
and if we don’t go that route, we will block our path of evolution for dispatch as well.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. So how does that, let’s see, so we have the Fire
Department that’s also looking into positions to have oversight over ITS. Does, do you
also have oversight with if they have some sort of system?
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MR. VERKERKE: Yes. So the upgrade that we are talking about for the record’s management
for Police will allow us to put the pieces in place that will make it much easier for the
Fire Department to get timely and complete information out of the dispatch system both
into the vehicles and into their record’s management system so that will help, it will
help them with their efforts to be in compliance with the requirements for accreditation.
It will get their information on site much more timely than what’s happening now so
this is a key part of that. The Fire Department doesn’t really have a lot of IT--what’s the
word I’m looking for--infrastructure in their offices. It’s all centralized here in the
County Building or in our data centers. The Police Department has a legacy of, you
know, their independence until a few years ago, has a data center and we use that data
center as one of the facilities that we manage and create redundancy and resiliency all
over. I believe you also asked about an IT position for Fire?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah. Or that too, and does the Police have a specialized
person that handles their IT or does that come under all your Department?
MR. VERKERKE: Well, the IT staff at the Police Department that provides support to the Police
Department is actually located there, is under my direct supervision or staff supervision.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I see.
MR. VERKERKE: But the Police Department has created a group called Technical Services
Unit and they’re kind of the liaison between us IT techies and the operational needs of
the Department. They bridge that gap. They can talk both technical and operational
lingo and they can, and really help us understand what’s necessary. The Fire
Department doesn’t have any of that and without, I think it would be more beneficial for
them to create somebody who is dedicated full time to being that interface for us with
the Fire Department. I think we can be much more productive in providing services
than we could ever be if they had their own IT staff because then really in the context of
cybersecurity and operational readiness, it gets to be pretty tricky because is this person
taking direction from Firefighters or taking direction from IT? We need to make sure
that that’s all consistent and really what that means is probably that person would not
be able to be as effective as if we had somebody that could continue to carry on a
conversation with us about their operational needs and allow us to work with that. The
continuity within the Fire Department because of the nature of how their career
development is structured is a bit of a challenge for us at times. So that kind of function
would help us to be much more responsive to them than at times we can be.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Can you help us understand the efficiencies that you
feel you will gain with the reclassification of the System Analyst VI positions to ITSD
Section Heads? I believe you have four such reallocations or upgrades and...
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MR. VERKERKE: So right now we have three section heads and in the ISA VI range and we
have three specialist positions, subject matter specialists whose function is to support
management of IT service delivery and they’re all at the ISA VI level. And the key
difference is that, whether there’s supervision involved or not. In the Budget request, I
request for one transfer. It shows as an expansion position but it’s really a transfer of
a vacancy position within the Department so that we can put that person in charge of
the team that we have developed to provide specialized services to public safety and
criminal justice agencies. The Police Department, the Fire Department, and the
Prosecuting Attorney because there’s more and more integration and overlap and a need
to exchange information between these systems that the specialized team is really going
to provide some of those efficiencies. But that needs supervision. At the same time, we
can address a problem that we have with the span of supervision of the existing section,
it’s up to like 10 or 11 people for some of them and that really becomes a challenge, as
you well know. So we believe that we achieve efficiencies by having these sections
organized the way they are. They can focus on a particular operational area, whether
it’s application support, whether it’s end user support or whether it’s, you know, the
back of the house. Infrastructure support so that those particular skill sets can be
developed in a focused manner and not get kind of scattered because we have people
running around all over the place, so.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So those are the sections that you’re referring to?
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah, so we have...
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: The application support, the back of the house type of infrastructure
support and everything else?
MR. VERKERKE: Right. So it’s the end user support, you know, if a PC, a printer doesn’t
work, we... and they have a lot more than that but I’m just trying to be very basic. We
have the corporate application support, information management, it’s a website, it’s
IFAS, it’s, you know, HR system things like that, and then the back of the house support.
What we’re looking to do in the next year is actually because of the need to focus on
cybersecurity and as I said earlier the need to really dedicate a team to criminal justice
public safety needs, we’re looking to add two more sections. One of them would be
staffed, the cybersecurity section would be staffed by Ms. Karen Sherman that, or
headed up by Ms. Karen Sherman. You’ve met her a couple of times, because it’s her
primary responsibility. Two of the expansion positions at the ISA III level that we’re
asking for are intended to allow her to do all, try to keep track and keep up with all the
things that are going on in cybersecurity and policy development and what have you
and as I said earlier, you know, the one transfer position we’re asking for will help us
create that public safety criminal justice team.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So, just so I understand, you have, I see just four section head positions
on the list. So do you have four sections? Or it sounds like you have more.
MR. VERKERKE: Well, in the existing org chart, there’s only three section heads and then
there’s three specialist areas, management specialist area. We have Ms. Sherman, we
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have our business continuity plan, and we have our IT services management person.
We have a vacancy that we’re about to fill for a Project Manager, we talked about last
year to help us out with the MAPPS project and the development of a more structured
project management, capability project management office. But true section heads, as
it stands right now, we have three.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: So is the Project Manager position the one that, on Page 10-14, the one

that’s upgrading from a General Management Project Manager to Information Systems
Analyst VI? That’s going from part time to full time it looks like.
MR. VERKERKE: That’s correct, Mr. White.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Pardon? And that’s the position? That’s the one?
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah. The Project Manager position, yes.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, okay. And then the other question I had was we’ve moved to a

contract for replacement of the desktop computers for everybody. How has that rolled
out so far?
MR. VERKERKE: It’s taking longer than I had anticipated to work out all the details, you know.
As you probably can imagine, there is a lot of things we need to organize in the
relationship with the vendor and our staff. We got stuck on some ordering, I should
say, specffication discussions, 40 units to be ordered with the vendor to make sure they
stayed within our price point and met our needs. We are, we have, the vendor has taken
delivery of about 285 units so we’re in the process of completing the design of the
configuration that needs to go in those machines. We expect them to be distributed
before too long. That will kind of open the gate to another order before the end of this
fiscal year and then based on the five-year life cycle agreement we have in place will do
the same thing next year. So I had underestimated how much work would be involved
in making sure we’re all lined up appropriately but I believe we are there right now.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE:

So are you saying that we haven’t actually ordered the first group or
we’ve ordered the first group?

MR. VERKERKE: Yeah, the first group has been delivered. It’s on Maui.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay. And I don’t recall what the annual cost of that five-year roll out

was?
MR. VERKERKE: I believe it was about $900,000.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Guzman, questions? So, Mr. Verkerke, transferring that

from GIS to your IT program, what was, who’s, what’s happening with the
-
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responsibilities in the GIS component? Is someone else going to do that responsibilities
or what’s happening with that component of the division?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: If you like, we could call up the Deputy Managing Director who oversees both
divisions to discuss the, any reorganization within GIS and any duties or responsibilities
that will be reassigned.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Ching, thank you for joining us.
MR. CHING: Thank you. Nice to be back.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So this is about the transferred analyst from GIS to IT. So can you tell us
what happens with the GIS responsibilities?
MR. CHING: Chair, right now the vast majority of GIS responsibilities are being re-evaluated.
They’re being, actually not just for the GIS in the Department of Management but GIS
Countywide. Through their MAPPS project, it’s being re-evaluated, assessed, and we
are determining what the new GIS should look like in the future and we actually haven’t
finished developing that picture but the goal is, the goal is to make sure that all of the
current needs and the needs, the future projected needs of our County for GIS services
are taken care of through central coordinated activity and that will come about through
MAPPS. We’re about, what do you say, maybe 50 percent of the way through the
assessment and the identification of what our new GIS will look like and that’s all being
done through the MAPPS Project in coordination with ESRI and Tyler. So we probably
will have a much better idea by middle to late June of this year.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah but that doesn’t help us make the decision on your Budget request by
next month.
MR. CHING: Right now, Chair, the position is vacant and it has been vacant for the good part
of a year, a little over a year. So we’ve been holding the vacancy to make sure that we
have the ability to make the necessary organizational changes that are required or will
be required once we have our final organizational piece in place.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And for this, we’re so down the well, we’re pretty much stuck with
this million dollars more to give you for the MAPPS Project, then? We’re so down far the
well, doesn’t make sense for us to stop, right?
MR. CHING: Chair, in terms of stopping the whole MAPPS Project or stopping...
CHAIR HOKAMA: You’re asking us for $1 million, aren’t you?
MR. CHING: Correct, Chair.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: So that’s a big chunk of money for one project. Members, do you have
questions on the MAPPS Project since we have Mr. Ching and Mr. Verkerke here?
Ms. Balsa, any questions on the MAPPS request? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And I hear your concern about the amount
but is that just the going rate for such an intense project? Because I mean I don’t know.
It’s the first time it’s come across our desk so is that a typical figure for that?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Verkerke, if you or Mr. Ching could give us some comment, please?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Chair, Ms. Cochran, if I understand you correctly, you’re asking is if the
million dollars is something you’re going to be asked for every year?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, no. Is that just a typical amount? I mean, are other
municipalities engaging in such a, you know, project and is that, is it just all dependent
on population, land size, departments, cover? I don’t know. So that dollar figure, is
that average? Is it...
MR. VERKERKE: Yes. It’s not an unusual cost for a project of this size especially since we
built into the project the opportunity to create an enterprise approach to GIS. And when
we came before you last year we asked for $3.5 million because the contract was close
to $4 million and we saved some money the year before. And since it’s a multi-year
project, you made the decision that it would make sense to just fund it partially last
year and so this is the balance, what we’re asking for in this year. And then w&fl go on
into normal maintenance mode so that this high single item will indeed disappear. But
this is typical cost. We found that, you know, when we did our RFP, all the finalist
vendors were very much in the same ballpark and from what we’ve learned from market
research and what’s typical in the industry, for the scope of the project that we needed,
this is what one should expect to pay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Afright, thank you. Just, yeah...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. Yeah, I believe the total cost was
going to be close to $5 million that’s what we heard two years ago I think it was.
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah, that’s the five-year total cost of ownership.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, so it’s, you know, that’s standard for the industry for a
project this size that they’re doing and been following the progress and it’s doing very
well. So I have no questions on the MAPPS Project but I do have more questions on
position and stuff, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You can ask the questions regarding positions.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, okay. Okay. Mr. Verkerke, Ms. Crivello brought up a
relationship between the Fire Department and the Management or ITS Department that
they had requested an information systems, Information Technology Officer to do some
of the radio work as well as IT work. And you had that sort of a situation with the Police
Department but now the Police Department’s all under you. Is this a position that would
fall under you or is this the one more like what you were talking about, the liaison
between you and the Fire Department? In your mind.
MR. VERKERKE: I must admit, Mr. Couch, that there haven’t been a lot of conversations
about this request and so what I’m going to say in response to your question is partly
speculation. I do see a large difference between the situation at the Police Department
and the Fire Department because of the dispatch center at the Police Department. It’s
a 24 by 7 operation that needs to be staffed by people that stay there. It ties into IT
infrastructure that’s located in the building there and we really need to take care of the
care and feeding of that beast, if you will. The Fire Department doesn’t have that kind
of an infrastructure center in place. They will receive services from us, you know, for
their
user computers and printers in the station like anybody else there 24 by 7
support need is quite different than the Police Department. Yes, they are open 24/7
and if we can get vehicles tied into the dispatch capabilities that will really improve the
life but right now there isn’t a 24 by 7 IT support expectation. Of course, one person
could never provide that. As we talked about with Mr. White’s question on the contract,
we have with a vendor that provides the provision and the configuration and support
for desktops, that should improve the responsiveness to departments, including the Fire
Department, when there are, you know, issues with the equipment. And of course, the
Fire Department is much more distributed than most departments are so that will help
them out quite a bit. But again, as I said earlier, I don’t want to talk about the radio
aspect because I’m, like Ms. Balsa said, completely out of my depth when it comes to
radios but I do believe that having somebody that can be that point of contact and
represent the needs to allow us to be more responsive to some of the needs that they
express to us and that continuity aspect of it I think that will be the biggest benefit. As
far as radio support, I have, that’s something when Mr. Pacheco hopefully will be around
when the Police Department’s up, he could provide you a much better answer to that
than I can.
_____

COUNCILM EMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Chair. That was a pretty good veteran answer,
diplomatic answer. He should be sitting over here somewhere because he’s really good
at a good, diplomatic answer there. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I have no questions at this time, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Just a question on the rollout of the, you know, the five-year lifecycle of
the computers. It was my understanding that as we moved into that we would be,
because we’re offsetting, we’re putting the responsibility for installation and upkeep in
-
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the hands of a company to do so that we would be seeing some reductions in, or
reallocations of existing staff. But that’s why I was a little puzzled to see additional staff
when we’re embarking on a program that’s going to offload a fairly significant amount
of the time for those that are not at the system analyst level. Can you share with us
your thoughts on where you’re headed with that?
MR. VERKERKE: Yes, Mr. White. I understand your question and I think it’s a very reasonable
question. And maybe, and I don’t mean to be flippant at all to compare my situation to
the housing situation but what’s really going on is there’s a lot of pent-up demand and
so we have a lot of unmet need that needs to be addressed but we can’t right now
because we’re tied up with break-fix. Just like in the housing situation, you know, it’s
a family sharing one house and if there was enough housing that’s affordable, we would
fill those houses. It’s kind of the, a similar thing. There’s things we don’t get and
cybersecurity I’ve singled out and I’ve asked for expansion position because it’s so
critical that we address that and not slowly but surely grow into that. But we will slowly
but surely grow into all the unmet demand that exist within this organization for IT
services that we can’t provide right now because we’re just busy with all the break-fix
requests that come in. So we can’t do forward looking things like helping people get the
most out of the software that’s on the desktop, get an opportunity to test things that
people hear about or see a presentation at conferences or what have you that we can,
you know, dedicate some staff to say okay, yeah, this makes sense or no, there’s better
solutions to that. We are trapped in a reactive mode and just trying to keep things going
rather than moving things forward, you know, and that may sound contradictory but
we’re just trying to keep the lights on instead of doing the extra things that people have
a right to expect from us. So that’s what we’re looking to reassign the time we free up
for the technical support section staff and really help them reach out to people and say
okay, now have you, do you know about being able to do this, that and the other thing?
We can help you. So that’s really what we’re looking for.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I’m okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Give us some comment. Besides the MAPPS Project, I noticed another big
request you have is this million dollars for HR Payroll System. Can you give us some
comment on this request, please?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Chair, I believe you’ve heard a number of comments about the payroll
system over the years.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. VERKERKE: The HR system that we have right now has been in place probably eight
years or so. At the time, the intent was to implement a system that has integrated HR
and payroll because that can offer us better fiscal management of our labor costs and
-
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better kind of what if scenarios, how we deal with this, especially during a Budget season
like this. The vendor that we, for a number of circumstances of course, that vision didn’t
get implemented. We have an HR system and we have the ADP payroll system. The
vendor for the HR system was a small, responsive company at the time that we selected
them that had everything that we were looking for. They’re much less responsive now.
They’re still relatively small. They’ve had success in the market but they’re having,
they’re very much challenged trying to keep up with the demands of the customer so
the HR support staff and the HR staff in Department of Personnel Services have shared
with us for a number of years how frustrated they are in not being able to get new
functionality or new interfaces or what have you. An example is perhaps the interface
to the ERS system. They’ve struggled with the vendor, you know, everyone, it took a
year to get something in place and that used to be okay but now the rules have changed.
And if I understand it correctly, if we don’t provide information to the ERS in a timely
manner, and, you know, the rules changed a little bit but now there is the prospect of
being fined substantially for missing those deadlines. And there is great concern that
the relationship that we have with the vendor, even though it’s a good relationship, it’s
not very productive. It’s going to get us into a situation where we may not be able to
avoid those kinds of penalties. There’s also been a change of ownership in the company
recently and we’re familiar with the new owners and we are concerned. We don’t have
the confidence in the new ownership that we had originally in the previous ownership.
So we believe with the concerns that exist around payroll and the growing concerns with
the HR system that this is an opportunity where we can go and see what’s out there in
the marketplace to find a solution that meets the needs of this organization. Hopefully
it will be an integrated solution so that we can have all the benefits of that information
sharing back and forth in managing the labor costs and the labor resource that the
County employs right now. So I believe it’s time to do that. The timing of the project it
looks, with your approval, looks to have an RFP completed and a vendor selected by the
end of next fiscal year so that the year after in Fiscal Year 2018 we really could go into
the implementation and it lines up with the other MAPPS Project. It should wrap up in
Fiscal ‘18 so then we can tackle another big project like this one and be successful at
that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So you’re looking at a new payroll vendor? You’re not looking at the
current vendor, right, Mr. Verkerke?
MR. VERKERKE: We’re looking to invite proposals from the leading vendors in the marketplace
that they can offer the services that we need and the product capabilities that we need.
We expect it to be somebody different, that the marketplace has developed. There are
some new entrants that weren’t there eight years ago that we’re quite excited about and
feel confident that they can provide us with a solution that will meet our needs in a way
that we can afford.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So this million-dollar request is to get to a point where you could recommend
a new vendor to us? Is that what this million is for?
MR. VERKERKE: The million should allow us to execute a contract with the new vendor.
-
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CHAIR

HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Couch, questions for Mr. Verkerke on this million-dollar request,
another million-dollar request?

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman? Ms. Crivello, any questions on this one? Before we take a
break, Mr. Verkerke, you’re asking us for 260,000 for a hardware replacement for the
lifecycle regarding Miscellaneous Hardware. Can you give us some comment on this
request, please?
MR. VERKERKE: Yes, Mr. Chair. It’s a number that may be familiar to you. We asked for the
same amount last year and it’s kind of similar but not as structured as what we’re doing
with the desktop. We will need to replace servers. We will need to replace and expand
data storage. We, the demands are increasing. I overheard some conversation about a
position to be a Records Manager and in the conversation with Corporation Counsel the
records retention issue was brought up. That really is kind of the, one of the biggest
challenges that we deal with in our infrastructure capacity planning, and that’s the
growth of storage demand. So this money will allow us to add compute and data storage
capacity while making sure that older equipment gets replaced in a timely manner so
that we don’t run the risk of data loss and what have you. So this is kind of the cost of
doing business in the IT world.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, I appreciate your comments. The last one I wanted to ask you because
we did get some comment from Mr. King, our Chief Procurement Officer, regarding the
County’s approach, so I’d like your take in your area of responsibility, Mr. Verkerke,
regarding the subject of lease versus purchase for equipment and I’m just going to ask
you within your area of responsibility, is, are there advantages regarding one option
versus the other from your perspective?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Chair, we have looked at that over the years and in some areas of my
responsibility it doesn’t make sense because there is a considerable amount of
additional cost, you know, that a lease will bring for equipment that really isn’t going
to... like, if you lease a car and you pay it off in so many years, you can probably still
drive the car after the lease is up. For a lot of the equipment that doesn’t really apply.
So what we’ve done, and this goes back to Mr. White’s question about the contract we
have for lifecycle maintenance for our desktop, it’s not really a lease but it’s not really,
you know, buy once and be done with it so we’ve kind of created our own hybrid version
of that and we are applying that to the desktops. We’re applying that to the MDT laptops
in the Police cars and we’re applying that to our network infrastructure. So it’s kind of
a pseudo lease arrangement that I think will work very well. In one area where a lease
may work is in the area of, especially the larger size printers because printers, you know,
it’s hard to tell the difference between a printer and a copy center anymore because they
do all and then they throw in some scanning and some faxing and everything like that.
-
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So we see most of those arrangements for straight up lease to be working very well
because it brings in regular maintenance and a lot of time it includes some consumables
also. So I think that’s an area where we have gone to a lease/maintenance agreement
on that and that seems to work quite well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay, thank you for your comments on that. Let’s see...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Just a quick comment. Under Mr. Verkerke’s auto parts it’s
five bucks back in 2014 and fuel $71. Woo-hoo. So you folks must not drive anywhere?
Is that, I mean, and then you look at, you know, Parks, or Fire, Police, and like they’re
astronomical but it just kind of cracks me up to see.
MR. VERKERKE: The Highways Department gives us a free ride on a lot of that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay. So, anyhow, but then look at your, yeah, Services
and Contracts, millions.
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah. And so that’s, what you will see compared to previous Budget request
is there is no million dollars or what have you for PCs. Because of these contracts that
we’ve executed, that now has become an Operational expense in these lifecycle
maintenance agreements. So it, yeah, it looks like wow, what is he doing over there but
in comparison it went down the same amount somewhere else and it gives us an
opportunity to not fall behind again like we have in the past. This gives us the
opportunity to stay with it and not introduce new cybersecurity risk because we’re
running on, you know, old versions of stuff so we’re just kind of shiffing it around.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Couch, any further questions? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, yeah, I’m sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, that’s GIS.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, I’m good.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, if you do have questions, forward it to the Chair. We will be happy
to assist you in getting responses from the appropriate staff or departments.
Mr. Verkerke, anything you wish to add before we conclude this visit with you?
-
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I just want to express my appreciation for your words earlier where you
expressed, you know, the critical need as a critical infrastructure component. I’ve been
in these discussions for enough years that I remember days where the perspective was
completely different so I’m very appreciative of the cooperation and support we’ve
received. Thank you.

MR. VERKERKE:

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Okay, Mr. Verkerke, we appreciate your time and patience with
us. We’re going to take a recess until 4:30 p.m. and then bring up Fire to complete
Ocean Safety.
(gavel)...
.

.

RECESS:
RECONVENE:

.

4:22 p.m.
4:32 p.m.

CHAIR HOKAMA:
(gavel)... Okay, we shall continue our march on the Budget. Right now,
we will move on to Geographic Information Services, or GIS in the Department of
Management. I know I had mentioned something differently before the recess but we
have one more component and we’d like to give Mr. Medeiros an opportunity to share
his comments regarding this program area. So, Mr. Medeiros, why don’t you give us
your thoughts regarding the GIS Program.
.

.

.

MR. MEDEIROS: Sure, thank you, Chair. Just real quick stuff. We’re the folks that do the
digital mapping. We handle, average about 18 County agencies per year and about 12
or 13 departments. We do an annual survey of our clients, client agencies. We’ve hit
90 percent or better for the last 11 years and so we produce somewhere well over
600 maps a year in terms of paper documents. We also do other kinds of projects. This
year, you know, obviously because of the election we’re working closely with the Clerk’s
Office on the election side. In terms of our Budget, our budget is actually being reduced.
Operations is slightly higher and that’s due to rentals for our office space. Everything
else is actually on the negative side so its budget reduced. And if you have any
questions, just let me know.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, so with this reduction of one position in your program area,
Mr. Medeiros, and our understanding is that it’s currently vacant, therefore your
program area is operating with just four staff instead of five, is that correct?
MR. MEDEIROS: That is correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
position?

Are you running into overtime requirements because of one less staff

MR. MEDEIROS: No. What we do, what we’ve done is we’ve actually reduced on some of the
projects that we’ve done in the past.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
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MR. MEDEIROS: So those of you that remember the, we did a brochure, in fact I have a copy,
that showed various agencies and their locations. So that was handled by the person
that retired. So when he left and we weren’t allowed to recruit or to promote within,
which is what we wanted to do, we kind of had to cut that project loose and, you know,
so we basically do the best service we can with the resources for the agencies we provide
services for.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So as far as your program area as it regards to deliverables, you can, you’re
comfortable to tell us this evening that basically your program area has been able to
meet the required demands of your area?
MR. MEDEIROS: Yeah, we don’t have any overtime funding so, or very little of that funding so
we don’t do Overtime.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. MEDEIROS: And so yeah, we’ve cut back in some of the project areas and tried to
maintain, say public safety, emergency services, those kinds of projects.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well, I appreciate you making those administrative adjustments
within your responsibility to keep it performing so thank you. Mr. Couch, questions for
the gentleman?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH~: Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you, Mr. Medeiros, for being
here. I have a question on your key activity goals and measures number, goal one,
number two, Page 397. Oh yeah, Sandy’s not here to operate. See where it says, you
know, number of presentation size, which is basically larger than legal size maps,
imagery or other graphic documents produced. So those are provided to of course
County agencies but other government agencies and the community at large. Do you
charge for those? Because some of those are really expensive to produce.
MR. MEDEIROS: No, we do not charge. We don’t have staffmg or facility to handle money and
move it through the system. Secondly, many years ago we sat down and talked about
that, whether we would actually charge people for that and we decided that that would
sort of regressive in terms of preventing people to have access to that kind of data. And
so what we’ve tried to do is we’ve tried to make that available as broadly as possible. So
we don’t charge other departments. We don’t charge the State, and people in the public
who come in, if it’s something that can be done by a private company, you know, so if
somebody comes in and wants road maps, ask to print road maps for the County of
Maui, normally we won’t do that. We’ll tell them, you know, go ahead and purchase
what’s out there because we don’t want to compete against the private sector.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
MR. MEDEIROS: But if it’s something that is not easily done or easily acquired then we’ll go
ahead and just do it and provide it to them and it’s not something that we, it’s not
something we advertise but basically what we do is we just try to do that as best we can.
-
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In terms of the public, that also includes folks like the American Red Cross because
they do follow ups after emergencies. So they don’t fall as a County agency. They’re a
nonprofit. We do some stuff for nonprofits in the community thatil come in bikeways,
things like that and we’ll provide them data that they don’t have access to.
-

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, any questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, I’m good.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good. Mr. Couch, additional questions for Mr. Medeiros? Again, his budget
is very straight forward. One of the few that will show, as he said, subtractions. And of
course, that was from a transfer of position basically. Other than that, he’s kept his
costs pretty consistent. Anything out of the ordinary, Mr. Medeiros, regarding licensing
or software requirements that we should be made aware of?
MR. MEDEIROS: No. We’re still paying the annual maintenance on the County GIS software
with the exception of two departments that have their own software license. If the
MAPPS project continues, they may then purchase Countywide software. At that point,
then our money would not be used and then they would be licensing, take over licensing
for the County. My only suggestion to the Council is to have a period of transition and
not to, you know, until they actually go ahead and purchase, negotiate and purchase
their own license that will cover the entire County, to let us just continue with the
annual cost, which is in our case somewhat over $50,000 a year. And then at the point
where they take over the licenses, then we, you know, we obviously won’t get billed for
the ones that we carry now. We currently carry about 30 licenses that covers a whole
bunch of different agencies in the County. Everybody except Planning and water
resource planning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, very good. Very good. Any questions for Mr. Medeiros, Members?
Licenses, budget, goals and objectives? H~~aving none, Mr. Medeiros, thank you for your
patience and perseverance. We appreciate the work you do for the Department and the
County.
MR. MEDEIROS: I appreciate that. Thank you very much.

-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. We’ll bring up Fire and see how much we can do before dinner
break, but the goal is to try and fmish before dinner Ocean Safety. It is the goal, not
necessarily we’re going to achieve it but that’s the goal.
DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND PUBLIC SAFETY
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

.

.

.

-

OCEAN SAFETY PROGRAM

(inaudible)...

CHAIR HOKAMA: No, 287.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Two eighty-nine.., oh, 287.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, 7-89 on your Details and 287 on your Budget, Program Budget.
Mr. Baz, any opening comments for the final division of Fire?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. No. I, we have the Fire Department as well as Parks and
Recreation is here should you have questions for either of them. And, Mr. Chair, just,
I guess, my only comment will be that we’ve been working, as the Administration, we’ve
been working on this since getting, coming into office in 2011 and we’re happy to be at
this point where we can fmally discuss and hopefully pass out the change as required
by our Charter. So we just thank you for the opportunity, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
program area?

Chief Murray, any opening comments regarding this

MR. MURRAY: Aloha, Chair and Committee Members. Good afternoon. Thank you for
allowing us back here. No opening comments but I’d be happy to field the questions
that you may have on this program. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, let’s see. I’m going to start, Mr. Carroll, any questions at this time
you have for Ocean Safety? Okay, Ms. Cochran, questions at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I think just in a general sense, has there ever been discussion
in regards to utilizing contract-type workers or seasonal hires type of workers here or is
that against union, would that go against union policies or whatever agreements?
MR. MURRAY: There has been quite some discussion about that. That would be something
that would be consulted and possibly negotiated with the union as well. As it stands
right now, we don’t have that in the works.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. MURRAY: But that has been a point of discussion for many years.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And in your, I guess, preliminary discussions, has there been
any budgetary amount looked at? Like would it be less with these contracts, seasonal,
-
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you know, we all know when the peak seasons are for our visitor industry and what
have you, so I mean, have you crossed, gone that in-depth in regards to would it be cost,
you know, prohibitive or would it be cost efficIent to do such practices?
MR. MURRAY: We have not at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Okay, just wanted to know where they stood on that
concept, Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, that’s a very good question I would say, Ms. Cochran, because in a
sense the State contracts this County to provide service at Makena Beach Park. Okay,
so we’re a contractor per Se, in a sense, since the State contracts the County to provide
the service. Mr. Couch? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Are we into any specifics or, Chair, just go for it?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, yeah. The Chief didn’t give any specifics.
COUNCILMEMEER CR1VELLO: Oh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So everything is fair game.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, thank you. Thank you. So if I look at Detail, Page 7-99,
6022, is this a new budget or is this something that’s transferable from Parks, like the
other operation items for increase of 143,000 for Gas, Diesel, and Oil?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Chief?
MR. MURRAY: Yeah, thank you, Member Crivello, for that question. You see those increases,
those are for new money because remember we had that discussion last year and
previous years about the Parks fueling at the baseyard for Department of Public Works
and that was the numbers that they had. So we had to make that adjustment on our
side so that we could have that available fuel at that cost for them. So we basically just
took what was actuals and moved that right across. And that was, this would be the
same thing that Parks will be asking for as well.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I see.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Once, try hold on one second, please, Ms. Crivello. Mr. Baz, can you give
me, give this Committee some comment regarding why this would be additional and not
a transferred request?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. Just a note, you know, starting on Page 7-99, the
Ocean Safety Operational Expenditures, if you see a number in the continuation request
column, that amount has been transferred from the Ocean Safety Division of Parks and
Recreation. And if you see a number in the expansion request, that’s an additional
amount to what was originally appropriated in Parks and Recreation’s Ocean Safety
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Division. So just for your understanding of those two columns there and how to
differentiate what’s a new expansion and what’s a currently funded amount in the
Department of Parks and Recreation’s budget. So in relation specifically to this gas,
diesel, oil, the $143,000 is requested is what is currently being fueled at our baseyards
so those costs are not shown in the actual department level expenditures only in the
baseyard’s fuel prices. I haven’t done an analysis to see if this does go forward to
reducing that amount out of the garage budget so that they, you know, so they would
reduce their budget because they’re going to be reducing their fuel purchases
correspondingly. But I can do that should this pass forward.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So you get those from the baseyards, Parks presently?
MR. BAZ: Currently, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, I guess, how are you going to intermingle this because
Fire you have your own fuel system set up.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. The Fire Department’s goal is to have their own fuel system set up and that
Ocean Safety would then be fueling up directly so Fire Department itself would be
purchasing the fuel that Ocean Safety would be utilizing.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I see. Okay.
MR. I3AZ: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Thanks. The other, couple other questions I have,
Chair. You know, in your again Details 7-102, you have new uniforms for new
employees but you’re also doing rebranding, which is I guess a new amount for 32,000.
That’s 6255 on Details 7-102.
MR. MURRAY: Yes, that’s for $37,000.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Oh, okay.
MR. MURRAY: And then you see the additional 32 that’s on the side in the comments?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right. So you have an increase in uniform, so there are
existing uniforms would not be what they’re using, am I to understand that?
MR. MURRAY: Yes. No, they would be doing a total change once it happens so that they are,
they’re clearly identifiable.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: When you say that are you saying that what they have now is
nOt identifiable?
MR. MURRAY: It has the Parks Department on it.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I see. Okay, thank you.
MR. MURRAY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
And then your expansion positions on
Details 7-96. Personnel Assistant, I understand, that doesn’t come with your transfer
from Paiks.
MR. MURRAY: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO:
Officers?

And then you have, is this an additional Ocean Safety

MR. MURRAY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And then an Auto Mechanic also does not come from Parks
so how did they have their equipment?
MR. MURRAY: They would either contract or do it through Department of Public Works.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay. So is this for 8 or 12-month funding?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair? Member Crivello, typically these are eight months’ worth of funding
because it takes, you know, we allow the months, four months to recruit.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay, yeah. Okay, one more question. So I don’t know
if there’s been some resolve to what we talked about when the Aquatics Department did
substitution for your Ocean Safety Officers. What sort of resolve have we come up with
that? Who will fill the substitution once we are fully implemented with the Fire
Department?
MR. MURRAY: Alright, thank you for that question. These expansion positions, the seven
positions for lifeguards, Ocean Safety Officer II is to do that fill in. Well, they would do
the, they would have the coverage from minimum manpower, I’m sorry, and then they
would be at full capacity if everybody came to work that day.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So right now you’re transferring 52 positions?
understand that? I may be wiong. And then we’re adding the 7 to the 52?
MR. MURRAY: It’s about 60 right now.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Sixty?
MR. MURRAY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So we’re going to add...
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MR. MURRAY: Yes, we would be adding the other positions to that.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: For, to 67 so that you would always have coverage? Is that
your intent? Or is the 7 part of the 60, excuse me?
MR. MURRAY: That’s on top of.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: On top of?
MR. MURRAY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And so that is on a basis and you’ll always have full coverage,
whether it’s to replace somebody’s on vacation, sick leave, or what have you?
MR. MURRAY: Well barring anybody, any extra people calling in sick. But we’re hoping that
this would have, the amount of coverage that we could have on a daily basis and, you
know, that might be a challenge at some point in time but we’re hoping that it won’t be.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: Okay. Airight. Thank you.
MR. MURRAY: Our initial number was actually nine and we whittled that down to seven.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And that’s because you’re adding a Safety Officer III for
training and Office Assistant?
MR. MURRAY: Yeah. We’re trying to, you know, be as efficient as possible moving forward.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I understand. Okay, thank you very much. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I.. .you know what, Chair, I’m going to deviate just slightly on a
question that has been concerning me. You know, on some of the guards that I have
spoken to recently, they say that when the, when Coast Guard calls out, their first
priority is to go out to, I guess, that assigned area in the ocean and to leave their station.
So I’m wondering is that a standard procedure that is being imposed or wifi continue to
be followed?
MR. MURRAY: Well, that is the same question as leaving the beach for a 911 call.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right.
MR. MURRAY: That would be handled the same way.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, so...
MR. MURRAY: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So then who actually will be covering the beach once their
responding to Coast Guard?
MR. MURRAY: Well, that was one of the whole reasons that talk about minimum manpower
being at the beach. Then you would be allowed to do that safely. But as a response
entity for emergencies and life safety, it is prudent that we take care of the issue at hand
as opposed to just being available. There’s many situations that our Department, as
Fire, we are out at other fires or other calls and the station is left and then we call in
backup companies to take care of those situations. But that’s something that we can
work out as we move forward.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah. That’s really concerning to me because then you’re
leaving the beach, which is our liability and assigning these lifeguards to the ocean,
which is Coast Guard jurisdiction and so that leaves our beaches basically, you know,
things could go wrong. You know, I don’t know. I think that needs to be worked out
somehow but as it transitions to your type of 411 responses, I think that needs to be
worked out on manpower as well. So thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Ueoka?
MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. Just for clarification, Fire will work it out. They’ll do best
practices and that type of thing for these type of situations. It’s, they~1l just follow
standard procedures in dealing with these things. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, and let’s get it right, yeah. The high-water mark is State, not County.
Hold on, Mr. Couch. Wait, we’re going to Mr. Guzman. Mr. Guzman, any other
questions?
COUNCILMEMBER GIJZMAN: No, I’m good. I’m good. I just had that burning question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Carroll, you have questions for Ocean Safety, Fire Chief on Ocean
Safety? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Wait, where was I. Budget Details, 7-100,
other services, random draws are drug testing? Is that was that term means?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Chief?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Expansion, additional funding needed for anticipation of
increased number of random draws, $8,000?
MR. MURRAY: That would be the DAT program, Drug and Alcohol Testing Program.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And then below that Security Services three lines down,
budget transferred from Parks and Rec. We just had a huge discussion all about
security and cameras and surveillance and on and on it went with Office of the Mayor
in upgrading Parks’ facilities and all this added sites and what have you. Where does
this come into play? The security, so maybe this is Mr. Baz’s purview to shed more light
on but how does that play into...
MR. MURRAY: Those are existing costs, the $3,000?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
MR. MURRAY: That is existing cost from Parks at it stands right now.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: For security services though but for what? Because that was
in Parks’ buildings but now you just took money from their security services to put into
Fire and Ocean Safety? And so, where would that go in your Department if these were
in relation to Parks’ facilities?
MR. MURRAY: Alright. They have alarm systems at certain locations where they store their
equipment and this would be for those services on an annual basis.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Okay, and so we’re not rehousing that kind of
equipment, I guess, now that it’s under your...
MR. MURRAY: No, it’s already in place.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: There.
MR. MURRAY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay.
MR. MURRAY: Because they’ve had incidents before.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So like Baldwin Beach Park that maintenance or equipment building that
will be transferred from Parks to Fire Department that houses the jet skis?
MR. MURRAY: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And so that will be under your Department’s Budget for maintenance and
expenses?
MR. MURRAY: Yes. That was one of the additions to that BMR position as well. So we’re
having that one position for the 14 facilities for Fire and the 9, 7 facilities for Parks.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we’ll ask Parks how much work one BR can do. Let’s see, Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. One of the questions I had, maybe I
missed it in your opening remarks last month or whatever it was. No, seems like last
month.
MR. MURRAY: Yesterday. No.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. Last year, when you proposed to move from Parks, you
wanted 50 E/Ps. Now you’re going to 61. What’s the difference and why the difference?
MR. MURRAY: It was always at 60. There shouldn’t be much change between last year and
this year.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I must have added it wrong then.
MR. MURRAY: You know, one of it could be the contract for Makena. Sometimes that doesn’t
get placed on as you move forward. Yeah, Makena is I believe 10.5 positions. So that’s
usually the disparity we have between 5O and 60.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, so, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: In the FY ‘16 Proposed Budget, we proposed 54 E/Ps, County funded, and then
10’/2, so that was 64Y2 positions. I believe it’s the same.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Ms. Crivello2 You’re okay at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I, okay, so one last one in regards to Detail Page 7-98. This
is 5215. So we have an increase of 115,000 to total to 259. Is this due to anticipated
expense or can you kind of explain?
MR. MURRAY: May I ask what page you’re on?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Seven nine eight, the premium pay, I guess, we’re looking at.
MR. MURRAY: I’m going to defer to Budget Director.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Sorry, Mr. Chair, Member Crivello, you’re asking about the $60,000 in salary
adjustments?
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah. Well, the premium pay on the 5215, the continuation
request is 144,000. Then we have an expansion request of 115,000. So is this based
on, I guess, anticipating expenses for what, overtime or callouts or...
MR. BAZ: I believe it’s based on actual expenditures in that category but I can double check
on that.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Carroll, questions? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, just relooking at your strategic, what is this, the
handout, that booklet you folks made, that wonderful booklet. And the interesting part
was charging people for, charging the responsible party for services. There was a survey
done, it’s on Page 21 in that booklet and it was interesting because I’ve been tossing
this around and, you know, these mountain rescues that you gotta utilize the helicopter
service and your folks, you know, manpower. And it’s interesting, and the highest
brackets were helicopter rescue, mountain rescue, people were like yeah, do it. You
know, but then ocean rescue, I’m surprised, they’re saying no. Majority are veering
towards the no, I don’t think you should charge people, for people to go out and rescue
them in the ocean. So I’m wondering what, because I wouldn’t think there’d be a
difference between someone hiking, took a wrong turn or fell off a cliff versus, you know,
I don’t...
MR. MURRAY: That is a very good question. That is a survey and I, like you, feel that in our
business there is no difference. But I did explain last year, for instance, I think they
really, really key on the helicopter rescue and I know that has a little bit of part to do
with our ocean safety as we do support that as well from the Fire Department. But one
of the restrictions in the FAA’s rules is that once we start charging, there’s a whole list
of items that the County would have to do or the Department would have to do in order
for us to charge. One of it would be we would have to have our own dedicated helicopter
that we own that has dual engines, dual pilots, and when, anytime I say dual that means
the cost becomes double at a minimum. So at this point in our response and our needs,
I believe that we are the most efficient as it stands the way we have it and I think until
this situation changes, not necessarily the survey, but when the rescues start to
outweigh our abilities and capabilities then I think that should be really looked at
because that’s when the cost factor will be, come into play, so.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, yeah, interesting. Well, thank you, Chair. I hope I
didn’t go off on a tangent there but I just thought it was interesting that people didn’t
feel like ocean rescues were as, you know, that that’s understandable that they need to
be rescued in the ocean and not so much in the mountains.
—
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MR. MURRAY: Well, majority of us, that’s our playground, right, the ocean? Not everybody’s
in the mountain, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: But foolish decisions is still a foolish decision and it doesn’t make sense
when it jeopardizes our employees’ life and safety.
MR. MURRAY: True statement.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I get low tolerance for that kind of mentality and I have been very consistent
on this position. I don’t think it’s fair to have us risk our employees’ lives after we give
them sufficient warning to not enter a dangerous situation. So again, I think the Chief
gave a good comment. There comes, theyll reach a point where the fmancial pressures
will force us to make, take action. Mr. Couch, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, I’m good, thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I’m good, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Battalion Chief, you have any comments you want to share with us?
We appreciate you being here so thank you.
MR. YAMAMOTO: Chair, thank you for having me. Your question is if I wanted to share any...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is there specific things under your responsibility with this Budget request
you’d like to give comment on?
MR. YAMAMOTO: I’m just basically here if you have any questions for me. I’d like to clarify
anything that you, you know, that you don’t understand I can clarify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, you know, obviously what we’re dealing with in this Budget cycle,
gentlemen, is the fact that prior to a Charter revision, we didn’t have this fmancial
analysis because for me, this transfer is costing us a hell of a lot more than I had
anticipated to spend. It’s getting to be very expensive to transfer this program. So I’m
not pleased at the additional financial demands upon the General Fund for a transfer
of programs from one Department to another. So I be very upfront with that cost impact
to the tax base. You have nothing to do with the contract or its negotiation so we
understand that that’s not part of the area of responsibility you have jurisdiction or
control over. We understand that. That is an area some of us have though on the
Council regarding that proposed cost item contract. If there’s no further questions on
this, Members, again, if you have questions, forward it to the Chair. We will be happy
to get the appropriate responses from the appropriate personnel from the Department
and I’m happy to forward that for the Members. Unless you would like to ask a question
at this point in time, Members. Is there any request for a question at this time on any
component of the Ocean Safety Program? Ms. Crivello?
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COUNCILMEMBER CREVELLO: I’m not sure if they can answer this in open session or what
have you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: That’s okay.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: There’s been talk about some medical marijuana use with
personnel and I would like to know, what was the other word, Marinol, I don’t know
what that term is. Yeah, so is there a resolve to this situation? Is it something that
your Department will have to have an ongoing challenge in dealing with this situation?
And is Mr. Jeff Ueoka, can we answer that or not? Cannot? Okay, that’s fme.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So when you say we are not able to get a response at this time, that needs
to be in Executive Session to get a response or that is not a question for, to be responded
to?
MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. That was, I don’t know the answer to that. That’s more for
the Chief. I’m not sure what their goal is. My understanding is I think they’ve worked
it out with the union regarding medical marijuana but the Marinol, it’s a prescription
medication so it’s treated as such so the Department is continuing to work on that.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, Chief, that is still, could we just put that in the area of continued
discussions with employee’s representative?
MR. MURRAY: Yes, that would be a very good way to put it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And that possibly you and the union could reach a point where a
memorandum of agreement to the existing contract could be explored and if agreement
is reached could be part of the contract?
MR. MURRAY: Yes, sir.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that. Any questions, Members, regarding this subject?
If and when it is resolved, Chief, I would ask that you please inform us and if need be
in a unique or privileged information sessions we can schedule it to deal with it
accordingly to requirements so I would appreciate if you do have advancement in this
area.
MR. MURRAY: Thank you, Chair. We will.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: I would be remiss if I didn’t just add a little bit of comments on behalf of the Mayor
as he proposed, has proposed this a number of years. The initiative that has been
shown as a desire to move Ocean Safety from the Department of Parks and Recreation
to the Department of Fire and Public Safety has not been one to increase efficiencies but
to increase the level of quality of service to our residents and our community. So, you
know, we do definitely understand, especially me coming from a budgetary perspective,
the impact of additional costs. But the main driving force of this proposal is the increase
in the level of service being provided so we do appreciate the Committee’s review of all
the aspects of it and understand the additional cost requirements that the Department
of Fire and Public Safety is requesting to assure that level of service. But thank you,
Mr. Chair. I appreciate that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And again, Budget Director, we thank you for sharing your thoughts or the
Administration’s thoughts on the initiatives, on the request. I bring that up mostly
because while I know there is a great focus on the high-end areas that we get PR on,
whether it be Hookipa, Jaws, Makena State Park, Hana, areas of Hana, Kaanapali,
Sugar Beach, we still cannot forget the, that this Department is also tasked with
providing a fair and equitable service to the sister islands as well. And so for the Chief
and his Department, part of the challenge is how to give the sister islands fair service
that Maui’s going to receive from this transfer of programs? What is Ocean Safety
supposed to be for Molokai? What is Ocean Safety supposed to be for Lanai? We have
public beaches. We have our firefighters there. What would be their roles regarding
Ocean Safety for our districts? It is a big challenge for you, Chief, we understand that.
And part of this process is to help us gauge it so we can appropriate the level of resources
to allow you to reach your objectives. You know, we don’t want to undermine you or
whatnot. We want you to fulfill your mission but yet we still want to be sure that what
is approached from a fair Countywide perspective is still kept in the departments’ minds
because we still have to go home and face our neighbors and fellow family members.
MR. MURRAY: Thank you, Budget Chair. I echo your thoughts. Right now as it stands, what
we have presented before you is for us to get to a level of service here on Maui. And
once we achieve that, we’re going to come in with more. But we have to take care of
what we have right now and this is basically what was presented as a challenge to us
and this is what we came up with as the plan to move forward. So with these resources,
we’d be able to expand on for next year if it can make it past Administration. I mean,
that’s something that I think if we all worked with, I think it would be very, very positive
for those communities as well. So we have that on the horizon but we need to achieve
this as we stand today. So thank you for that and we’d be happy to work on that for
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chief. Because one thing that we need to educate our
community better, Members, is that core services, Fire, Police, sewer, water, roads, it’s
an expensive required service the County is tasked to provide by Charter and so I don’t
underestimate the amount of money it’s going to take for core to be addressed, core
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services to be addressed. So again, Fire is a core service. It is part of infrastructure.
So we shall view it in its appropriate priority, Members. If there is no questions for Chief
or Battalion Chief, you’re going to shock me but I’m happy we can conclude this sooner
than later. No questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Just a comment, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I want to thank the Department as well as Parks for making
this a reality. I remember when it first came to us under Charter. There was many,
many challenges like Mr. Hokama mentioned about the costs and the expenses that
comes out of this but I believe it will enhance the Ocean Safety Officers. I think they
deserve the kind of pride that the Fire Department brings. Thank you.
MR. MURRAY: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, Chief, one thing I will ask you and your peers to consider, are you the
president of the State Fire Association, of all the chiefs?
MR. MURRAY: I am.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Then one thing I’m going to ask you and all your chiefs to consider is to
support the County’s request to extend the tort liability coverages of the counties in
response to water incidences. Because it’s going to sunset 2017 and I’m sure the tort
lawyers would love to be able to sue the County but I think we need the indemnification
protection so that your employees can respond without always worrying about a
potential lawsuit hanging over that employer’s head. So we would ask for your
consideration to support the extension of that life for the indemnification of the counties
on beach incidences.
MR. MURRAY: Absolutely, Chair. We have all four counties, I can speak for all of them, we all
have provided testimony for the last four years to make sure that that stays in place.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you so much.
MR. MURRAY: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, we are done with Ocean Safety as it regards to Fire Department,
so if you do have questions forward it. Chief, we thank you for your patience and your
perseverance with us on this Budget cycle. So there being no further questions for Fire,
I’m going to recess this meeting until 6:30 when we’re going to bring Parks, okay? We
are recessed until 6:30.
(gavel).
.

RECESS:
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CHAIR HOKAMA:
(gavel)... We shall reconvene the Budget and Finance Committee’s
meeting of April 4th, the fourth day of the fourth month. At this time, we will begin the
review, the initial review of the Department of Parks and Recreation and we would ask
Mr. Baz, please, if he has any opening comments he wishes to share before we ask the
Director and Deputy of the Department for their comments.
..

.

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
MR. BAZ: Airight, real briefly, Mr. Chair. We do have our Director and Deputy of Department
of Parks and Recreation here. They have presented some significant reorganization in
their Department so they have a presentation prepared to kind of highlight what their
initiatives have been and strategies and we look forward to hearing from them and your
comments.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Director, you have any opening comments before we
receive your presentation?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, yes. Real quickly. Thank you, Chair. Aloha, Chair and
Councilmembers. On behalf of the Parks and Recreation Department, we’d like to thank
you for your continued support. With over 146 parks and over 2,100 acres of park land,
we continue to strive to become the best in the nation. A few highlights in this fiscal
year is showcase the launch of our new permitting software system, completion of
County Code 13.04A. I would like to especially thank EAR Chair Guzman and the
Councilmembers for seeing this through and understanding the changes needed. With
the continued growth in Parks personnel with allocations we have initiated a
Department of Parks and Recreation Academy Training for all supervisors to ensure
consistency throughout the Department and to provide leadership training to the rest
of the staff. Our turf upgrades are nearly complete for all playing fields Countywide. I
also will highlight this month, actually in May, w&ll be hosting the Boy’s State Baseball
Tournament at Iron Miyahara Stadium, which will be televised Statewide. Our Fiscal
Year ‘17 Budget consists of reorganizations, Budget reallocations, equipment
expansions, and continue to catch up on deferred maintenance to all parks and
facilities. Deputy Director Savage will present a quick PowerPoint of our Department
overview. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Director. Deputy Savage, any opening comments before
you enter into your PowerPoint presentation?
MS. SAVAGE: No opening comments, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well, we look forward to your presentation.
MS. SAVAGE: So we]l start off with just overviewing the Department’s strategies. You can
also find these on Page 462. And these are strategies that we implemented at the
beginning of Fiscal Year ‘15 and these have continued to be the four key strategies that
we’ve utilized as we’ve moved throughout the years as decisions are made. The first is
the delivezy of current key commitments, which includes facility maintenance,
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permitting, and safety in Parks’ facilities. The second, identifying plans for new strategic
initiatives for recreation programming, preventative maintenance, and Capital
Improvement Project planning. The third, eliminate interdepartmental silos and
confusion, which includes strategic planning and restructuring Department in
accordance with operational functions. And the fourth strategy, improve proactive
communication with key stakeholders within and outside the Parks Department,
community communications, partnership program, and employee training and
professional development program. Next we’ll move into our Department programs.
We’ve done some restructuring that we’re proposing in the Budget this year moving from
an existing seven programs, which have been Administration, Aquatics, Park
Maintenance, Golf Course, Planning and Development, Recreation and Support Services
and the PALS Program. We’re proposing moving into four programs, which would be
Administration, Parks, Golf Course, and Recreation and Support Services. So the Parks
Program would include what had been previously been Park Maintenance as well as
Planning and Development. So it’s focused on facilities and parks. And then the
Recreation and Support Services would include what currently is the Recreation and
Support Services as well as the PALS Program and the Aquatics minus Ocean Safety,
which essentially is pools. The primary reason for this adjustment is as we’ve been
going through our Department organizational structure, our operational structure and
trying to say how can we be more efficient with the resources that we have, with the
equipment utilization that we have and is there a better way for us to be structured so
that we can be more efficient in our management and executing operations? So it’s
trying to fmd consistency between our organizational structure, what our operational
demands are that we need to do in order to provide for the public, as well as the Budget
documents and getting that consistency between all three of those different items. And
this re-organization ties into three of the strategies, eliminating interdepartmental silos
and confusion, so breaking down some of those internal barriers that have existed
within the Department, identifying plans for new strategic initiatives, and then making
sure our operational and organizational model will allow for us to pursue some of those
new concepts, and then fmally the delivery of current key commitments. Next, some of
the budgetary themes that you’ll see as we move throughout this is we’ve attempted to
do consolidation. Instead of having, the way the Department’s been structured, we have
a lot of different sections and every section has been responsible for making different
budgetary decisions for the areas that they’re responsible for and what we’ve found is
that we don’t have as much consistency throughout the entire Department when those
decisions are made. How our, you know, maybe an example would be how a certain
expenditure, what sub-object code it may be charged to because it’s based on too many
individuals making that type of a decision. And so we’ve looked at in reviewing the
budget ways that we can consolidate some of those types of expenditures, have one or
two people directly responsible for those types of expenditures, and that should allow
us the opportunity to look at consolidating resources. Instead of having 12 people
ordering the same thing for different locations, having 1 or 2 people responsible for
making sure that that type of material or supplies are ordered and then distributed to
everyone else and where we believe that’s going to allow for us to both save money as
well as save time when we’re looking at different purchasing documents, requisition
processing, a lot of the paperwork that goes along with purchasing a lot of those items.
So you’ll see we did a listing of the sub-object codes that we’ve done considerable
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consolidation with Professional Services, Cellular Telephones, Registration and Training
Fees, Training Fees and Seminars, Medical and Safety Supplies, Repair and
Maintenance Supplies, Auto, should be Auto Parts, Construction Materials, Electrical
Parts and Supplies, Paint and Painting Supplies, Tires and Tubes, R&M Services and
Contracts, so that’s repair and maintenance services and contracts, Rentals, and
Agricultural Supplies. And then we’ve also either reduced, should have completely
eliminated Miscellaneous Supplies and Other Services categories. So what we’ve gone
back and looked at is how we actually expended funds that have been charged to those
categories and making sure that they’re being budgeted in the place that is a little bit
easier to understand exactly what those expenditures are. We’ve also attempted to move
a lot of items into where, again actual expenditures are so that our budget document is
a better reflection of how we’re truly spending the funds. So with that we can move into
any questions or Administrative Program.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for that presentation. Regarding your revisions to the structure,
you know, you explained quite well, you and the Director. Are any of these adjustments
required union consultation and if so have they been done and is everything okay as far
as from the union standpoint in this restructuring?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So we have initiated, the way we’ve tried to approach a lot
of the reorganizations from kind of the, from the DPS and personnel perspective is we’ve
started breaking them down into smaller categories. We’ve had many rounds of
conversations with Department staff to talk about different levels of restructuring,
what’s going to be most efficient, what are different ways that management views the
structure and then how does the staff that are executing those decisions, do they agree
with the direction that management would like to see. So there’s been a lot of back and
forth at this stage on a Department level and we’re ready to move forward. Some of the
reorganizations are with the unions at this point right now and then some of the other
stages are ones that we haven’t initiated yet. So part of it, I think the timing, we spend
a lot of time going back and forth on do we go through all of the processes through DPS
and with the unions first and then look at making the reflection in the Budget? Or do
we make the proposed reflection in the Budget, if Council is in agreement with funding
some of those changes then we move forward with the reorganization process. And so
we’ve kind of done a hybrid of that where we’ve started the discussions to a level that
we feel comfortable with the direction we’re moving in from an operational standpoint
and then well look for this, I guess, support from this body in this Budget as kind of
the confirmation that we should continue to move in this direction and continue through
those processes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So where are you currently in the union consultation process? Have they
been, have they received your proposal of restructuring and are they in the review and
comment period or have they made indications of agreeing to the restructuring? Where
are you in that process?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So we would say that our reorganization process is a fourpart process. So we’re essentially going to process it as four different reorganizations
that we would go through consultation with based upon kind of the topic and area of
-
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focus. Two of those are currently with the union in the comment and question period
and then the other two are pending these discussions we would be moving to submitting
through MD’s Office and then for union comment and consultation.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You have both UPW and HGEA representing your Department’s employees?
MS. SAVAGE: That is correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So you need two unions for consultation?
MS. SAVAGE: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Guzman, questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, thank you, Chair. Fve had meetings prior to this with
the Department and I feel that the Department is on its way to really making a
significant difference from years past. I am aware that the reorg does not consist of
adding more E/Ps. It’s reclassifying certain positions as well as basically cutting down
a lot of that redundant or multiple-type duties that are going on. So I’m very well
satisfied with what has been presented and hopefully this is the beginning of at least
investing into the Department wherein later down the road we can actually see
something good come out of it. I know that they’re looking for equipment as well as
other opportunities to start out the revenue-generating aspect or component of the
Department. So I really don’t have too much to add or question
--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --for this Department. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Crivello, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Not at this time, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: We’re going to go in further detail for the whole thing because
I’m looking at the summary page and I’m trying to figure out the pluses and the minuses
between here and Fire but I think we’re going to get further down into that a little bit
later so for now, I think it’s good that you’re doing the consolidation. One would think
if you’re cutting down on silos and you’re cutting down on certain things you would
actually have a lowering of E/Ps because of the move to, of the Ocean Rec? It’s almost
like smoke and mirrors. I’m not saying it is smoke and mirrors but we have to really
figure out if we’re actually losing E/Ps or adding E/Ps. Real quick glance, it looks like
we’re adding E/Ps but we’re going to have to talk about that when we get closer. Thank
you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Lot of it may, will be, I believe, in tomorrow’s component especially with the
Aquatics component being for tomorrow than this evening. So if you have questions
about Aquatics, the adjustments with Ocean Safety being then now transferred to Fire,
I prefer that to be for tomorrow morning please. Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, thank you for clarification on that point, Chair, because
I think my general questions are in relation to that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So pass for now. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, very excited to hear about this thoughtful attention that’s
been given to the activities and how to make them better and coming up with ideas.
And of course we’re going to take a hard look at them, but I’m really happy to see the
assessment and the planning. I think it is so important and very refreshing. Thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. We are part, in my perspective, Members, in a very exciting
time for this Department. I’m looking at this after passage last Friday on final reading
of the revised bill in the Code as it relates to Parks and Recreation, we are at the
beginning of enterprise status, which is to me monumental from a departmental
perspective, especially as it regards to revenues. So hearing your comments, one of the
things though I did want to say under your strategies, I would ask you to expand that I
appreciate the intradepartmental silos that you want to breakdown and have good
communications, good understanding. But I think you should consider also to help the
County is to breakdown interdepartmental silos. And I say that because I think there
needs to be good communication between yourself, definitely Planning Department,
especially when Planning has some oversight regarding conditions of zoning and land
use approvals. That many times it either has a Parks component, whether it be
providing the dollars instead of actual facility, and how to utilize those dollars for the
community’s best benefit. And again, each Member has different discretionary
assessment fees dependent upon their district’s ability for development. So I would say
that that I would hope that you would ask the Managing Director to assist you in
breaking down the interdepartmental silos because Public Works, Planning needs to
work with you, RN’ and Finance, to make sure that those conditions of approval or
requirements that have been committed to be provided for the community’s benefit gets
followed through on because I going bring up Lanai. We returned all the money of the
miffions back to the landowner, previous landowner to build a park that was due more
than five years ago and there is still now no deliverables of a park for the money we
returned. But again, I know you folks are busy, I don’t know who has the responsibility
of following through on conditions of approval but those is one of the interdepartmental
silos that one, now the community is without a facility that was committed to be
performed by the owner for the approval of land use conditions. So I just share that.
That that’s something that I would be happy to work with you folks to help break down
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those interdepartmental silos. Other than that, I would say on the Administration, my
only recommendation in viewing your Budget and whatnot is I see no reason not to move
forward concession pouring rights for our facilities already. I don’t think that you need
new positions. You need somebody to write an RFP. We got people in Finance that can
accept the check, and start providing you with some outside revenue sources for your
needs for either equipment, maintenance or capital projects. So I would ask you to
consider that and if you need Council’s assistance, I believe we made an adjustment in
the Code already that will allow concession and pouring rights, pouring contracts. So
now that you have enterprise status, I would ask that you move it forward and if Council
can assist, let us know how we can support the Department. Members, other questions
in the Administration component of Parks and Recreation? Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I’d like to have the Deputy Director explain what’s going to be
in place for, I guess, overseeing some of these leases or checking the contracts. I know
that’s also part of the reorg and you might want to explain that you’re having a position
built in or assigned to doing that type of thing. Because, you know, Chair, being in
Committee of the Whole, we get a lot of these leases that terms and conditions have not,
you know, I’m not going to get into it but we need at the bare minimum level in the
Department someone looking at these contracts and leases on an annual and biannual
basis. And I think because of the reorg, they’re going to have personnel in place for that
type of situation. So you might want to explain to the Committee how you’re going to
begin or at least go back and retroactively look at some of these and then moving forward
with some of these newer contracts that may lead to generating, revenue-generating
type business, not business but entities or, you know, so on so forth. I’m running out
of words.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So one of the, I guess, functions that’s always been within
the Director’s Office is positions that have had a hybrid responsibility between the
permitting process and also over our land grants, licenses, and leases. One of the things
we’re looking at doing is again, separating that function so that our permit office is
essentially a standalone section with oversight that can just monitor and make sure
that things like the Code revisions don’t get to the point that they did before we went
through them. That it’s something that administrative rules and Code revisions, when
it relates to something like permitting that the public uses on a daily basis to access
public facilities, needs to be under constant review and revision in order to keep up with
the way recreation changes and how the users change in using that. So with that
separation we’ll be able to have one of the positions dedicated back solely towards our
land grants, licenses, and leases. Another of the modifications that we’ll be looking at
when we get a little bit deeper into our reorganization, well be having a position that
will be designated specifically towards contract management. And that would allow for
that position to really focus on concession agreements, the RFPs and managing the
different vendors that would be selected for those. And that was done with some
extensive reaching out by our Director with City and County and looking at some
comparisons between how they’re running and operating some of their agreements and
we’ve kind of taken the good and the bad from what they’ve experienced, made some
-
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adjustments that we think will help make it better from the lessons they’ve already
learned, and that’s one of the things well be looking at implementing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Just as a follow-up. Director, I know that you did make
numerous trips to Honolulu. What was your fmdings in how they operate and what can
we do to improve our system but yet not take on any of the, I guess, the bad issues that
Honolulu is facing?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, so as mentioned, yes, we took some trips to Oahu. And again,
as Chair Hokama mentioned, you know, as far as getting inter-silo in a sense to assist
with some of these possible concessions or enterprise funds that we would like to see in
the Parks Department, we’re looking into Honolulu. I mean they have a full blown
enterprise department. From a director, deputy director, and so called which is based
out of the Blaisdell actually is where their offices are. But again, I think in learning that
scope, I mean, they have everything in there from again their golf course, the zoo, all of
their beach boys, Hanauma Bay. So again, they’re vast in that sense where it would
call for a department to not using so much of the so called inter-silos that we would
have here just because of the amount of work that it would take. But again, with that
structure, I think, is where Deputy and I kind of got together and kind of see how it
would work for us. But for the future of the concession-style enterprise now that we
would like to take the Department to, you know, I won’t say.. .we will need staffing.
There will be a time when we get to that point that well come to this body and ask for a
position or two to start the movement of that. You know kind of going back to your
question what is the positive and negatives. I mean, it’s going to be a growing, it’s going
to be a learning experience. I won’t say that we’re going to have it perfect when we get
here. But I think what we’ve picked up and the relationships we’ve built with Oahu and
Honolulu as, you know, for the biggest in the State at least who’s doing this already, I
think we have the relationships and we can always bounce our issues or even our
positives to them and we can work together. So it’s kind of hard to say what is good,
what is bad. It will be a learning curve for sure. Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And yeah, I mean overall, I mean you folks
have just really done an awesome job in trying to, you know, revamp and reorg, re
everything, definitely needed. So good job on all that. I know it’s a continuous work in
progress. But looking at your Page 463 and just, I like to always look at the different
departments’ external factors, which I kind of sort of in a way are out, not out of our
control but these are just things that happen that, you know, we the County can’t
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change a whole lot a lot of times. So external factors that drastically impact the
Department’s finances. And of course, you know, the age of the facility, just overall
costs of labor and what have you. But at the very bottom of that paragraph, one example
is the high cost of oil. At this time, I mean oil, I know, is one of the lowest. So that does
fluctuate but currently yay, right now it is low. But it goes on to say the impacts in
costs of fertilizers, herbicides, and other chemicals and products with petroleum base.
So that was interesting to me that that was in there because as you folks know, my
office has been trying to get a handle on what are the amounts. And so this is telling
me that there’s quite a bit that’s being utilized for it to be deemed an impact to this
Department’s fmances. So just wanted to highlight that, Chair, as I had done the
integrated pest management through my Committee recently. My last Committee
meeting had focused on this and so I’m continuously trying to understand our practices
in our County and to better, you know, to me, perhaps change the practices so it’s not
much of an impact on our finances and what have you so that’s why this was kind of
interesting I wanted to bring that out. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, I thought that.. .1 appreciate your comments, Ms. Cochran. It is some
of the things we’ve heard from the private sector whether they are other golf course
operators, whether there are some of our business people in the agricultural sector.
We’ve been hearing about the cost factor for fertilizers and other supplements. It has a
big impact on viability and profitability of those in the private sector, our active farmers.
And so you’re right. Fuel has, is a relative thing because of the world market but I do
know that these other things impact the golf, things like the golf course, the ability of
the sod farm to provide adequate material for the parks, community centers and
whatnot. So I’m glad you brought it up because all of those things add cost and then
the Director and Deputy come before us asking for the monies but at least you have a
sense now of the impact. And so we look forward to you and Mr. Guzman as our key
subject matter chairs in this area to help guide us through these areas.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Thank you very much, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: One of the things that since you brought it up, I wanted to check with you
under your Goals and Objectives, Director and Deputy, 465 under the Performance
Budget. We talk about the OSHA Safety and Health Programs and I’ve noticed that you
have increased your safety inspections from 62 to 175. So good job. Can you tell us
what you’re doing differently in your operations to account for this increase and has
this made a difference on your Work Comp cases? Has this made an impact on
--

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --reductions of sick leave requests?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: So, Chair, to answer your question regarding the OSHA safety
inspections, that big jump from 62 to 175. You know, it was mainly, like I said, with
the structuring of our Department is going back, kind of going back to the foundation
of everything and getting our Safety Training Officer to actually go out there. Go out
and create the trainings, not wait for other sources to create that or other districts to
-
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create their own training, is go out there, implement the changes, go out and see what
needs to be changed or for safety purposes what needs to be redone for safety issues. A
good example was the eyewash station. I mean, there were areas in sites that were
nowhere to be found. So implementing that kind of things and getting the training done
throughout the districts and departments and what that has done as well with
Workman’s Comp is that over the fiscal year we’ve actually had a 20 percent decrease.
So we’ve decreased it by 20 percent and we’ve also started with the training processes
that we’ve been putting into effect and actually kind of creating certain, for certain
duties, light duty, has brought our Workman’s Comp down by 20 percent, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, very good. The one thing that I would also ask if you can give us
comment is on the next page, Director, regarding enforcement. Under the enforcement
component, my understanding is that you average number of citations have increased.
Can you tell us the type of citations being issued by your people? Is it all basically the
same concern or is there a variety of things that they’re writing citations for?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, thank you, Chair. For the park rangers, I mean there is a lot of
different aspects that came into play. For the first time, we’re actually full staffed. So
that definitely helps. And we’re full staffed with people who love theirjob. So, you know,
it’s not a job for everyone. I’ll be honest with you, some the pay that they’re receiving
and, you know, being called enforcement but not really having enforcement authority is
a tough job and it’s not for everybody. So we’ve been lucky enough to get the five that
we do currently have to go out there and really take pride in what they do. A lot of the
enforcement tickets that are being given, and majority of them are parking tickets in
areas of, you know, our major beaches that have become accustomed to parking
wherever you want to park. So a lot of it is parking. A few loitering. But I would say
the majority of the issued citations that are being given are parking citations. And we’ve
been through the process of illegal vending. That’s a little tricky. Those do go to the
court system but I think just the point of us going and doing enforcement for CORA and
actual vendors themselves that are selling other crafts or food vending, we are taking
that initiative and they’re actually aware of it now so, you know, it’s not as blatant as it
used to be in the past. So we are starting that process and we’re moving forward as well
on that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Happy to hear that, Director. So thank you very much for moving on that.
The other component that was, stood out for me is then you look at the very next
component or measurement, Mr. Director, regarding the number of educational
programs. Obviously in 2015 you, the Department was outstanding, 210. Can you tell
us why you would set your 2017 goal from, I guess, our perspective of not knowing until
you give us response, at the level that is being proposed?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, I just was notified by Deputy Savage that it is a typo. It was zero.
So we’ve actually increased it. So the 210 is not really a true number. It should have
been 0.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Oh 210 isO actually?
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MR. BUENCONSEJO: Yes. For 2015 actual, yeah, it should have been zero.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I was commending you for doing 210.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: We did see progress though for 2015, zero, four, and six. You know,
but yeah, so our apologies, Chair, on that, but it was a zero.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, you almost got me there. Thank you for making the correction for
that. Members, any other questions in the Goals and Objectives area? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No. Not really a question but maybe the Director would like to
comment. You know, we get a lot of comments about the permitting process and people
continue to complain about how that works and how long it takes and I’m assuming
that you folks are also looking at that very seriously. Any comment?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director? Is this about community centers or...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, when you want to reserve a place.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, I’ll do the first part of that, Councilmember Baisa, just to kind of
get into the subject of, you know, I totally understand. I get the same phone calls.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: They call us, then the call you.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Exactly. Exactly. So but I think if you really look into it, I mean, for
one, there was a transition. So there was that transition from our old permitting process
into what we have today. And again, there was, of course, like anything that is new,
there was our hurdles that we did have to jump through and kind of massage as we
went through it. But I think for the most part, and again having the relationships and
having the history here in Hawaii and Maui in general is, you know, a lot of things were
done just on a good old shake hand and yeah, no worries, here’s the key go take ‘em, go
use ‘em and, you know, that type of relationship, which, you know, we’ve all been there.
We’ve all, you know, we’ve all done that kind of process but I think as Maui in itself is
evolving and it’s changing, I think just the standard of at least, you know, let’s just try
and do it by the book. Let’s get the paperwork in. Let’s get the fees that we gotta pay
and we can move forward and then get the revenue that has been somewhat missing in
the Parks Department that we’ve been, you know, somewhat, again, letting it go to an
extent of it just, it’s been that way for 30 years, 40 years, 50 years. So we’re trying to
just implement those changes and again but still working with the community. I think
that’s the biggest part. I think during the restructuring there was that thought of, you
know, possibly not working with the community and doing this whole this is what it is
and you gotta deal with it. So I think there was a transition on our part that wasn’t
communicated to our long-term users of how now things changed and just say we gotta
do it this way now. And I think as we get them to understand and learn that process,
we’ve seen the turn around. We’ve worked with those community members who at first
-
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were like, you know, just going crazy about the process. But I think we’ve gotten to the
point of once we get them going into that new mode, you know, I think it’s working
though. It is working. It does show accountability adding in for the bottom line, you
know, the County’s receiving the monies that are required by Code to do. And
Ms. Savage might have a little more to add on to that as well.
MS. SAVAGE: Yeah, I think the next step of what we’re moving into is really been hinged upon
the changes in the Code. So now having the Code revisions as of last Friday, that’s
going to allow for us now to move into Administrative Rules, which will really be what
directs the community on how to engage with the Department. But adding in those
things in the Code, like definitions and having, you know, some of the parameters
removed from the Code document will allow us the flexibility to create the system
through Administrative Rules and then a part of that is just going to be the education.
I think really getting the Department into the habit that when we make changes before
we just make a change, there has to be a significant amount of communication and I
know that all of you know as well, you know, with just trying to get the public sometimes
to come in and participate in the process, you can say something, you know, 20 times
in 10 different types of media but it’s not going to get to everyone until they’re in that
situation and they’re going through it. And so that’s what we end up finding a lot and
fortunately we’ve been doing a lot more training with the permit clerks as well to help
them engage with those people in those situations and to really have hopefully more of
a customer service approach to just how we’re communicating things. But part of the
reason we asked for the Code revisions to not go into effect until July 1st is to give us a
little bit of the gap to try to finish the Administrative Rules and to really push public
education. And so that’ll be something that we’ll probably be reaching out again to
Council and the rest of the Administration and departments to really help us, you know,
get as many people aware of it and provide training opportunities for people that want
to learn a little bit more about the process.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much. You know, of all the things that we fund
here at the County, I think one of the most valuable things we fund is the community
centers. You know, there’s not one that’s not being used all the time and it’s just really
gratifying to go to a wedding, to go to a baby party, to go to an anniversary or whatever
is going on there and to see how our community benefits from those facilities. They’re
the lifeblood of our communities and I can’t imagine what it would be like not to have
them, Chair. So, you know, for me this is a really important part of the service we
provide to our community. So again, thank you for the emphasis.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Balsa. And both of you were not with us when Council had
to deal with issues with the community centers from the past. The Department was
facing from regular use the need to come back to us for additional monies because
something happens to the keys so we have to relock the whole building. We had tables,
we had chairs walking away after functions. So then the Department had to come in
for replacement inventory. Okay, so those were some of the things we had to deal with
to minimize the damage and loss at community centers from the community. Okay,
and was costing the Department big money to come before Council every year asking
for more money to be able to relock centers after use so the key deposit became one of
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the outcomes. Deposits because tables and chairs were disappearing after events that
have, with County of Maui logo on it and so the Department and the Council responded
to an uncomfortable situation because it had to be addressed. The Department was
facing major issues at the physical facilities through community use. So part of it is we
responded. It may not have been the silver bullet but Council had to respond because
it was being an annual financial impact on the Department. But I appreciate you asking,
posing that comment, Ms. Baisa, because I think part of it is to help us educate the
community on why we took certain actions. And part of it was we had to respond to the
problems of the Department facing challenges on the facility itself. Ms. Cochran,
questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Not until we get into Details.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Guzman, anything in the Objectives and Goals measurement
component?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: No, I’m good. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Let’s go to your A Account, Salaries and Wages. On our Details,
12-7, 12-8, can you give us some comment. I don’t believe there’s any impact on the
E/P count or total salary adjustments but if I’m reading your request to us correctly,
my understanding is you are planning to transfer out three Park Permit Clerks from
East Maui, West Maui and Molokai. Can you tell us about this transferring out and
what is your strategic plan with this type of transfers?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So these transfers are part of the Parks Permit and
Enforcement reorganization and this is one that we are in with union consultation on
currently. What we’re proposing is a centralized Parks Permit and Enforcement
oversight. The permit clerks will still be physically located in the district, still providing
customer service to the districts directly but their direct supervision would be from a
Parks Permit Officer and Assistant Parks Permit Officer. And this is what’s going to
really create, again, that consistency and that uniformity to make sure that the same
processes, rules, procedures, customer service training, the actual reservation software
system training is working properly and is being maintained in all of the different areas.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, okay. Mr. Guzman, any questions in A Account under the
programs... Salaries and Wages under this program area?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I have none. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Crivello, any questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yes, in reference to the Park Permit Clerk. So when we’re
seeing the, there’s an indication the position from the Recreation Program, Molokai, is
it filled at a higher step or a position title change? Is this specifically on Molokai or is it
on Maui transferred? I guess, in reference to Mr. Hokama’s question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, I believe there’s one clerk that’s assigned to your district, Ms. Crivello.
But Ill let the Deputy or the Director respond to your query.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And this was adopted in Fiscal Year ‘16 I believe.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Savage or Director, if you can respond to Ms. Crivello, please?
MS. SAVAGE: Yeah, thank you, Chair. So we have Parks Permit Clerks that are located in
each of the districts at the permit office. And so it would be, when we say transferring
it’s, you know, transferring it from the Recreation and Support Services Program
currently into our Administration Program, which is where the Parks Permit and
Enforcement Section would be located. So the positions, the bodies are still physically
located in the districts.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MS. SAVAGE: It’s just that the Budget and the oversight, the supervision is located out of
Administration.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, thank you for that clarification because...
CHAIR HOKAMA: So it’s more of a lateral than anything else?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah.
MS. SAVAGE: Correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Molokai is not losing a body?
MS. SAVAGE: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah. She can teach everyone else, I think she’s so good.
Yeah. Thank you. If I may
--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Please.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --ask more questions for the Details? On Detail 12-11,6132,
there’s $30,000, let me get that. So it says in your explanation of changes for the
expansion request additional funding based on actual expenditures. I do not note actual
expenditures or does this come from some other professional service or another code?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, actually I’m surprised that this question hasn’t come up earlier in Budget
discussions and thank you, Member Crivello. Because of the ABC Budget restrictions
that were put in place for Fiscal Year ‘16, new index codes were necessitated identifying
each one of the different cost categories.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MR. BAZ: And so you’ll see for ‘16 and then Proposed ‘17 an index code, like for this one is
915017B and then if you look for actual expenditures in ‘15 and ‘14, they’re actually
right above that in 915017 because those were
--

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MR. BAZ: --one index code for all the different categories.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MR. BAZ:
So if you look on Page 12-10 under 6132 Professional Services, Actual
Expenditures... I forgot my glasses but it looks like $54,000.
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: Right.
MR. BAZ: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay, so the actual was for $54,000 for Fiscal ‘15?
Right?
MR. BAZ: Yes, that’s correct.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. And then your expanding that to increase to 30,000,
right? Or it’s still the same, it’s just the coding has been changed? Trying to understand
it.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, so actually it doesn’t look like in Fiscal Year 2016 they had any funding
appropriated for sub-object code 6132. You see it’s blank there.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
MR. BAZ: I mean zero.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
MR. BAZ: And so they are proposing, it would be a net $30,000 in Professional Services in
that sub-object.
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay, thank you. If I may, Detail 12-15, Safety
Training Section, on code 6034, so there’s an increase from 67,960 from 10,668 and is
it Budget transfer from various index codes within the Department. Were they all of the
same subject or is this centralizing? Are we now centralizing the medical and safety
supply purchases and is this, we’re putting it all together to come out to that increase
with medical and supplies?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, so this would be one of the examples that you’ll fmd
as we go through into both in the Parks section and the Recreation section as we move
forward. You’ll see this medical and safety supplies being subtracted out of all those
areas. So we’ve located this so that all of the ordering and purchasing can be done at
one location.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Nothing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No more, thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Give us some comment, please, Department, 12-15, it’s right under what
Ms. Crivello was looking at. I’m interested in this computer software for safety-related
purposes. Is this something specific to the department that Risk Manager wouldn’t
provide from a Countywide perspective? This is something very specific to the
Department? Six two four four.
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. This, I don’t recall a specific software name or type of
software. I do recall though us having conversations with our Safety Specialist about
him wanting to look at some different ways to track and gather information. So it, I
believe that’s why we had added the expansion request for that. But I don’t recall any
specific names or types of software.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz, you would know if this is something that all the departments could
potentially benefit from or, you know, maybe we should look at it, this more from a
Countywide perspective instead of just a one-departmental request?
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MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. When the Deputy Director goes and looks into the individual
software, we can, shell let me know and then we can take a look at that and discuss it
with our Risk Manager.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. BAZ: It might be very good for us to buy as a comprehensive program.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, no, I commend the Department for moving this area because anything
that can reduce our expenses in Work Comp, sick leave, other types of claims or
compensation I would appreciate that so thank you. Let’s see, okay, you know one thing
on 12-5, 12-7, Department, two positions that stood out was your Pre-Audit Clerk on
12-5 going from an SR-b to an SR-15 and then you have your Park Security Officer,
again just a big jump in steps but both of them result in a 10,000 or $11,000 increase
in compensation. Is this positions currently filled? Is this a new position with no
encumbrance currently in the jobs at this time? Could you give us some comment
regarding the two increases, please?
MS. SAVAGE: Yes, thank you, Chair. So on the 0095 position number that was a Clerk III
with the proposed reallocation to a Pre-Audit Clerk
--

CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MS. SAVAGE: --this is a filled position. This is one that currently the incumbent in this
position is essentially functioning as a Pre-Audit Clerk. This position is overseeing the
payroll for our Department, the inputting, the training of the rest of our staff for the
ADP system and with a Department that has had as many manual time card inputs as
our Department, it’s been something that probably should have existed in the
Department, if not two of these positions from when ADP was initially implemented.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MS. SAVAGE: And so through the, some of this is through the Auditor’s fmding we worked
with in Finance in establishing this position to help make sure that we have our payroll
processes in compliance.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
MS. SAVAGE: The other position, which PR number is that?
CHAIR HOKAMA: It’s your parks security component, 0423, that would be the top of 12-7.
MS. SAVAGE: Okay, so this position, due to an internal promotion, was filled as a higher step
as they were already within HGEA.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, so this is posted and recruited for. Okay, thank you for that.
Twelve-twelve, Department, you’re asking for us for a uniform allowance. Can you tell
us which positions and how many of your personnel does this allowance request cover?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So initially last year was when we asked for the first uniform
allowance and at that point we had, were looking at just implementing it with UPW
positions. And after we’ve gone through the process, we were able to identify that both
HGEA and UPW we would be able to include in that so this would be comprehensive of
both our HGEA and UPW positions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you for that. What type of Professional Service do you envision
needing, Department, for your upcoming year, 12-11? I think you touched that lightly
earlier but I’m just curious what areas of assistance you may need.
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So our primary focus, which we’re extremely excited to
fmally get to this upcoming year, we’ll be looking at more of a facility and fees analysis
and our operational expenditures. So being able to really try to narrow down for each
of our different facility types a little bit more hard numbers on what the operating
expenses are for each of the different facility types and then looking at how that
translates into a recovery fee model and then coming up with a couple different
proposals within those different fee models. So that’ll be primarily what our Professional
Services will be utilized for this upcoming fiscal year.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Anything unusual in your Medical Supplies for $78,000? Anything
beyond what we would consider the standard inventory of supplies?
MS. SAVAGE: I don’t believe so, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. One of the things that I believe we were informed by the
Department is your preventive maintenance plan and that our understanding is October
2016 was the deadline to complete your plan. Are you still on track schedule-wise to
get your maintenance strategy in place? That would be Page 472 of your Performance
Budget component.
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. We are looking to be pretty close to on track with this
number. A couple of the adjustments that we’ve had internally within the Department
has included two new of our division chief level positions within the Department. And
so that’s, there’s kind of that period of time where we’re working to fill those positions
and obviously do training for those positions that we thought was going to impact some
of our timelines but for this one specifically we should still be on track for October 2016.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Are there any fmancial requests in the upcoming, in this upcoming
‘17 Budget that would be part of your Maintenance Program?
MS. SAVAGE: I do believe we have some Professional Services in the Parks Section that would
be an assistance with implementing this type of a program.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. If you could flag out those that are, would be part of the plan, we
would appreciate that. And then part of your Parks Program, the one that I took interest
in is on 12-19 of your Details, Department. Do I understand you have two positions
that--I’m trying to get this--temporary internal transfer? Can you have us understand
that a little better, please?
MS. SAVAGE: So these positions are, would be what we would call, I guess, ghost positions.
And there used to be positions like this that existed within different department budgets
from my understanding of previous years. The purpose of having these positions, they’re
unfunded but what they would allow for us to do is as we go through reorganization
processes, we can name the positions, create them into what we want, and then look to
fill them. And then as they get filled, you take the vacant position that’s left and that
position would be removed. And part of the need for this is as we look at the
reorganizations that we’re trying to make. A lot of it’s really changing and making new
functions that haven’t existed necessarily in previous positions, and so we’ve found that
because we’re not asking for expansion positions, we’re trying to repurpose existing
vacancies, if we don’t have a position in a sense, or a PR number for the Department
that we can utilize to create a new position, we end up having a vacancy for many, many
more months than we would like to have. And so this would just create a little bit more
flexibility. Again, the goal is not to add another position, it’s to utilize this position, use
existing funding that we already have to help make those reorganization processes a
little bit smoother. So we’re asking for two of those in the Parks Division to allow us to
move forward with that reorganization process.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I, thank you for explaining that to the Committee. That’s appreciated.
Mr. Guzman, questions for the Department?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Can we, are we covering the entire Details, Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Or are we going section by section?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Everything, A, B, C.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Except Capital and what we’re going to leave for tomorrow, which is their
support component, which also includes Aquatics.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, so my...
CHAIR HOKAMA: And golf course. That’s all tomorrow.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So I’m referring to in the Details, 12-44.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And that is under the Master Planning Operations. And it looks
as though 675,000, the explanation is additional 300,000 for Hana, Lanai, Molokai Park
District Master Plans and 375,000 for Central Maui Regional Park Master Plan. So if
you could explain?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So for this item as hopefully all of you are aware, we have a
community needs assessment that’s being done currently in all of the districts. And so
what this is going to provide us with is statistically valid information that can be utilized
both on a Countywide level as well as for each of the individual districts. The purpose
of gathering this type of information is to help look at again what are the needs, not just
what do we hear people complaining about but what do we hear from enough individuals
within the community that it can be considered statistically valid with what are they
using? What do they recognize the needs are? What are the things they’d like to see
improvements in both from a facility and a programming perspective? And so once you
gather this information, the next step is then to develop essentially like a smart growth
action plan. How can we take this information and then use it both to address
immediate needs but also future needs and looking towards what are going to be the
needs in the communities moving forward? Some of the other ways or once you have
that information you would also combine that with Census information and looking at,
you know, what are the school plans? What’s going to be developed? What are
residential build outs going to look like? What is anticipated population growth in the
different areas? Looking at the roadway systems. And then identifying where are our
existing parks in the middle of all that and identifying are there ways that we can help
connect the different park locations. Are we promoting walkable communities? Looking
at more linear parks with your bikeways and green space. And then looking at, again,
type-specific park-type development. And so what we’re proposing with the 300,000 is
we’d like to initially go through that process with Lanai, Molokai and Hana with the idea
being that if we can, the processes will, should be a little bit shorter, a liffle less
paperwork obviously, not as many people that we would need to try to communicate
with. But to go through that process in those three communities and then we would be
able to extend that out to the rest of the districts and ultimately we see that as then
creating the process that would help guide the Department as we move forward and
even present budgetary decisions. Is being able to have that information that everyone
can utilize as a resource to help understand why as a Department we’re prioritizing
things the way that they are and hopefully that would be a useful tool for this body as
well.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So, Chair, so I’m, I take it that your, would be, you would be
okay just getting the 300,000 for now and using it as a pilot program for the three other
islands, or I mean, districts, Hana, Lanai, Molokai? That’s what I’m hearing from you.
Is that what, I mean, ‘cause if you’re going to do something like this with a master plan
I would assume that you at least use a pilot program and what you’ve reiterated is these
are smaller communities that we could actually see if it works. That’s my, you know,
that’s what I’m getting from you. And the 375,000 for the Central Maui Regional Park
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Master Plan, Chair, I kind of disagree with the language here. That should be just
Central Maui District because if we’re going to just focus on the regional park, you’re
excluding all the other components in Central Maui to make up, or at least make that,
make up a master plan. So at this stage I’m not agreeable to the 375,000 for the Central
Maui Regional Park.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department, is, does Mr. Guzman have it correct? Is this just for the
regional component or this is for all Central parks?
MS. SAVAGE: This proposal for the 375,000 was intended specifically for the Central Maui
Regional Park, which is not the State one, the 209 acres, the master planning for that
process. But I think just to add on to Councilmember Guzman’s comments, you know,
we have a lot of immediate situations in Central Maui that we really need to be looking
at now. And I think, you know, looking at the 67-acre complex from the State, looking
at all of our different pools and infrastructure that we have in Central Maui and Wells
Park, we’re going through the master planning process currently with funds that were
allocated from this body in this current fiscal year. There’s also just a lot of other parks
that are going to be turned over to the Parks Department within the Central Maui area
recently and I think as we look at all those as a Department. We often and even this
week, was it, or no, last week Friday, we had a conversation, the Director and I, just
about, we have all these different moving parts and pieces in Central. But there isn’t
an overarching plan for how all these pieces fit together and that’s I think troubling for
us looking at it knowing that we don’t have something. Yeah, we’re getting this
community needs assessment, which is going to give us a tremendous amount of
information but knowing that ultimately we need a plan for how we’re going to transition
and, because it may mean that we’re eliminating some of our older facilities as we build
newer ones. But we cannot eliminate things that are being utilized very heavily on a
daily basis until the replacement’s built and everyday as we have more and more
maintenance issues, you know, it becomes more and more pressing for, you know,
what’s the plan moving forward. So I can understand the perspective of, you know,
looking at this and saying, you know, is this the Central, all Central parks’ focus plan
or just specifically for the regional park plan?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah. Yeah, Chair, I just would rather it be a plan for all of
Central instead of narrowed and tailored to just a regional park, you know, I give that
209 acres that this was designated for. So yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I would tend to agree with you, Mr. Guzman. So we are going to send a
communication to the Department requesting that they look at a total Central District
perspective and what the, and we~1l ask also what are the components of the master
planning will involve and encompass so that we have a good understanding. But I think
you bring up a good point of should have a sense of how each component of the rec
facilities fit into an overall health and weilness, maybe, program for the County for our
total community residency. So I’m, I would be open to expanding it because down the
road someone will say why didn’t we think about this
--

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right.
-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --when we were working on this component. And so I don’t want to be too
narrow in our perspective so I would agree with you. ‘Cause Central is going to be,
whether people like it or not, it already is, it’s the flagship district of our facilities. We
cannot pick up the land and move it to another district, you know, so it is what it is
and, you know, we’re going to need to recognize it and give the resources that a complex
of this size and magnitude deserves. Because I’ve seen other counties, Montgomery
County, Maryland how they approach a regional, their regional is about as big as a golf
course. I mean, it’s amazing. So when you have a chance, if you guys would like to go
see facilities, please do so, Members, because I learned a lot by visiting the Montgomery’s
Regional Park facility, which is adjacent to a beautiful, brand-new school named Senator
Sparky A. Matsunaga School. So Maryland has honored our late senator by naming a
school after him, interesting, the State of Maryland. Let me ask Ms. Balsa if she has
questions at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Chair, I don’t know if I missed it but did we look at all and talk at
all about the additional money that the State wants for the Workline Program?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Not yet but you can bring it up.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Okay. I noticed that we’re asking for $43,600 and it says under
Miscellaneous Costs on 469, kind of on the bottom, it says they’re requesting a
3.3 percent increase plus funding for salary and equipment for clerical support for the
Workline Program. I, as you know, am a big fan of this program and I really don’t mind,
you know, having to pay more but it’s the first time I’ve seen them actually ask for an
increase. Usually when we say we want more help, they say oh, we don’t have people,
we can’t help. So this is kind of a new one for me. I like it but, you know, it’s in, I think
it’s the first time I’ve seen them ask.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You have any questions you would like Department to...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No, I just wondered if Department has any comments on this.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department, anything you’d like to share

--

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: --in your observations for this request?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Thank you, Chair. Actually it was in, Ms. Balsa, Coundilmember Balsa,
it was in last year’s Budget as well.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: So we gave them money last year already?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: No, no increases were given.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I see, so this is the first time we’re giving, we’re proposing to give?
-
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MR. BUENCONSEJO: Proposing, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah, well, you know, I think this program is absolutely essential
and I don’t mind, you know, giving them money because I think the payback of this is
much more than about money. It’s about many, many things, developing job skills,
giving them a resume, helping them do some good things around the community, which
I think is an excellent investment.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Buenconsejo?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: If I could add on to Member Baisa’s comments as well. In meeting with
them just past couple of months ago with the Warden and the staff that does the
Workline, like I 100 percent agree with you. They do a lot. Everyone, when it comes
down to the labor work, the first thing everyone says is oh, where’s the Workline?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Go get the Workline. And they’ve been, again, asking for the increase,
haven’t gotten it as of yet. But potentially, you know, even with the clerical staff, the
clerical staff for that position, again, the guards can’t do the clerical and the guards are
the ones who are actually taking the three crews out there and to my understanding,
maybe Mr. Baz can help, but to my understanding, the clerical position wouldn’t have
any fringe benefits. So what you see there is the true salary according to what I was
told. You. (inaudible).. that, Sandy? Is that...
.

.

.

MR. BAZ: Yeah.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: So again, they wouldn’t have any fringe benefits to that figure of I
believe 34,680 for a clerical.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: It would be straight 34,680.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No. No I think, again, I say money well spent because this program
is so essential and it helps so many people. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Director, do you know if the Corrections facility
asked the State Legislature for this funding? They are a State agency. So my thing is
if you didn’t go and ask, like Ms. Balsa says, if you don’t ask, you don’t get answered so
did they at least ask for consideration? Because I don’t want to be the only guy that
they asking.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, I would have to get back to you on that.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: I mean, not to my knowledge.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please do because you can call me Doctor No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well, Mr. Hokama, this is another feather in Maui County’s cap
and it is recognized by the Legislators whether they want you to hear that or not. They
know that Maui County does more than everybody else.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And thank you for reminding them.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I did.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Ms. Cochran, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, I guess I’m looking on Detail Page 12-155. This is
Planning and Development Program. Are we talking about that? Just noticing how
many CIP Coordinators and what have you here.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We’ll bring up CIP tomorrow.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay. But as in this is an E/P in that and so w&11 talk. .it’s
not actual projects it’s just the bodies.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, well why don’t you ask the question, Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Well, I mean they, seems like they got more than the Office of
the Mayor. And we just talked to the Office of the Mayor and was like harping on all
their CIP.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Historically, this Department has always done Capital Improvement
Projects. Historically. They’re one of the few that have journeyman positions, from
electricians to plumbing, carpenters, and so gosh, you, ask your question because you
opened up a good subject area.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Well, that’s my comment, Chair, is that I was just counting
the heads for CIP Coordinators and on 12-155, four and then there’s a Chief of Planning
and Development, which kind of sounds like the overarching Countywide coordinatortype person but I don’t know. So I’m just, any comments as to why so many
coordinators, CIP Coordinators in your Department alone?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Yeah, thank you, Chair. So 12-29 is actually, I believe the pages you’re referring
to are the ones that were in this current year because we’re moving, proposing the
-
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movement of Planning and Development into the Parks Program. So 12-29 will show
these positions, which would be transferred into the Parks Program. We do have, yes,
one Chief of Planning and Development and four CIP Coordinators. We currently are
going through the process, this happened after we submitted all of this information, but
we have one of our CIP Coordinators that’s currently vacant that we’re looking to turn
into a Civil Engineer IV position. And the reason for this is with the volume of projects
that we have running through the Department, not having anyone that has the trained
technical skill and eye of an engineer has led recently to delays in projects or just not
having additional type of review to be able to look specifically at some of those types of
numbers and grades and slopes that we would want someone to look at. And so we see
that as an easy reallocation within this section that will help tremendously with our
efficiency and just create more productivity. Most of our positions we have average
between 10 and 15 projects that each CIP Coordinator manages and oversees on a
regular basis and depending upon the volume of work and I guess the type of projects
determines again the scope and scale. So that can be anything from, I guess, more
recently the Wailuku Gym improvements and those renovation projects. The other thing
I can mention is that this Department used to have an additional CIP Coordinator, I
believe three, three or four fiscal years ago and we’re still doing, if not doing more
actually the last couple years. Our volume of work has been increased so we’re actually
doing more with less bodies than this section normally has had in its history. And with
the additional projects that are on the horizon that need to be completed within
Department as we look at expansion and development, there’s definitely more than
enough work to keep everybody in this section extremely busy.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, well I was just, and so you folks don’t utilize the Office
of the Mayor coordinator at all? You folks have always had your own and are looking to
expand more, I guess, at this point?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Is that safe to say?
MS. SAVAGE: Yeah, thank you, Chair. So there have been some projects that the Managing
Director’s Office has overseen and a lot of those have been in partnership or that
sometimes the vision and the direction is coming from the Mayor’s Office for those
projects. And so they’ve been initiated at that level and then in working with the
Department then it would be transferred down into Parks. So the War Memorial Master
Planning Project was one that I believe was funded in Fiscal Year ‘15 in the Department
of Management that’s being transferred down back into Parks now at this point and
then the Central Maui Regional Park with the, when it was the 309 acres with the
separation until it was separated into the 209 park acres and the 100 acre baseyard. It
was with the MD’s Office until it reaches that point of separation and then it would come
back down to the Parks Department.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And I guess the funding starts in their office though and then
it all moves into your department? Is that how it’s being tracked?
MS. SAVAGE: Correct. Those two projects were both funded, yeah, by the Department of
Management.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. I guess we were also discussing that money and how
it flows and the budget starts here and then it moves over there, especially with all these
different CIPs that occur. And as you’re stating, I guess that could get a little tricky on
our behalf trying to follow the money and try to figure out who’s in charge of what. But
oh, Mr. Baz, are you looking to get attention?
MR. BAZ: Well, just in general, if a department is funded a CIP project and another department
is managing that project for it, then what typically happens is the contracts and
payments that are made for that capital project have to be signed off by both directors.
So the director that the department it was originally funded in has to sign off on and
authorize that that expense is happening even though another department may be
managing that project.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: What if we move the project ourselves and place it in a specific department?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, so, we haven’t gone into CIP yet but in this year’s Budget ordinance, is
the first year that we have identified by department the projects and so you would have
that ability to do that now. Prior to this, it was identified by just the funding source and
the type of project it was but not necessarily.., and the district, but not necessarily a
department. So that was left to the Administration to kind of decide who to assign that
to and it was mainly based on the original project sheets of who requested the project.
But in the Budget ordinance this year, you’ve noticed that we have identified it
specifically by department as the main sorting tool and this is for our, for the
Administration’s understanding better of it as well as the Council and a better way to
as you go through your review of the different department’s CIPs to understand clearly
what department that CIP is assigned to.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran, you... okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And then just a fmal question on E/P, the 12-25 about the
Arborist. And this is a new person you folks are wanting to get for your department? I
guess it was done, title, or position, I guess, title change of sorts? So I guess it’s never
been part of the Department before?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
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MS. BUENCONSEJO: That was the one we briefly discussed, Member Cochran, about
transferring the Arborist from Parks into Public Works because his duties, majority of
his duties, a good 70 to 80 percent of his daily duties was dealing with street trees. So
that was the transfer over to Public Works. And Mr. Baz has a question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. I3AZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. So the Arborist on Page 12-25 is moved into the Parks
Program. That is the existing Arborist. There is no change requested for that, it’s just
a matter of reorganization like the rest of the positions. There is another position, when
we get into the Department of Public Works, in the Highway Beautification Fund that
we have proposed adding for the Street Trees Trimming Program. So that discussion
can happen for that specific Arborist position at that point but the Department of Parks
and Recreation still has proposed in our Budget an Arborist position. That’s the existing
Arborist, that PR-0059 is the existing Arborist.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So, we’re looking at two different Arborists?
MR. BAZ: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. So the one, ‘cause you’re looking to add one in the
Parks Program and I guess this one over here...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Parks is transferring.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, just transferring?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is transferring from one program to another program.
MR. BAZ: Yes, we transferred that from the Park Maintenance Program to the Parks Program.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. And then we have a bill for an ordinance that Mayor has sent down
for our consideration that would deal with the Public Works Department. But we’re
going to review that. My understanding that by State statute, the Arborist has one
responsibility, exceptional trees. And I’m looking at the Arborist would only do
exceptional trees in this County. So I’m looking at possible re-describing and adjusting
compensation.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So you’re saying their actual duties could not be re, I don’t
know, described or re-whatever, done?

-
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, the Mayor and I have different perspectives of this position but I think
the overall objective is the same. We need to do this better because I’m very unhappy
with my Lanai situation.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And we all know what we’re dealing with within Committee of the Whole.
Mr. Guzman, you have questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh yeah, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, no, no. But I thought.. .you know you have anything on this
component regarding the Arborist?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, no. Not the Arborist.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But real quick and thanks. And the Arborist too, I mean for
Parks, I just had to talk to Corporation Counsel about some trees that I drive by every
day that I mentioned to this Department and they continue to still grow there and I
recall an incident that COW had to deal with because of the tree and the tree is back
and I’m like ah. So anyways, I’m told that it’s going to be addressed, so.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, w&ll have discussions regarding that proposal by the Mayor. It’s in
this Committee at this time as part of his Budget Package Proposal. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And on the subject of the Arborist, you
said that most of his time is taken up on doing street trees?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, yes. For, you know, for him to be part of Parks and Public Works,
what we see is our contracts that are in place for Parks, in a sense, doesn’t get the care
and it gets some neglect that it shouldn’t be getting as an Arborist situated in Parks
property. Majority of his time is spent answering those calls for street trees, easements,
homes, you know, that kind of necessary work and basically, you know, he’s doing his
daily duties, you know, again part of his job role, which is what it is. But, which is why
the resolution is to have Public Works have their own Arborist or take, you know, our
current Arborist just because of the function, it’s just too big of a County and too big of
a job for one person. Too many trees. There’s way too much to handle from a Parks
standpoint, beach and playing field parks, and then again to have the roadways as well.
One storm alone will just, you know, winds and everything else. It’s a tough situation.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So the question I have, I guess, is if all the duties that that person
is doing now gets shifted to Public Works for street trees, et cetera, is there enough work
for him to do for a full-time position at Parks?
-
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MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, 100 percent. We have trees at beach parks, all of our passive
parks, that we don’t go out there until it falls or until we get that call because of the
disconnect with the maintenance or the going out, even though it’s under contract for
some of the vendors, it’s a lot of these trees, if it was inspected on a regular basis and
not waiting for the contract expiration to go and do the trees, we could get the vendors
out there earlier. And what we’re having is our districts are the ones calling us or calling
him to hey, you gotta send the guy out already, or the vendor out. So this will alleviate
that and have him actually monitor our beach parks and not do emergency POs for park
trees when it’s already under contract. And by the time the contract comes around,
there’s some incidents where the tree’s already cut because it was done through the
emergency P0. So I think having a designated Parks and designated Public Works
alleviates a lot of those problems and I think a lot of the, some of the funding would
definitely, you’ll see a drop, at least from the Parks’ standpoint. I can’t speak on behalf
of what goes on in the Public Works street trees.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, well that helps a little bit at least explain that. Mr. Chair,
I had mentioned a disparity in the E/P counts. Is this now the time to talk about it or
are we...
CHAIR HOKAMA: You can bring it up.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. I’m trying to do my math from what I remember from the
Fire Department before dinner. I believe there were 54 positions from the Fire
Department’s, you know, on the Department’s side saying that they were getting 54 and
wanted seven new positions, new E/Ps to make a total of 61.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, if I might?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: I went back and looked at the numbers for the Fire Department and it was 50 E/Ps
that are transferred and 11 expansion positions for a total of 61.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And don’t forget, you’re not counting the 10’/2.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, plus the 10Y~≥.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, plus the

101/2,

right. Right.

MR. BAZ: But just General Fund, it was 50 E/Ps coming out of Department of Parks and
Recreation and they’re adding 11.
-
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So regardless, so it’s 50. If you look on page, at the
summary page, I can’t remember what page it is now. It’s way the heck up there.
Twelve-three I believe it is. Essentially, Parks Department is losing 47Y2 E/Ps but you
sent over 50 E/Ps so that’s still 2’/2 E/Ps. So you’re adding 2’/2 E/Ps essentially to the
Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAGE: So the two and a half E/Ps comes from the two ghost positions, essentially, that
we talked about. So those still count as two E/Ps even though, again, the objective and
the use of those we would not be filling those as permanent E/Ps. It would be utilizing
the PR number for reorganization purposes. There’s another half of a position. We have
a half-time clerical position in West recreation that we’re asking as a full-time position.
So that’s the other 0.5 that we’re requesting. So that is the 2.5.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, I just wanted to get, make sure that there was, they
balanced and now they sort of do. I’m still a little confused on the ghost thing because
if they can, if the E/P is there, they can fill it eventually, right?
CHAIR HOKAMA: If there’s funding.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right. Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You still have time to think about it again because they’ll be with us
tomorrow morning at 9:00 a.m. Ms. Crivello, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Under Recreation and Support Services Program, Detail
12-97, I see, if I’m reading this right, an expansion request of 500,000 and it says to
Parks restructuring, maintenance, and additional parks coming under Department
responsibility. Is this for the, I’m trying to understand, is this for Ka Lima 0 Maui and
the Molokai Occupational Center? Is there a breakdown?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Parks?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So within the Recreation and Support Services Program,
yes, we have the qualified rehab, which is the Molokai Occupational and Ka Lima 0
Maui. We’re requesting for an additional half million, half a million dollars. As we’ve
gone through, again, the organizational process and the reorganization, there’s also
been a lot of newer parks that are coming online and with those additional park space,
obviously there’s still requirements that need to be completed in those areas for public
use. We’re not in a position right now as a Department we feel to ask for expansion
positions because we know there’s still more efficiency that we can generate with what
we have existing. And so what we’re proposing here would be a temporary increase that
would allow for us to still take care of the facilities that are currently under our
Department’s responsibility and allow us that opportunity to continue through our
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reorganization process, identify where we can become more efficient, and then
ultimately identify what are the future needs going to be for maintaining all of these
different locations. But we, as a Department, we didn’t feel comfortable asking for more
E/Ps at this point in time again because we know that we can become more efficient
through our current processes with what we have.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. But do you have a breakdown as to, of that total
amount is? I would think your Maui parks with, or Ka Lima 0 Maui would have a bigger
chunk.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, yeah so, Member Crivello, so it does have a breakdown there.
On {age 12-97, so for Molokai Occupational is that figure. I did not get their proposal.
They were asking for an increase.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: However, with communicating with them and having meetings with
them a couple of times over in Molokai, they were trying to get their internal structure
together. So I don’t know if it was sent up. I didn’t receive any increase from what that
is showing there from the actual on 2014 but it was combined. So that is the breakdown
where yes, Ka Lima 0 Maui is getting the big chunk of that.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Airight, understood. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, send us a detailed breakdown of who gets what. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yes, on Detail 12-80, there’s an increase of $50,000 from 75
to 125k based on actuals for employees to work on holidays. though in Fiscal ‘16, we,
Council made a reduction by 58,503. So were there any budget amendments for this
or is it, or did we just make it or what have you?
CHAIR HOKAMA: You need time to be able to respond to this question?
COUNCILMEMBER CR1VELLO: You can answer me that some other time.
MS. SAVAGE: Yeah. Thank...
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you need time, just tell me, if you need time to get a good response for
Ms. Crivello.
MS. SAVAGE: Yeah, thank you, Chair. I think if we could take a look at that because I know
in the past years there were expansion requests specifically asked for the holidays so if
we could go back and look at what those requests were and which ones and how much
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I would appreciate it.
MS. SAVAGE: --were provided in those previous years.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. Thank you, Deputy.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And you can give us a specific part of the contracts that cover this
area. Members, two good things. One, we’re pretty much on time and second we’re
already moving into tomorrow morning’s area of subject matter. So anything else in the
Parks Program at this point in time, Members? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, back to the Budget book on Page 488 and at the
Premium Pay two lines down, additional funding for park caretakers required to open
the social hail restrooms to the public on weekends, $6,000. Is that in particular for
Hana or is that just Countywide? And I guess for the next two lines also, I had
questions, Premium Pay, additional funding, seem to be...
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, while they’re looking that up, I did look at the actual expenditures for
Premium Pay for Parks and looking at the Aquatics, pools, there was only $75,000
budgeted for Fiscal Year 2016 but to date they’ve spent $82,361 so they’re over
expended already their Premium Pay for the current fiscal year. And so w&ll have to
take a look at and in general after the March report is available from Department of
Finance and confirmed, my staff and the departments will be going through each of their
current year’s operating budgets and in all three categories to see if any resolutions or
budget amendments are going to be required for the current fiscal year’s operations.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. BAZ: Because we wanted to wait until three-quarters of the year were done before we
presented that to the Council.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that. So, Members, we have pretty much from your
questions...

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Wait, are they going to...
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, we’re into Aquatics and what I wanted to do for tomorrow.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Is this Aquatics? This doesn’t say Aquatics though.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No but Recreation and Support in this proposal

--

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Recreation and Support, is that all?

CHAIR HOKAMA: --takes Aquatics and golf courses into all this new program area.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: So

--

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --Staff has things to do after we adjourn.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So any further questions on Parks Program, which is not Aquatics, not Golf,
not expansion, not CIP? Now’s the time.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you. I, 12-45, Parks Program, the leased equipment for
71,280. Above that you have 100,000 for a large utility mower. Why wouldn’t you lease
that mower with the other leased equipment?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. That actually is something that we would prefer moved into
the lease section. We’ve recently been able to come to an agreement with Finance and
the way we’re moving forward with the mowers, the leased mowers that were provided
for by this body in last Fiscal Year. And that would be something that again if this body
is in agreement with moving in the direction of the leased for some of our more
specialized-type of mowers, the Department would be amenable to having that moved
into the lease program instead of purchasing.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Would you happen to know an estimate of how much more we
would put into the lease portion to accommodate renting the $100,000 large utility
mower?
MS. SAVAGE: Those numbers we don’t have firm numbers yet on exactly what. We know
that, the purchase price for the different mowers but we’re still working on firming up
the actual leasing cost. But that’s, those are numbers that we anticipate having
hopefully in the next three weeks.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Three weeks? Chair, can I ask for a follow-up if they could
write? Can I ask you to request them to follow up on what the cost would be to rent
this large utility mower, Chair? Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We can follow up. I know the Department has actively looked at cost
efficiencies from lease versus purchase, so.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: For the Committee’s, just for their thoughts as you’re developing your Chair’s
proposal if you’d like to reduce that, it would be approximately $22,000 in the lease
cost.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh.
MR. BAZ: Yeah, versus purchase.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair will be working with Mr. Baz and the departments, you know,
‘cause, you know, I’m glad you brought that up as an example, Mr. Guzman. It’s a large
piece of equipment, $100,000 estimated value. But when you look at the life cycle, it’s
five years and therefore as your Chair, I will be looking at the request, especially what
is being asked to fund through borrowing because it doesn’t have enough life, length of
life in the cycle. I’m not inclined to borrow money for it because we don’t borrow for five
years, we borrow normally 20 years on the bond. So for me, certain equipment makes
sense but some definitely will not make the bond list for equipment purchases. Okay,
Members, other questions in this program area? If not, w&1l see you at 9:00 a.m.
tomorrow morning to complete the review of Parks and Recreation. Well take into
account the new division, Recs and Support, which entails Golf and Aquatics, their
expansion, and their expansion requests. So if there’s no questions for... Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: What are the other departments for the rest of the day?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I, and then we hope to complete Office of the County Auditor. And then if

time permits, you know, well bring up other departments. Ms. Yoshimura?
MS. YOSHIMURA: Sorry, Mr. Chair. We do have tomorrow the Department of the Prosecuting
Attorney and the Budget Director is following up with the Department of Liquor to see
if they can come tomorrow as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ah, our favorite departments. So yeah, we’ve heard from Staff, you know.
Well do what we can but we won’t overstretch the day because we do go to South Maui
tomorrow evening for a 6:00 p.m. public meeting, South Maui’s opportunity to testify on
the Proposed Budget.
Okay, no further business, this meeting is adjourned.
(gavel)...
ACTION:

ADJOURN:

DEFER pending further discussion.

8:22 p.m.
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